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FOREWORD

This extensive survey of taamtion of the forest industries in

Ontario is exploratory in nature. It attempts to clarify the relation-

ships between taxation policies and forest policies, between taxation

and forestry. A broad interpretation of taxation has been taken and

in so doing the problems involved in stompage and forest tenure have

been studied.

As a result of this study, the author hopes that some of the

problems of forest taxation will have been more clearly defined for

future intensive investigation, and that interest will be aroused in

company and government officials to discuss these myatters fully.

On August 29, 1952 an agreement was signed between the

Federal and the Ontario Governments whereby for a certain annual

subsidy the Provincial government agreed to suspend its personal

income tax and all corporation taxes except those on mining and log-

ging income. This agreement while anticipated, was not in effect

^when this thesis was prepared and therefore could not be allowed for.

Its operation should bring about certain tax reforms which mauy

people have urged and which the author calls attention to in this study,

The assistance of men in the forest industries and the federal

and Provincial governments is gratefully acknowledged along with

the guidance and advice given by the faculty members of the Faculty

of Forestry and the Department of Political Science and Economics

of the University of Toronto. The award to the author of one of the

Spruce Falls Power and Paper Co. Fellowships in Forestry and



leave of absence granted by the Forestry Breach of the Department

of Resources and Development were practical aids which made this

study possible*

OtUwm, September 1952. George C. Wilkes.
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Chaplicr I

TAXATION AND FOREST RESOURCES

Taxes mnd forests both possess unique features which give

them each their character. As the fields of taiiatioB and forestry

overlap, an understanding of these features and til&eir relationships

is essential if we are to develop administrative policies ti^ich do

not conflict but rathsr promote the most effective use of all our

resources.

Philosophy of Taxation

A philosophy of taxation is largely the political approach to

the problenk of raifiing monies for government. It is a fiystem* a

way of taxing the people, which embodies certain purposes and

principles and whoiie form will be altered with progress in political

uaA economic thou|;ht. k tax philosphy itself is but one facet of a

la^/ger body for it l^irms an integral part of the people's philosophy

f/f government.

Purposes of Taxaticn

A ci>aniry*s teaming policies give expressi jn to its tax philosophy

or attempt to do so. A^^d the first thing to ^<a established with any

policy is its purpose or pur^ses. Broadly there are two of these;

financial and non-financial, Somers ((Sl) p. 132), Financial purposes

include the raising of revenues while the non-£lnan<*.ial envisage ends

such as the exclusion of a toreign product from t^j domestic anarket

•r the discouragement of the export of such a commodity as saw logs.
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It 'Will be realised U&at both financial and non -financial aim« are

achieved by moat taxes, intentionally or otharwiae, and therefore

both ends are inoi^licit in any tax policy • In one tax the financial

purposes are streaaed, in another, the non-financinl purpose will

be accented. As these purposes are at tiie base of any tax policy,

they shoxild be clearly understood and foreseen whenever aa alter-

ation is proposed in the taxation system.

Principles of Taxation

The framing of a tax or a tax structure aims usually at con-

formance to certain accepted principles. These principles which

are taken as i^ides in the choice of taxing methods have been con-

sidered by philoso^ers and economists over the centuries. Adam

Smi& upheld four maxims of taxation. Smith ((79) pp. 777-778);

equality of taxation, certainty as contrasted with arbitrary imposi-

tion, convenience of payment, and economy of collection. H. Li«

Lata ((53) pp. 275-291) established seven guides for taxation which

are more useful when we consider the complex tax problems of today.

He states that taxes should be adequate and productive of revenue,

equitable, elastic, economical, simple in application and administra-

tion, diversified, and constitutionally flexible. H. M. Groves ((4 1 )p. 25)

believes that the rationality of a tax, its effects on social inequalities,

its effects on the economy, and its practical aspects must always be

mmm sured and weighed in balance. In this view, the ends whether

anticipated or not, are important in selection of the means to their

achievement.
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In support of these philosophical precepts, certain more

practical princijdes have been evolved for tiie levying of a tax.

The most important of these arc: the ability to pay; the benefits

received; earned versus unearned income; full employment; and

expediency. Generally the taxes in Ontario are based upon one or

TOor€ of these principles.

It is not the purpose of this ihcsis to discuss the merits or

demerits of these principles. Rather they will be borne in mind

when the practical effects of the taxes paid by the forest industries

are considered. It is sufficient to say tl&at the principles are not

easy to apply or use as bases for they involve subjective estimates

and valuations whose validity will vary for each individual.

Forest Resources

Qualities of the Forest

Forests have certain distinctive qxialities. First and fore-

fxiost, (hey are a renewable living asset: succeeding generations

may continue to possess forest wealth provided the necessary steps

are taken to obtain forest regeneration. However, like nutny other

living organisms* trees require constant protection fron^ attack by

disease and insects. Second, forests are vr>riable in composition.

This variability sometimes creates problems, yet it is a feature

providing flexibility in the forests as an industrial resource and as

a protection against erosion. Third, forests are able to utilise

land which may be economically unsuitable for any other purpose.

Fourth, forests require time to reach economic nuttarity • usually
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longer than a human generation. T'hia factor is the baai» of many

problezna: (1) financing forest management; (2) ensuring continu-

ity of forest policy; (3) providing adequate reserves for the forest

industries - especially in estimating future requirements; and

(4) in reaching solutions in forest research. Yet while this time

elcnaent demands all our skill in trying to read the future and urges

us to think now for the decades ahead, it does allow us time within

limits to adapt the forest resource to meet changing conditions and

requirexncnts.

Forest ConditiOtti^

Canada's forest resources in 1952 arc still extensive. Acces-

sible productive timber lands cover almost 4S4 thousand square miles*

of which over 147 thousand are in Ontario. Yet we cannot be satis-

fied for our forests are no longer as great as they once were. Many

factors have contributed to the destruction and mismanagement the

fine timber stands of the past. Fires and excessive cutting by men

under the belief of inexhaustible timber supplies arc outstanding

causes. To these must be added an apparent lack of reconciliation

of taxation and tenure policies with other policies affectlBg the

forests. And in the train of these conflicts -- often basic --

followed attitudes and actions by govcrniaient officials, company ex-

ecutives, and individuals which sometimes have worsened the pros-

pects of establishing proper forest management.

1. Sec the Appendix to this chapter for more detailed data of the
forest inventories for Ontario and for Canada as a whole.

2. For example: the reductions in incentives for company invest-
ment in forest management as a result of high incoine tax rates;
problems concerning stumpage and equity in future stands of
timber rcsultlag from sustained yield; etc. This point is

panded in succeeding chapters.
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Economic Significance

Because of Uieir extent and high qnalitf , Canada 'e foreete

proride the raw materials lor one of the large eectore in the

Canadian econocay. This sector is integrated with and sui^K>rts the

ottiere to each a degree l\hat failure of our timber eupplies would

greatly depress Canada's high standard of living.

The Canadian people, and Canadian industry are well aware

of the economic ixnportanr;e of the wood from the country's forests.

They know that the woodsmen following in tt&e paths of tike fur

traders played a significant role in Canadian history from the

eighteentSs. century up to the present day. The labours of these

men have gone to strengthening trade connections with Great Britain

awl die United Str^tes* to supporting ttke development of transporta-

tion facilities and the forest iadustHes, and to assisting the successful

operation of other primary aad secondary industries. The Appendix

to this chapter contains statistical data indicating the economic value

of the forests and forest industries for both the Province of Ontario

and Canada as a whole. These data show that these forest and indus-

trial resources are essential to Canadian economic aad social life

and are likely to remain so.

Althou|^ the uses of timber are well known, the non-timber

values of the forests are only now being given their proper recogni-

tion. This is largely because such values are difficult to express in

dollars, in employment, or as sources of income. Can Canadians
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adequately measure the pleasure and recreation that ike forests

yearly provide? Can they evaluate the protection timbered lands

I five to wild life, to soU, and even to LovBi^«?» Tet if we iai) in

4 suitable expression of Aese vahsc^s, their vital importance to the

country should not be disregr.rded or dismissed.

Of prime economic importance is the ratio of the annual

growth of new wood in the forest to the snnual depletion of mature

timber. At present almost nothing is known concerning this ratio

either for Ontario as a whole or for the different forested regions.

Experienced observers state that in many localities the ratio is

badly out of balance, that severe ovex-cutting is taking place,

Ontario ((71) pp. 16, 17, 41, 42, 71-73). In some areas a balance

has probably been struck. But the lack of precise information in-

dicates the urgent need for reliable data on this aoatter.

Interests hivolved in the Forest

Direct responsibility for the administration of Ontario's

forests lies with the Provincial govem!:kaent. Ultimately it rests

with each inhabitant of the Province. If he holds cutting rights

irottk the Crown» an individual nuiy be held directly accountable

for those lands. As corporate individuals, the forest industries

are la a similar position. Considering the large proportion of

forested land owned by the Crown, there can be no dispute as to

the prime position of the Provincial authorities in the field of

1. For Bu>re detailed discussions of this matter see
2. See appendix, pp. 10 and 11.
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forest maoagcmcnt.

The coroxnon elexneat in these interests is the perpetuation

of the forest resource in the healthiest and most productive state

possible under the conditions set by ^e economy in the widest

sense. Such conditioning factors would include: (1) the amount

of money which can b« spent at any time on all phases of forestry

and the amount which will be spent on any particular phase; (2)

o&er clai^ns on the financial resources of government, industry,

and the commsonity at large; (3) limited scientific knowledge

concerning the forests and their proper nMuaagement and limited

research on &e problems involved; (4) the rate of progress in

technological and industrial research for tiic optimum use of

forest products; (5) present and future market conditions for forest

and wood products; and (6) the cultural and economic institutions of

society such as the constitution, property, and capitalist enterprise,

TnaEstion and Forest Resources

Certain unique relationships exist between tascation and

forestry. Where the two fields overlap, the qualities of the forest

mentioned above are the factors which should give forest taxation

policies their characteristic form.

Forests unlike minerals are renewable assets. This fact

should give stability and long life to the forest industries while a

mine's existence is limited to the extent of the ore body. There-

fore if OkO forests are managed and not merely mined they will
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coatinue to contrilrate their share to governmcat rcveaues long

after noeay mines are exhausted. For this reason tax policies as

related to the forests should be cotnsidered as much from the

Isag-term as from the short-term point of view.

The extensive distributioa of the forests, and the variability

of their composition and quality are two of the bases for Canada's

broad and diversified forest economy. And because the forest

economy is broad» gove rnments may spread their taxes more

widely. Tax revenues will be nkore elastic than if the forest

ecoaonxy were narrow.

Because of the multiplicity of forest values, the forest

sector of tihe country's economy is tied closely to od&er sectors

such as the tourist industry and trapping. If taxation policies are

sucii as to discourage the forest industries from taking adequate

care of their forest resources, these other industries might suffer

adverse effects.

The time element involved in forest management urges

that tax policies be stable. Uncertainty, haxy purposes, and

vacillating attitudes to taxation will have repercussions on the

forests. Forest auttiorities generally agree that the returns on

investments in managed timber lands will be somewhat lower

than on investments in other business enterprises where the turn

over in capital is rapid. If these forest investments are to be
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CBcouraged, staUe asd fair tax policies are imperative. Further*

more, tax regulationa may be desifaed to reduce risk aad over-

c<»me the reluctaace that compeay executives show in making long-

term forest iavestmeiits,

a e e e e e

In the long-run the revenues of government vrill remain most

bouyant Just as long as the economy is most prosperous. Aad that

sector of the economy based upon the forests, with the help of

government end the community, must ensure that the forest re-

sources are not deprived of the necessary funds for their good

management. A close attention to tax policies by all parties is

an essential in this regard.
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This appendix coataias certain forest statistics for Csnsds

and th« Province of Ontario. A comparison of the Provincial and

Canadian data will provide information concerning the relative

importance of the Provincial forest economy as a part of the

country's whole econonoy and of that part which is hased upon the

forests* 2h addition to these statistics a hrief statement provides

the highlights of the present form of administration of Ontario's

Crown forests*

Forest Inventory, 1951

In Sq^uare Miles
Ontario Canada^

Total Forested Land 237. 200 1. 299. 7S9

Total Productive Forest

Accessible Productive Forest

Productive Forest by Cover Types and Sijse

All Types - Merchantable Timber

Young Growth

Softwood - MerchanUble Timber

Young Growth

ISxedwood • Merchantable Timber

Young Growth

Hardwood • Merchantable Timber

Young Growth

^ Exclusive of Labrador

173, 800
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Tenure of Occupied Forest Land, 1951,

In Square Miles

Occupied Crowa L^ands

Pulpwood Licences

Se<w Timber Licensee

Other Tenures

Totals

Privately Owned Forest Land

FariM "^c^lala

Other Private Fcrests

Total Occupie<l Forest Land

^ j^^sclusive of Labrador

Ontario Canada*

66, 254
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I

Production and Other Economic Statistics

Ontario Caaada

Output of Primary Forest Products - M, Cu. ft. Merchantable Timber

1948 654.268 5.198.179

1949 632. 202 3, 140. 137

Lumber Production-M. F. b. m.

1948 760.198 S. 908. 798

1949 793.039 5.915.443

Yaittc of Liumber Production - $ Millions

1948 46.9 340.9

1949 49.8 334.8

Principle Statistics of All Forest Industries

1948

No. of luoaployees

Salaries and Wages - $ Millions

Gross Value of Production - $ Millions

Net Value of Production - $ Millions

1949

No. of Employees

Salaries and Wages-$ Millions

Gross Value of Production - $ Millions

Net Value of ProducUon - $ MUlions

Net Value of Production of All Industries

$ MilUons

1948 3,758.3 9.351.5

1949 4,114.8 9,997.1

04, 853
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InvMitory data arc from the bulletin - FOREST AND FOREST

PRODUCTS STATISTICS, Caaada ( 1 5 )« Production and other

•coaomic auttistica are from relevant publicatioaa of the Dominion

Bureau of SUtiatica and the THIRD ANNUAI. ECONOMIC REPORT

for die Province of Ontario, (66).

NoU

Without repeating details for the diaposal of Crown timber

and the payment of atumpage duea and other Crown charges reviewed

in later chapters, two salient features in the forest nuLnagement

policies of the Ontario government may be noted: the leasing and

licensing system and the requirements to institute naaaagement

programs on leased and licensed lands.

The two chief meana whereby timber is obtained from Crown

lands, are by timber licences renewable annually and by pulpwood

agreexxienta for 21 year periods renewable for further periods.

Timber agreements have been signed for 10 year periods subject

to the annual renewal of the timber licence. These forms of tenure

are nkore 6ally described in Chapter V,

Ontario's expressed policy is that the Province's forests

shall be managed to yield periodic timber crops in perpetuity.

Managexneat plans are required of all companies with large hold*

tags. The aim of these plans must be a sustained yield of wood.

The Provincial authorities are responsible for the smaller areas
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and ttiosc presently unAlienated. Throu|^ joint efforts on the

pmrt uf govcmmcnt and indurlry, Uie forests are to be brought

under forest maaagement plans.

i

f
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c:*>apt«r n

AN HISTORICAL OUTLINE v^F TAXKS AFFECTING THE

FOREST INDUSTRIES

Forest Taxation in Ontario up to the Twentieth Ccatury

Prior to Confederation^

Before the beginning of the nineteenth century Canadian

forest resources contributed little to the revenue needs of the

colonies. With the passing of the Constitution Act in 1791* Upper

Canada was created and provided with a rather simple structure

of government. Its funds were derived largely from the imperial

government, from a share in the customs levied at Quebec and

Montreal, and from similar tolls raised in trading on the Great

Lakes. Municipal revenues and a small portion of provincial

money came from property taaces.

1. Annual Report of the Clerk of Forestry for the F-*rovince of

Ontario . 1899. Cited hereafter as Iveport of 1899 . The author
has drawn extensively on this report for material in this section.

2. By the act 14 George III. Chap. 83 (Great Britain), 1774, a
measure of self goverames&t was given to what was then the
Province of Oueher. This incl'ided Ontario. Th* i-glil-^iivte

council authorised by Section 13 could not levy taxes but was to

raise money for local purposes by xneans of property taxes.
This part of ttiis act remained in force when the Constitution Act
of 1791 - 31 George III, Chap. 31 (Great Britain) - was passed.
This established the Pro^nces of Upper and Lower Canada. The
Upper Canada act 33 George III, Chapu 2 (Upper Canada) provided
for the appointment of local assessors. This note does not fix

the date when local property tastes were first authorised in the
territory iH^ich is now OatSLrio but it does show how long they
have been established.
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bn 1808 the govcnuncnt of Lx>w«r Caaada imposed a Us am

•cowa of lumbar aad eriba of tqaara tl»bar paaaiag through the

^ Lawranca rapi<U batwaea Chatcaagaty aad Mootrtal. ^ The

monies coUactad ware to provida a laad for Im^rpvasnamt of ia-

laad aavlgatloB an Um St« LAwraace River. Timber oparatora

bringing thair rafta down from Om Ottaaa caatribalsd &air iiiara

to this fiind*

bk Uppar Cmmmdm, aatbarity ^r the aale of timber was arat

ieaued by tiba I^iatiiaaant Governor, Sir S^regrine Maitlaad, in a

pr«elamatiott dated 1126, aapert of IS^ ((67) pp. 4^ aad SO).

Uader inatrnctiQaui from ttia Caaaniasioner of the Treaaary in

Kngland, tiha ^rvayor Genaral of Woodi aaf ^ oreate was to grant

licancaa on nnaljanatad Croam laade on tha Ottawa Rivar. To ob-

tain a licaaca tha oparatnf tsii U» «graa io p»y ;L« ratea set by tha

Commiaaionar for Crown L«nnda. Tha year li27 saw tiaaber li-

cancaa np for anctioa fmtr th«» fir^l Uiwv. T2s*f Haeeti the aystcxs*

whereby the pnrdLaiaera* in bidding for the Ucancen, came to pay

a sum or bonus over aad above the initial or tm»%r^^ price aet by

rcgolatioa. A paaaliy of double the price (dues) was to be exacted

from any operator cutting timber which did aoi s<|ttare 8 laches or

over* There are two poista of intereat here, f^irat, a very em-

bryonic form of timber maaagemcnt' was tied ia with reveane

producing regulations. Second, the introduction of ttumpage as

!• 4S George Ul, Chap. 19 (Lower Canada).

2« Report of 1899 > p« SO. While the auction of limits was iatroducad
at this date, the practice of granting them to tha highest bidder

did not become general until after 1S42^. ;i>ec Report of li99»

pp» 62, 63. and 82.

S« By preventing the cutting of timbar ualil it had ^'attained suitable

growth*', the goverameat may only have beea saeiOag to preserve

the lun^ber trade rather thsa the foreata. It is difflcult to asaeaa
the meaai^g of theae worda today.
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a source of revenue was effected by regulations issued by the

Commissioner of Crown Lands amd not by statute.

It was not until a Select Committee of the Legislature of

the united Province of Canada had reported in 1849 on the state

of the forests and timber disposal, Canada (l 2a),that the gov-

ernment enacted legislation embodying its previous timber regu-

lations. This was an act for '*The Sale and Better Management

of Timber on Jt^blic LAnds". The Select Committee* s report

recommended charging an annual ground rent as well as timber

dues in order to prevent any monopoly or speculation in licences.

However this recommendation was not adopted until 18S1, Report

of 1899 ((67) p. 79). Regulations for that year imposed an an-

nual rental of two shillings six pence per square mile or a mini-

mum rental of ^ 1 per licence. In addition, these charges were

doubled each year if the limit were not occupied by the licence

holder. The government also doubled the dues on saw logs which

were cut and then exported. This was done to discourage the

export of unmanufactured logs to American mills.

In 1854 another Select Committee of the I^egislature con-

ducted hearings on the managexnent of the forests. They examined

the American system for timber disposal by sale of timbered lands.

1. 12 Victoria, Chap. 30 (Canada).

2. See Chap. Ill p. 75 for further details concerning the purpose

of charging ground rent.
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Under thi« •ystein land, upon which th* re waa an upset or re-

serve price of $1. 25 per acre, was auctioned for sale. In this

way the government believed it encouraged settlement of

timbered agricultural lands. They also believed that any lands

where the timber was poor in quality would have the timber cut

if the land were sold and that the timber would remain uncut if

disposed of by a timber licence. Furthermore, it was also held

that the sale of lands created a better basis for property taxation

than if lands were only leased. The Committee rejected this

method as being unsuitable for Canada, and gave their support

to the governmeivJs licensing system, Canada (12b). The Com-

mittee believed that the American system would hinder orderly

settlement and mean lower revenues to the Crown. Nine years

later another Select Committee examined the lumber trade and

the disposal of cutting licences. While no final report was ever

prepared by this Committer, an interim report gives the evidence

it gathered at its hearings. This shows that the members were

concerned with an apparent insecurity of tenure of timber lands

under the licensing system because of its effect on the pros*

perity of the lumber industry and the protection of the forests.

They urged improvements to give the licensee a more secure

tenure, Canada (l2c).

1 . Insecurity of tenure was apparently of little consequence for

the regulations of 1866 made no change in licence renewal

practices.
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Regulations issued in 1866 clarified the system of disposal

of licences by auction with a nriinimum reserve or upset price to

be established by the Commissioner for Crown LAnds, Report of

1899 ((67) pp.98 and 99). These regulations continued in force

through the transition period at Confederation.

During the year 1864 the Legislature passed an act replacing

an earlier statute for the incorporation of joint stock companies.

This Act introduced the fee for incorporation. It continued in

force after Confederation until replaced by separate federal and

provincial legislation.

The Allocation of Taxing Power and Natural Resources at Confederation

Confederation wrought many changes in the Canadian provinces.

Under the British North America Act, ^ the central government

took over provincial problems in trade and commerce. It pushed

ahead the settlement of the west and the building of the transcon-

tinental railroads. By leaving broad issues to the federal govern-

ment, the provinces were free to concentrate their eiioi ts on in-

ternal development. Naturally adjustmenbS to the new arrangements

ran into some difficulties. In fact, the new divisions of taxing

power and responsibility for natural resources were to raise serious

problems many years after 1867.

1, 27-28 Victoria, Chap. 23 (Canada).

2. 30 - 31 Victoria, Chap. 3 (Great Britain). Cited hereafUr as
the B.N. A. Act.
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By Section 91 of the B.N. A. Act the federal parliament

received the power to legislate for "peace, order, and good gov-

ernment of Canada" in relation to matters broadly of concern to

the Canadian people as a whole. The provincial legislatures were

allowed to make laws on all matters enumerated in Section 92 of

the act. These particularly concerned the people wiJiin each in-

dividual province.

With this division of powers went financial resources be-

lieved to be adequate to their proper functioning. The central

government obtained the authority for direct and indirect taxation,

the control of credit, currency, banking and tariffs, and the

power to borrow on the country's credit. The provincial govern-

ments could raise revenues by direct taxation within the province,

by borrowing on the province's credit, through the control and

develop<nent of natural resources (unless specifically reserved

to the federal government), and through the issuance of certain

licences. Because it was recognized that the provinces yielded

their most fruitful sources of revenue - customs and excise taxes

to the central government, a schedule of subsidies was set out,

supplemented by certain grants-in-aids. As creatures of the

provincial legislatures, the municipalities* functions and finances

were controlled by these bodies. Municipal revenues come from

direct taxation of business and property, direct sales taxes, the

issuance of licences, provincial grants, and the operation of

public utilities.
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Taxing Powers of the Federal Government

Prior to 1867 the taxing powers of the provincia.1 legisla-

tures as granted by the imperial parliament, tended to expand

as the country became settled. The B.N. A. Act placed the

power to tax with the British parliament, the new Doxninion

parliament, and the provincial legislatures. An account ot the

legal power to tax that was held by the British government znay

be found in Kennedy and Wells* study, "THE LAW OF THE

TAXING POWER IN CANADA", Kennedy (50). When the British

parliament in 1931 passed the act known as the statute of West-

minster, * it gave up any taxing power it held in Cana.da. In

addition, by this act no statute of the dominion governments could

be held void it it happened to be repugnant to some British legis-

lation.

Section 91, subsection 3, of the B.N. A. Act gives the fed-

eral government power to make laws relating to '*the raising of

revenue by any mode or system of taxation". This ezxiphasia;es

clearly the sovereign position of the central government. Both

direct and indirect taxation may be resorted to. Therefore neither

the nature nor the purpose of the tax hai any limit. These facts

should be viewed in the light of subsections 14, 15, 16 and 19 of

the same section. These are the subsections giving L>ttawa ex-

1. 22 George V, Chap. 4 (Great Britain).

2. Ibid, section 2, subsections 1 and 2. The old Colonial i^aws
Validity Act became inoperative in the dominions.
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elusive control over money and banking - powerful factors set-

ting the framework in which our economy operates and within

which the provinces' financial autonomy functions.

I^egal authorities hold that the federal taxing powers are

limited by Sections 121 and 125 of the Act. Section 121 pro-

hibits any tariff on inter provincial trade - a ruling applicable

to the provinces as well. Section 125 provides that "no lands

or Property belonging to Canada or any Province shall be

liable to taxation".

In an article in the Canadian Bar Review, V. C. MacOonald,

((55)p. 77) points out that tax legislation must be in substance a

measure to tax. It must not be a disguised means of attaining

some other purpose beyond the authority of the government.

Taxing Powers of the Provincial Governments

The Province of Ontario's taxing authority, as that of ail

provinces, derives from subsections 2 and 9 of Section 92 of the

B.N. A. Act. Subsection 2 limits a province to raising revenue

by direct taxation within the province for provincial purposes.

Subsection 9 grants a province the right to impose licences for

raising money for provincial, local, or municipal purposes.

The definition to be given the term "direct taxation" is

that of John Stuart Mill ((61) p. 823), which was current when

the B.N. A. Act was passed. Court rulings since 1867 have
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given the definition absolute force. If it is to bt altered, a

constitutional amendment is necessary for it is a point no longer

open to judicial review. Mill stated a direct tax to be "one

which is demanded from the very person who is intended or

dcsirea should pay it". Ixird Cave in one of his judgments

stated, "It is the nature and general tendency of the tax and

not its incidence in particular or special cases which must de-

termine its classificaUon and validity", MacDonald ((55)p. 80).

If a;c the nrK>ment of payment its incidence is obscure, a tax is in-

direct.

The limitation of direct taxation does not necessarily ap-

ply to taxes in the form of licence fees imposed under subsec-

tion 9.

The B.N. A, Act provided definite limitations to provincial

taxing powers other than those of subsections 2 and 9. No pro-

vincial tax could destroy powers of operation conferred by the

federal government on any body - for ''^sxaxnple a federally incor-

porated company. In addition, the federal government was given

the powers of disallowance and reservaMnn of any provincial

legislation. This legal right has been modified by constitutional

practice. If in doubt, the validity of any provincial tax legislation

1. B.N. A. Act, op. cit. , Sec. 90.
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would be tested today in the courts, Kennedy ((50) p. 45).

As the provincial taxing powers coincided with certain of

the federal powers, disputes were bound to arise. These have

been settled by the courts. To this point the tollowlng judgment

is pertinent, *'the two taxations. Dominion and provincial, can

stand side by side without Interfering with each other, but as

soon as you come to the concomitant privileges of absolute

authority, they cannot stand side by side and must clash; con-

sequently the L>ozx2inion must prevail", Wheare ((87) p. 112).

Taxing Powers of the Municipal Governments

A municipality's power to tax derives directly from the

province. The B.N. A. Act allows any province to delegate to

a municipality any oi the powers within provincial competence.

Thus municipal governments are restricted to direct ta3u\tiim

and the raising of revenues by licensing.

The iiUocation of Natural Kesources.

By subsection 5 of section 92 of the B.N. A. Act, the

provinces received control of the forested lands within their

borders. They are permitted to raise revenues from the sale

or lease of Crown LAnds. Responsibility for the care of the

forest resources rests with the provinces. The central gov-

ernment retains control of lands vested in its name and which

lie within provincial boundaries -for example, canals, public
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harbourf, Indian reserves, military lands and those set aside

for general public purposes. * Up until 1930 the federal govern-

ment managed the natural resources of the prairie provinces.

This made pK>ssible the federal government's free homestead policy;

the provincial governments received payments in lieu of revenues

they might have obtained from the disposal of land, timber, etc.

Of the Crown forests \within provincial boundaries today, those

only on federal forest experiment stations and national parks are

administered by Ottawa.

i» * 1^ 4i 4i «

The above sections provide an outline of the results of

Confederation as they affected the fields of taxation and natural

resources. Some of the later modifications and interpretations

of tbe powers delegated under the B*, N. A. Act are given. It is

now necessary to describe developmients in the tax systems of

the federal and Ontario governments following 1867.

Taxation Changes from 1867 to 1900

Federal Taxes

At Confederation the federal government obtained the ex-

clusive use of the tariff and excise taxes. These remained the

chief source of federal revenue until well into the twentieth

century. The thirty-thiee years reviewed only witnessed

changes in the rates and structure of these taxes. In 1879,

1. B. N.A. Act. op. cit. , Schedule 3,
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following the defeat of the Liberal government in the previous

year, the Conservatives increased tariff rates sharply as part

of their National Policy. Tariffs continued to rise until 1889

when the peak was reached. In 1896 the Conservatives were

defeated. The new Liberal government immediately introduced

the British Preferential Tariff which applied lower Uriff rates

to British goods. This policy has become a feature of the Can-

adian tariff structure and found its fullest interpretation in the

Ottawa Agreements of 1932.

Excise duties also rose slowly following Confederation but

in 1900 were still but a fraction of their present values.

The first federal act to Incorporate coriipanies tuid re-

pealing previous acts passed by the i rovince of Canada, was

enacted in 1869. It levied fees for incorporation,

Provincial Taxes

Following 1867, Ontaiio continued to derive A-evenues

from the sale of forest and other lands and from licences.

These were augmented by the federal subsidies. In 1874 fees

were charged for incorporation of companies under a new

provincial statute. The legislation covering the sale dt.n6

1, 32 - 33 Victoria, Chap, 13 (Canada). This repealed the

earlier statute of the x'^rovince of Canada.

2. 37 Victoria, Chap. 35 (Ont. ). This repealed the earlier

statute of the Province of Canada.
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management of timber was repeatedly amended and in the

Revised Statutes of OnUrio 1897 its title became "The Crown

Timber Act". ^ The year 1892 saw Ontario enter the sue-

cession dutJes ficid. ** Corporation taxes were levied for

the first tm>c in 1899. Thus by 1900 Ontorio's tax system

had become quite complex.

Municipal Taxes

Personal and real property taxes continued to be the

mainstays of municipal revenues in Ontario during this period.

Income taxes were levied by some municipalities. But gener-

ally speaking the local tax systems remained comparatively

simple.

Ati 4' •«( # 41 4i

Goverxnent in the nineteenth century viewed taxation

warily. In keeping with the expansion of settlement and trade,

government xxiust be a help not a hindrance. This attitude

became established especially after the end of British mer-

cantilism. It is true that Canadian governments and merchants

tried to stay the passing of this era in trade between Canada

and Britain, Creighton ((31) pp.83. 103, 107). Jfet they were

1. R. S.O. 1897» Chap. 32.

2. 55 Victoria, Chap. 6 (Ont.

)

3. 62 Victoria (2), Chap. 8 (Ont.).
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among the first exponents of "free tx-ade" with the United States.

For in this area such an approach best served the development

of industry and the spread of settlement. From this interest in

industrial growth came the protectionist attitudes of the later

years and the reliance of governments on customs and tariffs,

the sale of land and timber, licence fees, and on property taxes

as sources of revenue. These did not interfere greatly with in-

dustry and aided the agricultural policies of the day.

As the lumbermen moved westward through the pinelamds

of Ontario* many people voiced concern over the conditions left

in the loggers* wake. The first timber regulations and statutes

did not set out to prevent destruction of the forests. They came

as reforms to an outmioded timber disposal system. Although

they hardly prevented speculation, these acts provided some free-

dom, stability, and order in the disposition of timberlands.

L-Ater they ensured that the Provincial government received

some if not all of its proper dues. The Government was able to

draw in large revenues from this resource as the needs of the

Treasury mcAcaacJ.

This survey shows that there was little attempt up to 1900

to influence forest management by means of taxation. Probably

the two fields were rarely associated in the politicians' minds

for few were worried about the forests or interested in their

management.
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Twentieth Century Tax Development*

Federal Taxes

Up to the First World War the federal government relied

upon its indirect taxes - customs and excises * to meet Treasury

requirements. Corporations and unincorporated businesses in

Ontario, as elseiwhere, were free of such burdens or theii: effects

as federal income taxes, sales taxes, and succession duties. In

1916, the Business Profits War Tax Act was passed. This

levied a 25% tax on all profits of an incorporated business ex-

ceeding 7% of the capital employed in the business. Unincorpor-

ated businesses paid a lower tax rate. The forest industries

made their fair contribution to these taxes. At the end of 1920

the tax was repealed. By that date amendments to the act had

introduced a graduated scale of rates.

Midsummer 1917 saw the inception of the first federal

2
personal income tax and a corporate proHts tax. The latter

was payable only if it exceeded the business profits war tax.

In IVltf* Uttawa mtroducea tne iirsi saxes cax inw C«iiada

under the Special War Revenue Act. ^ It was a tax on automo-

biles. The federal government in 1920 first levied the general

sales tax, much as we know it today. Equipment used in logging

1. 6-7. George V, Chap. 11 (Canada).

2. 7-8. George V, Chap. 28 (Canada).

3. 8-9. George V, Chap. 46 (Canada).
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operations was and «till is exempt from the tax. The products

of the natural resources industries were also free of tax. It

was not until 1945 that the government granted exemption from

the sales tax on machinery and apparatus used in the manufac-

ture or production of goods. To be eligible for exemption such

goods must be used directly in the manufacturing process - for

example a paper machine may be purchased free of tax but

office equipment would be subject to the tax.

The depression years of the 1930's witnessed little change

in the federal tax system. Only adjustments of the tax rates

occurred as the central government along with the provincial

and municipal governments wrestled with mounting financial

problems.

lAiring the Second World War» the Canadian government

levied taxes on excess profits to be paid by incorporated and

unincorporated businesses. In addition it levied a tax of three

cents a gallon on gasoline. Both these taxes were rexnoved

after the war aithougH tne jrroviace ui \jutMsriu incorporated into

its own tax on gasoline the amount of the repealed federal tax.

Of greater significance at this time was the federal

government's entrance into the succession duties field. In

1941 Ottawa passed the Succession Duty Act. ^ While of no

1. 3 George VI (2), Chap. 4 (Canada).

2. 4-5 George VI, Chap. 14 (Canada).
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great importance for incorporated companies, this act can create

problems where forest industries are run as partnerships or

proprietorships. Until the recent Income Tax Act was passed,

private companies and partnerships sxiffered hardship under the

combined effects of succession duties and taxation of undistributed

profits. Under the most recent Income Tax Act, private com-

panies may elect to pay the necessary taxes and capitalise these

profits.^

In 1952, Ottawa levied a surtax of 2 per cent on corporate

and personal income as well as 2 per cent tax similar to the

general sales tax. The money from these taxes goes to pay for

federal old age pensions.

'

m
In summary then, the Income Tax Act , the Succession

Duty Act^, and the Excise Tax Act', are probably the three

federal tax acts of importance to the forest industries in Ontario.

Provincial Taxes

By the turn of the century «»• *•••«• •y«*-*—» ^* r>*.»«Hr» had

been pretty well deOned. The roost important tax letrislation was

in effect although many amendments were to follow. The Province

1. 11 - 12 George VI, Chap. 52 (Canada), Sect. 95A.

2. 15 • 16 George VI, Chap. 18 (Canada).

S. 11 - 12 George VI, Chap. 52, (Canada), as amended with per-

tinent regulations. Cited hereafter as the Income Tax Act.

4. 4 - 5 George Vi, Chap. 14, (Canada), as amended.

5. 11 George VI, Chap. 60, (Canada), as amended.
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received revenue from ccrporation taxes, succeMlon duties, the

incorporation of companies, the assessmeats under the Crown

Timber Act besides revenues from other sources such as the

sale of lands and federal subsidies.

Although the present Highway Traffic Act was not passed

until 1923 ^, Ontario licensed motor vehicles as early as 1903^.

In 1907, profits from the mines were taxed under the Mining

Tax Act . The fire protection tax on all licence and agreement

holders under the Crown Timber Act was levied for the first

time in 1917^. Although this was the first fire protection tax

to be levied, prior to this date the forest companies did share

some of the expenses of fire protection. The years 1921 and

1924 saw two minor taxes and one licence instituted in the

Province - the LAnd Transfer Tax^, the Provincial LMmd Tr-

7and the licence under the Mills I^icenaing Act . The first based on

the value of land, was paid at the time of the transfer of its title

from one person to another; the second was levied on the value

wA axA lands held m vmorganised rrk«f*<ahips and not covered by a

licence or an agreement; and the third was required by all opera-

tors of sawmills and pulp and paper mills. In 1925 the Province

1. 13 - 14 George V, Chap. 48 (Ont.

)

2. 3 Edward Vn, Chap. 27 (Ontj

3. 7 Edward Vil. Chap. 9 (Ont.

)

4. Report of the Minister of Lands. Forests, and Mines of the

Province of Ontario. 1917 . Sessional Paper No. 2. 1918,

Toronto, The King's Printer.

5. U George V, Chap. 13 (Ont.)

6. 14 George V, Chap. 13 )Ont.)

7. 14 George V, Chap. 17 (Ont.)
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parsed the GaaoUae Tax Act* - a reUll sales tax to be earmarked i

for highway improvements. (This tax today amounts to about one-

quarUr of the retaU price of gasoline and in the Escal year ending

March 3lst, 1951 yielded over one-third of the province's tax

revenue). In the same year, 1925, the Railway Fire Charge Act

was passed levying a fire protection tax on raUway lands.
^

Daring the dapresaion yeara, the Provincial government

sought to increase its tax ravenues. The Corporation Tax Act

was amended in 1931'' so that all bat certain specified corpora-

tions paid a percentage tax on the value of tiie company's paid-up

capital. This base, besides paid-up capital stock, includes sur-

plus and reserve funds (other than depreciation reserves), and

capital indebtedness such as bonds, mortgages, debentures.

notes, and income bonds and debentures. Up to SO per cent of

the book value is granted as an allowance on the value of goodwill,

patents, franchises, etc. In 1932, the Province further amended

this tax act in order to levy a tax on corporate profits and a tax

of S50. 00 for each office oi>crated in the province by a company.

These taxes applied to all but the specified corporations which

were taxed otherwise.

1. 15 George V, Chap. 28 (Ont.

2. 15 George V. Chap. 16 (Ont.

3. 21 George V, Chap. 9 (Ont.

)

4. 22 George V, Chap. 8 (Ont.)
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Under the Wartime Tax Agreement* yfitiich. were in effect

during the Second World War, Ontario and the other provii^rcr

racated the personal and corporate income tax and corporation

tax fields In favour of the federal government. Thereby Ottawa

was able to exploit these revenue sources to their maximum in

order to raiie war revenues. In exchange the federal govern-

ment granted subsidies to ^e provinces. The Agreements were

in effect for the years 1941 - 1946 inclusive.

After 1946 these tax fields again came under the purview

of provincial legislation. The federal government attennpted to

arrange similar Tax Rental Agreements to run from 1947 to

1952. Ontario did not enter into such an agreement and reim-

posed its corporation taxes and corporate income taxes. It has

not as yet resumed taxation of personal incomes.

Following the termination of the WartLme Tax Agreements,

the federal government allowed as a deduction from taxable in-

come under the income Tax Act, any taxes paid to a province on

2
ment passed the Logging Tax Act. By this act, the Provincial

tax on logging income in excess of $10, 000 was to be at a rate o£

9 per cent rather than the standard rate of 7 per cent applicable

tinder the Corporation Tax Act.
»

And so today, the forest industries pay taxes into the

1. 6 George VI, Chap. 1, (Ont.

)

2. 14 George VI, Chap. 39, (Ont.)
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Provincial treasury under the follo'wing Acts: The Succeailon

Duty Act ; the Corporation Tax Act ; the Crown Timber Act^;

the Logging Tax Act ; the Provincial Land Tax Act^S the Lumd
6 7

Transfer Tax Act ; the Gasoline Tax Act ; the Highway Traffic

Act*; the Companies Act ; the Mills Licensing Act^^; and the

Railway Fire Charge Act . Of these the corporation taxes* in-

come taxes, succession duties, and the assessments under the

Crown Timber Act stand out as the taxes of greatest significance

to the industry.

iisntion should also be made pf the levies upon industry

for unexnployment insurance and workmen's compensation* The

federal government imposes the former under the Unemployment

Insurance Act and the Ontario government administers the

13
latter under the Workman's Compensation Act . These gross

Ttage taxes i^re important to industry in the amount of extra

labour «a\ A^mC ^^ makjng returns to the two governments.

Municipal Taxes

The twentieth century has seen only one major change in

XD:anicipal taxation in Ontario. This was the amendment of the

1. Revised SUttttes of OnUrio, 1950, Chap. 378.

2. Ibid, Chap. 72.

3. IMd, Chap. 82. Notes The Crown Timber Act, 1952. 1 EUaabeth
II, Chap. 15 <Ont.) wiU repUce R.S.O. Chap. 82 and R«S.O.
Chap. 234 when proclaimad.

4. Ibid, Chap. 216.
5. Ibid. Chap. 309. 10. Ibid, Chap. 234.

6. Ibid, Chap. 198. 11. Ibid, Chap. 330.

7. Ibid, Chap. 157. 12. 4 George VI, Chap. 44 (Canada)

8. IMd, Chap. 167. This repUced ttie Employment and

9. IWd, Chap. 59. Social Insurance Act. 25-26 George

V Chap. 38 (Canada)

IS. R.S.O. 1950, Chap. 430.
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Assessment Act in 1904 by which the personal property tax tvss

dropped in favour of a tax on the assessed vmlue of business

premises. According to this change in the act, business property"^

in a comirmnity was to be classified by industrial type classes.

The local government then levied taxes at the general rates on a

percentage of the assessed values. These percentages differed

for each industrial classification. For example, distilleries

pay taxes based upon ISO per cent of the assessed value of their

premises while manufacturing concerns have their taxes based

on 60 per cent of their assessed value.

For the record it should be stated that certain of the

larger municipalities had instituted personal income taxes prior

to 1936. But these were repealed in that year.

1
Today« the property and business taxes rernain the chief

sources of municipal *evtfnues. These are augmeute«a iu/ ^ «\ au.s

Irom provincUl go . .frnment grants, public utilities, poll taxes,

and such licences as mav be levied. In some localities, business

licences arc imposed but these are of little interest in this sbtdy.

At the outset of the twentieth ceniury the taxation policies

of the federal and provincial governments followed the same

1. 4 Edward Vn, Chap. 23, (Ont.)

2. H.S.O. 1950, Chap. 24.
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pattern as at the clo»e of the previous one. The Province and

the country were still rapidly expanding. Arid the Provincial

government took an active part in the development of Ontario's

resources. All governments were loathe to move into the field

of direct taacation but the need for new sources of revenue was

forcing the Province's hand.

The First World War did much to change federal tax

policies. The depression years so affected all government's

resources that further taxes were instituted paving tS&e way for

•ur present tax systems. The understanding of political science

and the study of economics have progressed rapidly in the past

fifty years. And these have affected government policy almost

as much as current events. The use of tax legislation as an

added lever to effect other governraent policies came to be ac-

cepted by the politicians and the people.

The income and sales taxes are examples where iuc ex-

emptions are used to encourage forestry as well as other forms

of enterprise. This is particularly so when tax regulativ->ns are

interpreted generously. For example costs of research and M

reforestation are deductible from taxable income, and equipment

used in logging is exempt from the sales tax. These conditions

did not come about at the initial passing ox these acts but have

been achieved over the years. For it is the belief of government

that a healthy industry will be more amenable to accepting
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direction and to carrying out activities in forest management

or any other policy than an industry over-burdened by taxes.

The fire protection taxes under the Province's Crown

Timber Act and the Railway Fire Charge Act are examples of

taxation based on the benefits principle. By means of these

payments the companies leasing Crown timberlands support

ttie Province's protection services.

These points indicate that the federal and pv^-^'^cial

governments are generally aware tb»* Jkexr tax policies may

materially support as ^*1a as damage their forest and other

policle*. This matter is discussed in further detail in Chapteri

m and VL
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Chapter in

TAXES AND OTHER GOVERNMENT CHARGES
IN THEORY AND IN PRACTICE

Chapter II shows that in Uie Canadian tax ayatcms today

many taxes and charges have their impact on industry within

the Province of Ontario. It is now desirable to study the im-

pact, incidence, and effect of the naajor taxes, pmrticnlarly as

they affect the forest industries. The less iaaporlant levies

receive onlv krief treatment. In addition, stompage charges

and their ^ace in go rersment revenues naust be analysed. ^

1. In Appendix I to this Chapter, p. $8 below, definitions are
given for &e terms impact, iacidv-^re. shifting, effects,
arid stumpnge. Appendix II, p. 103 ov >w. contains a theo-
retical analysis of the effects on business enterprise, ^

the corporate net income taxes. Appendix III, p. 113 below,
contains an outline of the survey of business executive opin-
ion in the forest industries conducted as background for
this thesis.

2. Some people may question the inclusion of stumpage in this

review for it is the Provincial authorities' claim, supported
by court judgment, that this is not a tax but a price charged
for the forest products sold by the govenuooent (See the fol-

lowing court Judgment: In Re Hardy. 62 Ontario L^w Report
(1928) pp. 367-370, and 63 0.L.R. (1928-29) pp. 246-247.

Western Weekly Reports, p. 544). The author grants this

point readily. However, stumpage does go to swell the

Province's Consolidated Kevenue Fund along with taxes and
other revenues. Idany men in industry liken stumpage to a
tax. Certainly one alternative to it is some sort of tax.

There is a rigidity in stumpage which is not usually found

in prices. Furthernaore, some elcxnents in stumpage are
adjusted as arbitrarily as any tax. These points are dis-

cussed more fully in the section dealing with stumpage,

p. 77.
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Corporate Net Income Taxes

Corpration net income taxes have received much thought and

discussion by economists, tax theorists, industrialists, and

the man in the street. Economic textbooks and journals, news-

papers, and pamphlets carry many references and articles on

the impact, shifting, incidence and effects of Uiese taxes. As

no attempt can be made here to go deeply into the theories of

these taxes, this section will only touch on some of the main

points.

The Taxes' Incidence

The federal income tax act, as of 19$2, Abbott (3), levies

a 50 per cent tax upon the net taxable income of ail corporations.

There Is a rebate up to 5 per cent where similar taxes are im-

posed by a province. While the tax's impact is in this way upon

the shareholders cf the corporation, there is considerable dis-

cussion whether or not the tax is shifted to some degree - forward

throue;h pric adiuatments, or backwards through reductions in

payments to factors of production.

The traditional theories of incidence approach the problem

of forward shifting in two ways. In the first, it is assumed that

the corporation operates to maximise the return on its capital

investment and that the tax rate remains below 100 per cent.

Under these assumptions the net profit after taxes remains at the
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xnaxinuun that could b« achieved whether or aot the firm oper*

ates under perfect competition or as a monopoly. If a higher

price for ^e company** producta could hare ensured a higher

profit after taxation, then it would have yielded a higher one

before the tax was imposed* For this reason a higher price after

the tax levy is inconsistent with our assumption of maximising

action and the tax i4 borne by the shareholder, not the consximers.

In the second approach, it is assumed that the corporation oper-

ates in a purely competitive economy and that the price of the

product of the marginal firm is the ruling price. This marginal

producer just breaks even and makes no profit. If the business

lost money it would stop producing. Therefore, if there is no

profit made by the marginal producer, he pays no incomm tax.

It cannot then enter into his pricing policies. The price after

the tax has been levied (or increased) remains the same as it

was before. The shareholders of the businesses making a taxable

profit bear the tax. This approach is valid provided the marginal

producers account for an appreciable part of the supply or can

expand output appreciably.

These are rather elementary and superficial considerations

which make little allowance for the complexities of noodern busi-

ness, hi 1928, the National IndusUial Conference Board published

1, This point holds for true economic profits but does not, neces-

sarily, for the proftt found by accounting methods.
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the results of its detailed study of the AxnericAa federal cor-

porate income lax, N.I. C. B. ((63) Chaps. 1 and 6). In outlining

their study, the Board stated that the incidence of the tax de*

pended upon the nature of the tax, the economic conditions af-

feeting the chances of shifting, and the general probability that

business men iwould take advantage of favourable conditions for

shifting. These factors mean that in deciding ixrhether or not

shifting occurs, any survey must study &e tax*s characteristics,

its scope, its basis, its rates, and the conditions under which

each business is carried on. To conduct such a survey, one

requires a clear understanding of the degree of competition ex«

isting in an industry and the form it takes. For competition is

one of the most important limitations to tax shifting. The time

element is also of significance for market-period incidence may

differ greatly from short-run or long-mn incidence. Where a

tax is general in its coverage, a survey of this scope must study

the very fabric of one industry and all industries. And it must

study the markets in which the industry purchases its supplies

and arranges its financing. Such a survey is both intensive and

comprehensive.

The National Industrial Conference Board reached certain

conclusions concerning the American tax, conclusions generally

applicable to a period of relative prosperity when business life

was recovering from the recession of 1922. They found that in

different industries the bulk of sales were usually made at a low
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profit, at cost, or at a loss. SeUing prices closely approximated

costs of production and the bulk of the sales at these prices set

the prevaiUng prices in fully competitive industries. * There-

fore, the income tax would not greatly affect prices. The Board

concluded that the shareholders usually carried the burden of the

tax. The opinions of business executives supported this point of

view.

Can the same conclusions be expected xinder conditions of

considerable inflation and heavier tax rates? In 1950, Professor

H. M. Groves reported to the National Tax Association on a study

of the present American tax. Groves ((40) pp. 54-73). His com-

mittee concluded that the tax's short-run incidence is usually

upon a company's shareholders. The problem of long-run incid-

ence merged with the question of the economic effects of the tax.

By the following deduction, they inferred that insofar as a tax is

not shUted in the short-riui it will mean a lower return on capital.

As the tax is general, shiitiag ot capuai aawau wm« *mmm^izt:r^ tc

another will not usually occur in the iong-riin. But new capital

formation mmy decline. This will depend on the sensitivity of

real investment to people's expectations of profit. (And here the

effects of the personal income tax are important.) If a lower rate

of capital formation does occur, employment may decline. But

1. This approximates Alfred Marshall's concept of the "represen-

tative firm". Marshall, A. Principles of Economics , 8th ed.

pp. 264-265.
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at this point, in the long-run, steps will be taken to counteract

this fall. Such action generally means a move of money and

resources into consumption and public capital formation. This

move may mean less private capital creation. If more resources

are used In consumption, then the people's real income tnay be

less than if there had been greater capital formation. From this

reasoning we may conclude that the long-run incidence is un-

certain and deductions concerning it will depend upon the asMimp-

tions made about different elements in the economy. It is clear

that the short-run incidence has significance in equity considera-

tions while long-run incidence has importance with respect to

income levels.

In his article, **The Corporate Income Tax and the Price

Level" Richard Cioode, (17), agreed that the traditional theories

of incidence were adequate in the short-run. He further pointed

out that a firm will generally continue to CKjpand until its marginal

revenues equal its marginal costs ox prvuucuon. £%.i mm* y>*«—

I

net profits are at a maadmum for up till now each successive unit

of output added something to net revenues though it was a

diminishing amount. As the tax lalls on net profits and not on

costs and as long as the tax raU is less than 100 per cent, it

will pay the firm to produce up to this point where marginal

revenue equals marginal cost. ^ Here, the last unit of production

1. Costs of production in this case include fixed and variable costs.

If costs of producUon included only varUble costs, this conclu-

sion would be qualified.
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mdd§ nothing to ihe net revenue and nothing to taxes. If demand

conditions remain unaltered, market prices should xkot change.

The tax's incidence is on the shareholders. This conclusion

depends entirely on the validity of the marginal analysis and the

assumptions used.

Goode stated further that in the long-rxui, costs attributed

to interest on equity capital, and to rent on owned scarce factors

of production, and the rewards br uninsurable risk are of econ-

omic significance. As these costs are not deductible from tax-

able income, they are taxed. One might expect for this reason

that production is curtailed somewhat by the tax. Prices are

thereby increased and the tax is shifted to some degree.

In 1949» J.F. Weaton, (86), commented upon Goode*s view

of long-run incidence. He clarifies &e point that net taxable

income is an ^^accounting net incomie** - one established accord-

ing to accounting principles, aucn « avl iuw^n«ni ^ill ^ct Include

Goode* s imputed costs because they are aon-contractual. Weston

suggests that taxation of these costs could be avoided if they were

made contractual and therefore deductible from net incontte.

From the viewpoint of the forest industries these non-con-

tractual costs and reward* suggested by Goode are of great sig-

nificance. It is difficult to see how they can be made contractual

under present conditions.
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Carl Shoup, (78), hat argued that business is reluctant to

change prices unless forced to do so. Therefore, unless the

income tax is of considerable sine or changes in its rates are

quite large, it is doubtful if prices will be altered. Thus the

incidence remains on che shareholders.

In a paper A.G. Buehler, (11), concludes that when tax

rates are high, mceme taxes are probably shifted in large part

to consumers or wage*earners. He agrees with Goode*s view

of the tax falling in the lo^ig«run on the cost attributed to interest

earned on a business' s ca^tal. However, Buehler qualifies his

remarks by pointing out ^hat large concerns are frequently in a

better position to control prices (and shift taxes) than are small

fi. ms. These latt^^r generally operate under nM>re competitive

condition** Tiierefore it is probable that such businesses are

less c^uccessfiil in shifting the tax. This point may be of some

importance if the tax is held to be capitalised with respect to the

prices of shares.

Althou|^ the conclusions reached above have received sup-

port, the results of the poll of executive opinion in the sawmill

and pulp and paper industries conducted in connection with this

thesis, generally support the view that corporation net income

1, That is, prospective buyers knowing a concern is not likely to

shift its income taxes, pay less for such a corporation's stock

than if it could successfully pass on the tax. This difference is

presumed to be the capital vnlue of future taxes.
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Uxes *re shifted whenever possible. D.C. Abott, ((2) p. 3132)

Minister of Finance, has said.

"I think it should be realised that under existing condi-

tions, taxes imposed on business concerns probably go

into the price of goods and with demands as they now are»

I must say that my own view is that an excessively high

corporation tax could provide an impetus to inflation".

Certainly income taxes are usually viewed as a cost to be recov*

ered through adequate pricing. As far as is possible, forward

shifting probably occurs in the forest industries, altiiough only

in the long-run due to the slow turn-over of inventories, Insofar

as pricing will not recoup these taxes, backward shifting is seen

in the reluctance of forest industries to invest in forest manage-

ment requirements and in some instances in plant expansion.

The extra costs paid by the forest industries for forest manage-

ment are probably among the most easily escaped by these in-

dustries. The poll mentioned above could not be a detailed study

of impact* shifting, and incidence of corporate taxes. A closer

Study of the pricing arrai^ements peculiar to the pulp and paper

industry may inuicatc a modification of these opinions. For

here a few very large concerns establish the price of newsprint

in a market often dominated by extremely well organised pur-

chasing arrangements, Coughlin (30) and Guthrie ((42) pp, 194-218).

Furthermore, sonxe pulp and paper companies have virtual mono-

polies of the domestic markets for their special products. On

1, Fromi the poll of executive opinion in the forest industries.
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the other hand, the lumber industry U characterised by its keen

competitif>n. Yet detailed study of the location of timber lands

vis-i-vis sawmills^ and transportation iacilities may indicate

regional conditions favouring tax shifting in an otherwise very

competitive industry.

The Taxes* Effects

There exists no measure of all the effects of corporate in-

come taxes. The economy is dynamic and the consequences of

the tax interweave with those of other forces. In analysing the

effects bf taxes* time is the ooiost important element to consider

for short- run and long-run changes may vary greatly. While

these problems do preclude very precise analysis of the effects

of these taxes, some broad results may be noted. It is worth-

n^ile to asl<: have the federal and Ontario corporation income

taxes any effects upon the Province's forest industries? in j^r*

ticular, do these taxes affer* ^'>v>«»«^ uMu&a.^cAAABM^7 CI vw«aa*«,»

the following answers are not claimed to be exhaustive; but

rather, suggestive. The problems touched on here have not yet

received the intensive stiidy 'Jiat they require.

General

These corporation income taxes will tend to affect the

lorest industries in much the same manner as they will all in-

dustry in Ontario. Almost all the annual sUtements oi corpor-

ations contain today some comment on the depressing effects of
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the present high corporate tax rates. R. M. Fowler, ((35) p. 3)

president of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, rcceKvly

<3q>r«sssd the views of inany indinKtrial executives when he said,

*'There is much to suggest, also, that taxes on corporations

and individuals have reached, or passed, the point of 740

return. Further increases, and possibly present levels of

taxation, are likely to defeat themseives by robbing cor-

porations of the money to expand and individuals of the

money to buy and the incentive to produce more. Certainly

in this industry (pulp and paper), unless net profits can be

maintained through increases in sales returns, the re -in-

vestment in new faciiides will be retarded and great oppor-

tunities wUl be lost. **

Douglas A!>bott, Minister of Finance, ((1) p. 1809) has sUtcd that

the government is aware of the blunting effect of high corporate

income tax raiss on the goad to efiicicucy. Such rates invite

Ihvestnient

- Undoubtedly the present high levels of Ux rates have had

detriznental consequences on the forest industries and indirectly

on forest managem#'nt. The poll of executive opinion mentioned

above has shown that the lumber and pulp and paper companies

are reluctant to invest any more money in tor^^st Improvenftents

than (a) is necessary for immediate extraction of forest products
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Of (b) CAB b« tp^nt at part of these •••cttiti«I expeatiilui-es.

this tttihide U held eren Iftiongh the companies realise that the

maaagcineat plans they are trying to establish, dn re<|aire ad*

dUlMMil escpeaditares - particularly i£ they are to become efiee-

tiire now rather than in the distant (atare. For esam^le; (i) An

extraction road may be built to last tiie period of a clear-cottiag

opsratio«« perha|»s 9 years. Of lov-csst construction, it will

mmi be naa.^taiaed. Tct it nany be desirable to have boilt a

more permaiisst or better grade road in order that nearby areas

of timber can be better protected and cared Isr* (2) Growth of

a certain stand sf timber anay be held in che<7k because of over-

stocking. Partial cutting would npen ap the stand and improve

itn Inlnre yield« However ns such an operation may be expensive

and ant a part of a regular cutting operation* it is not undertafcsa.

shiratly income taxes do not ?eceive all the tftlame for these

conditions. But they «re signifLcant lactors in the present iorest

1 Ihw fgdastry in gennral» the forest industries rely heavily

Wa nadinlHhttted profits to finaacn investment programs. In out-

lining the present heavy investment policies of the pulp and paper

lliigstry, Fowler. ((35) p. 3). sUtnd that in 12 represeatntiire

cnaif«ii«n. 61 pmr cent of net proHU during tlM yaars l945-l9Sr>

«gre retained within the hsfllMSS. These funds provided 90 per

cent of the companies' increase in net worth daring the period.
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The desirability of m&intaining an adequate rate of corporate

•avixx^a if apparent. Business executives like Fowler have

testified to the difficulties which they face in spreading net

profits out among taxes, dividends, and savings. Taxes, they

claim, do not leave an amount sufficient to provide for both

savings and dividends at suitable rates. How valid these claims

are, is difficult to judge. Certainly the record of iavcstxnents

by the large forest industries during the past five or six years

is impressive. Ose may question with what importance these

industries actually rate their forest investments. There is

some evidence that when forest executives spcaJc of investments

in their companies, Uiey are thinking in terms of plant exp^Qsion

and improventent. The forests themselves seem to rate rather

low. One further point is difficult to assess. That is, to Just

what dc^Tte the present complaints against tax rat«s» a^re a

natural product oi the present expansionary economic situation.

Would there be enough money for investment even if there ^ere

no corporate income taxes?

The Ontario and Quebec corporation income tax rates of

7 per cent naturally have some prejudicial effects on investment

in these provinces. Until 1952, through agreements with the

federal government, the remaining eight provinces limited their

rates to 5 per cent. In his recent budget address. Finance Min-

ister Abbott announced that with the adjustment of the federal tax
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rates for 1952 and succeeding yeart, the 5 per cent provincial

tax would be included in the federal rate. The agreeing provinces

have been asked to repeal their corporate income taxes. A deduc-

tion of S per cent is allowed taxpayers in those provinces levying

corporation income taxes; i. e. Ouebec and Ontario. Tet while

corporation income tax rates in the central provinces are higher

than elsewhere in Canada^ they seexn to have been offset by other

advantages of doing business in these provinces.

Tax oa Logging hicome

The federal government allows as a deduction from a tax-

payer's taxable inc<uiie« the tax paid to a province on income

from rmipiT^g or logging operations. It provided this deduction

pxizharily to allow the provinces first option on income derived

from these sources. This was in recognition of the provinces*

rights as custodians of their natural resuurces under section 92«

subsection 5 of the B.N. A. Act. The deduction was not provided

in order to favour the forest or mining industries in any manner.

9 per cent on such logging income in excess of $10* 000, By this

measure^ the province captured almost all the relief any forest

industry might claim under the federal allowance. The compu-

tation of "income from logging operations" by companies which

convert the products of their own woods operations, raised some

problems. The Province has agreed to accept the federal gov-

ernment's assessment of what such income should be. The com-
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paniet calculate their logging income according to a formula

deviaed by the federal Department of National Revenue in co-

operation with the Ontario government. Theae authorities con-

aider the formula to be fair, even a little generous, although a

different opinion is held by executives in some of the pulp and

paper com|>anies. As it is such a new tax, there <s little evi-

dence of any particular effects which result from it. No other

province levies such a tax.

Inventories and Uninsurable Risks

Large inventories of Iogs» pulpwood, or seasoning lumber,

<:haracterixe the forest industries. The inventoirjr turn-over

period geae rally exceeds IZ months; in some instances, pulp-

wood takes two years to reach the mill frona the forest. To

cover these inventories and customer credits at present high

prices, the forest industries require large amiounts of wo xing

capital. Furthermore, the long turn-over period s»y see hopes

of profits dashed by serious price decreases for end products.

Tliese concerns try to meet such uninsurable risks by accumu-

lating reserves against marketing losses. And it is in their

efforts to maintain adequate working capital and reserves that

the forest industries keenly feel the effects of high corporation

income tax rates. It is the opinion of many in lumber and pulp

and paper that the margin of profiU left after taxes is too small

today to meet all these requirements as well as the proper

claims of aharehoiders. It is possible that inventory reserves
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do suffer in the sqaeese.

There U little doubt that prices for forest products have

risen during the past few years as a result of the increasing

impact of corporate taxes. Would it be wrong to suggest that

the increasing necessity for government financing of low-cost

housing results in large measure from high tax rates? Further

problems created by this rise in prices for forest products -

problems too complex to be discussed in detail here * are the

improved position competitive foreign forest products gain in

the Canadian markets and the less favourable position Ontario

producers must accept in foreign markets.

Allocation Formulae

Formulae for allocating income for provincial tax pur-

poses have raised some problems and caused some injustices

to occur. Where a forest company's (or any other company's)

head office is in Ontario and it operates establishments in

another province or country, the Ontario government taxes the whole

of the conq>any*s income and then to avoid inequalities, provides de-

ductions from the amount of the tax. These deductions are based

on a division of the company's income between it's Ontario and its

outside establishments. When possible, income is allocated in the

ratio that the company's gross sales in or gross revenues from the

outside establishment bear to the corresponding total sal«:s or total

revenues for the company. The maximum tax credit allowed is
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equal to a tax at the Ontario rate on the outside income. If the

tax paid to the outside JuHsdictioB is less than this amount,

the lesser sum is deducted from the Ontario tax. ^hcn this

occurs as it docs in Canada, the company would pay to Ontario

a tax on its outside income at a rate equal to the difference in

the Ontario and outside rates.

If the company's income can be divided accurately between

tax jurisdictions on the basis of the company's accounting records,

this basis may be used In Ontario. When accounting records do

not show the proper division formula methods must be used.

Until Mr. Abbott, (3), recently requested the repeal of corpor-

ation income taxes in th« provinces under tax agreements with

the federal government, the Ontario allocation basis differed

from that prescribed by the uniform acts of these provinces.

These provinces allocated income in the ratio that the

gross sales and the salaries and wages of the outside establish-

ment have to the total gross revenue, and salaries and wages

of the corporation. This formula differed from the Ontario one.

Therefore, it was possible that allocations could be different

under the two and a corporation might be doubly tauced (»i a por-

tion of its income. Since Mr. Abbot's new adjustment of tiie

I, The problems created in allocating corporate income to its

proper situs for tax purposes which are discussed here, will

be largely obviated when the Aug. 1952 tax agreement between

the Federal and Ontario governments is ratified.
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federal income tax rate to include the 5 per cent rates of the

agreeing provinces, Ontario provides an allowance at the previous

5 per cent rate to corporations for taxes on income earned in the

agreeing; provinces.

Where companies having head offices outside Ontario opera-

te establishments in Ontario, the inconeie of these establishments

is taxed« The province taxes the company's whole income and

then allows a deletion ei^ual to the Ontario tax on income derived

outside the Province. In effect* only income earned in Ontario is

taxed.

Quebec has similar income allocation procedures as Ontario

except that it does not provide for allocation according to account*

ing records where this is possible.

It is apparent that any tax difficulties arising out of differ-

ences in allocation methods for income could be considerably

eased if all provinces and the federal government used the same

allocation formulae.

Depreciation

The majority of men in the forest industries consider as

reasonable the federal and provincial regulations concerning

depreciation allowances. Ottawa** adoption of the reducing

1. 1 Elisabeth U, Chap. 13 (Ont. ) Sect. 2 (IS).
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balance method for computing depreciation has meant some extra

work for industry. Owing to the fact that many companies use a

straight line method and thai many use higher ratas of deprecia-

tion than allowed by regulation for tax purposes, tax returns by

corporations must be adjusted to bring the valuations of fixed

assets appearing in company statements into line with those

allowed by the government. Opinion varies on whether this is

a simple operation or not. The Ontario government which used

to recognise Oie straight line method for depreciation, has now

agreed to accept reducing balance valuations based on the federal

goveraxaaent's rates. This should sixoplify matters of tax returns.

Depletion

Many men in forestry believe that the deductions which the

federal and provincial governments allow for forest depletion,

are unsatisfactory. And their complaints Bmmxn. ^piite reasonable,

particularly where timberlands or licences have been held over

long periods of tixne. By regulation, depletion allowances that

are deductible from taxable income, are based upon the initial

cost of the timber. If a timber limit has been held many years.

1. The author believes that depletion allowances for capital

invested in timber lands are comparatively less important
than depreciation allowances in respect of other capital costs.
This is because, generally speaking, the majority of timber

1 lands now leased from the Crown did not require payment of
any liunp-sum bonus for their acquisition. Furthermore, it

should be noted that this discussion of depletion allowances
does not concern similar allowances for company expenditures
which have been capitalized. It concerns only capital costs
incurred in the acquisition of timber lands.
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itf capital value may have appreciated coBtiderably by the time

it it logged. This appreciation in value is a capital gain ac-

cruing to the operator. However, if he logs the land, the capital

gain appears as income and is taxed because the depletion al-

lowance is based upon cost value, not present value. Tet the

governments claim that their income taxes are taxes on income

and not on capital gains. One must condemn any suggestion by

tax officials that if an operator wishes to avoid the tax on capital

gains, he should sell his timber en block on the stump or sell

the limit outright. Such action could seriously disrupt or nullify

any long-term forest management plans which the operator may

be trying to carry out.

Tax authorities may claim that to change the method of

calculating forest depletion in order to correct this situation,

would be unfair to all other industries. This rigid attitude ig-

nores the preferential treatment already accorded the mining

companies. R ignores the need of flexible regulations which can

be adjusted to meet extraordinary situations. Such a situation

exists in the present period of transition of the forests from

liquidation to sustained yield xnanagemcxit. These problems

and suggestions for improvement in depletion regulations are

dealt with in Chapter VI. A few highlights of the present federal

and provincial regulations as they affect the mines conclude these

remarks on depletieo.
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Mining Regulation*

Federal jKegulationa . Operators of oil or gas wells, base and

precious metal mines, and industrial mineral (non-bedded de-

posits) mines -when computing Uieir Income, may deduct for

^pletion 33 1/3 per cent of the profits for the year, which may

reasonably be attributed to the production of the well or mine.

Thia means that the value of the product upon which depletion is

based, is ttie current value and not the initial cost value. It

may be argued that it would be diffic\ilt to estimate accurately

the roluzne of oil or minerals in a well or mine when it is first

proven. And therefore it is impossible to prorate the costs of

acquisition over this volume in order to establish a depletion

basis. Yet the use of the present value of such products as

represented in the company's income, rather than the value

when operations coscuoaenced, seems a sigpiificant departure

from general practice.

In addition, operators of coal mines and of the mines

mentioned above, may claim aui allowance equal to 25 per cent

of the costs attributable to prospecting, exploration, and

development of the mine before it comes into production in

2
reasonable quantities. There are certain qualifications to

1. The Canada Gaaette, Part II, statutory Orders and Regulations,
Vol. 84, No. S«53, Dec. 28,1949. The Income Tax Regulations,
P.C. 6471 at amended. Part 12. Cited hereafter as The In-
come Tax Regulations.

2, Ibid.
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this allowance which must be satisfied.

Another special allowaBcc inay be claimed by operators of

the metalliferous and industrial mineral mines. If the mine cajfic

into production during the /ears 19^6 to 1954 Inclufive^ inconoe

from operation of the mine is exempt from taxation for three

years from the date production began.

Furthermore the shareholders in mining corporations may

claim deductions from their personal income in respect of de*

pletion in the mine or wells from which such income derives.

Depending upon what proportion the cosapany*s income from niin-

ing is of total income, this deduction vmries from 10 to 20 per

2
cent of the dividends of the corporation. In the event of a

distribution of such a corporation's undistributed profits, an

individual may claim a deduction of 20 per cent of such dividend

value.

Provincial Regulations. The province of Ontario taxes income

of Trti«i"g conapanies under the Mining Tax Act, not the Cor-

porations Tax Act. When computing taxable income, oil and gas

companies nxay deduct the year*s expenses for exploring and

drilling from income for that year. Mining companies may

similarly deduct an amount equal to the aggregate of their

1. The Inconne Tax Act, op.clt. , section 74.

2. The Income Tax Reguteitions, op cit. Part 13.

3. RevUed Statutes of Ontario, 1950. Chapter 237.
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prospecting and cxploratioa expenses or such smaller amount as

the Provincial Treasurer will allow. All expenditures on devel-

opment of a mine until it is producing or is abandoned may be

deducted when the mine comes into production or is abandoned.

Depletion allowances may be granted to operators of oil

and gas wells. These are at rates agreed upon by the Treasurer.

However, operators of mines may claim no depletion allowances.

Mines which came into production during the years 1944 to 1952 in^

elusive were permitted for the ^ree years after they commenced

production, to deduct from the tax payable on income from the

mine, an amount equal to 50 per cent of the tax. The author has

not been able to ascertain whether the Province will extend this

provision to include the years 1953 and 1954 as the federal govern-

ment did with its somewhat similar tax exemption.

M4»<»ig companies receive further favourable tax treatment.

Mining income below $10»000 is exempt from taxation. The tax

rates are progressive on income over this amount: from $10, 000

to $1, 000, 000, 6 per cent; from $1, 000, 000 to $5, OCO, 000. 8 per

cent; and over $5, 000, 000, 9 per cent. These compare with the

tax rates of 7 per cent on the first $10, 000 of logging income and

9 per cent on such income over $10, 000; and 7 per cent on in*

come from other sources which are paid by the forest industries.

« « # e # e
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Clearly the federal regulations have been designed to put

the mining industry in an attractive position in the investment

market. A great deal of the risk in this speculative field has

been removed by the federal government's actions. It is under-

standable with what envious expressions men in the speculative

lumber industry view such tax concessions. With a more de-

tailed study of the net results of the special provincial legisla-

tion with its deductions and special tax rates for mining com-

panies, it is difflcidt to say whetibcr or not they have received

more favourable tax treatment than the forest industries.

Favourable Effects

Many adverse effects of the federal and provincial

corporation income taxes have been brought out in this section.

On balance one should note that if tax rates were held constant

over time, tax returns would follow fluctuations in the business

economy; lesitaxes would be collected as profits fall and more

when profits rise. This would tezid to dampen such fluctuations

aad be a stabilizing influence in the economy. This influence

is increased still further by adjustments in the tax rates which

follow swings in the business cycle.

# e « e e

The above analysis of the effects of the corporation income

tax on the forest industries applies to a post-war period with a

decidedly inflationary trend. Furthermore, the analysis gives
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Utile or no attention to tbe purpose of the prevmiling high federal

tax rates or the results of present heavy j^ovemment expenditures.

The inconveniences and increased costs of carrying on business

under these conditions may be but a small price to pay for mili-

tary preparedness. The forests and forest industries have an

integral part to play in tiiis important program. Foresters and

people sincerely interested in the state of the country's forests

may with reason ask whether our governments are directing

enough attention to ensuring that the forests will be able to con-

tinue playing their vital role in the years ahead. For keeping the

forests in a properly managed condition is one phase of prepared-

ness, one which cannot be improved quickly in the event of war.

Therefore, fiscal practices should be adopted which will meet the

requirements of forestry as well as the over-all financial policy.

Other Taxes

It is difficult to assess the importance to the forest indus-

tries of taxes other than those paid on corporation income. These

companies, like others in the Province, contribute to the Provin-

cial and municipal treasuries through a multiplicity of taxes,

licenses, fees, and duties. The significance of any one of these

in the costs of a particular company may depend upon the com-

pany's sine, its -^fft^^ structure, method of conducting business,

purchases for the given year, the rate of tax, the tax base, and

so on. (Naturally it was not possible, nor desirable for the
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author to go into all these factors as they might pertain to the

forest industries.) The general theory concerning the usual

impact and incidence of most of these taxes is well defined in

fiscal literature. As znany of these are fixed costs rather than

variable, their effects upon the forest industries can be fairly

well surmised - particularly as Oiey may concern the practice

of sound forest management. Therefore the taxes listed below

will receive anly summary treatment regarding impact* incid-

ence, and effects upon the forest industries in Ontario.

Possibly one or more of these taxes may have an unfortu-

nate cumulative effect on sozne portion of either the sawmill or

the pulp and paper industry that is located in a certain locality.

Detailed analysis of these taxes should be deferred until such

special problems arise, at which time all relevant factors may

be given thorou^ study.

The taxes to be considered in this section noay be grouped

as follows:

(1) Provincial corporation taxes.

(a) Annual tax of $50. for each place of business.

(b) Annual tax of l/20 of 1 per cent of the paid-up

capital value of a corporation.

(2) Municipal and land taxes.

(a) Municipal business tax for manufacturing con-

cerns - at a local rate on a business assessment
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equal to 60 per cent of tlie assessed value of the

real property occupied by fiie business.

(b) Municipal property tax on lands owned by the

manufacturing concern - at local rates on the

assessed value of the land.

(c) Provincial land tax on lands owned or held under

a lease or licence by a corporation and situated

in an unorganised township. A conapany pays no

tax on interests in lands granted by licence,

lease, or agreement under the Crown Timber Act.

The tax rate is 1 per cent of the assessed value

a£ the land. Assessments arc nominally set at

$4.00 per acre.

(3) Consuznption taxes.

(a) Sales and other federal excise taxes at current

rates. Where applicable companies pay these

taxes on goods they purchase. They pay no sales

tax on mill nnachinery or equipment used in logging

operations.

(b) Gasoline tax - a provincial tax equal to 1 1 cents

per gallon of gasoline purchased.

(4) I^icences and fees.

(a) incorporation fees of federal or provincial

1. RevUed Statutes of Ontario, 1950, Chap. 24, S. 6(l)e.
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companies - fees vary depending on form of

capitaliifeation and aooount of capital stock. T&t

minimum fee ia usually $100.00. Small addi-

tional fees are charged for filing required docu-

ments» supplementary letters patent, etc.

(b) Provincial licensing of saw mills and pulp and

paper mills. Annual licence fees vary: maad-

nmm charges are $10. 00 for sawmills with over

50,000 board feet daily capacity, and $50.00 for

pulp and paper mills with over 50 tons daily capacity.

(c) Motor and commercial vehicle licences. An annual

provincial charji^e, the amount of which depends upon

t2ic class of the vehicle.

(d) Provincial land transfer tax - an amount equal to

1/5 of 1 per cent of the purchase price or consid-

eration paid for land. Minimum tax is $2.00 for

patented lands or leases from the Crown.

(5) Miscellaneous taxes or charges.

(a) Succession duties - these are significant only

where a company is a private or family -held cor-

poration.

(b) Annual charges under the Crown Timber Act.

(i) Ground rent - at rates for timber licence

holders of $5.00 per square mile and for

pulpwood agreement holders at the same
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rate wpglimd to l/lO of the coaccssion area.

(ii) Fire protecUoa charge - at a rate of $12. SO

per eqitare mile; payable on all lands held

by licence, lease, or agreement under the

Act.
. / .

. •« ' >
(c) Railway fire charge - annual fire protection charge

of $1Z.80 p€T square mile paid by all owners or

tenants of any railway lands.

* »

Except for the succession duties (which are discussed separ-

ately below) &ese taxes and charges fall directly upon the com-

panies. All or almost all their incidence will probably be upon the

final consumer of the large number of forest products. For these

taxes and charges arc coinsidered as iadirect costs of doing busi-

ness and companies make every attempt to recover them through

their price and sales policies. One ^rther important point; all

these taxes except succession duties are deductible when computing

taxable income under the federal and provincial income tax acts.

The degree of shifting which will occur, will naturally be

a£fected by many of the same variables that were discussed in the

section on the incidence of corporation income taxes. These include

general business conditions, competitive prices of similar or sub-

stitute products, the degree of local monopoly exercised, the sixe

of the tax, the flexibility of price schedules, and so on. Further-

more, the fact that municipal and provincial taxes are levied on

corporations within these limited jurisdictions, may hinder the
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process of shifting. For eauucnple, if corporation taxes paid by

Ontario companies f.re much above those paid by other companies,

the Ontario concerns may have to absorb the tax differential under

which they operate. An Ontario firm might possibly pass on the

whole tax in Ontario markets but only part of it in outside markets,

However, it does seem safe to conclude that the forest industries

are quite successful in passing on these taxes. There is little

cojua|Alaint against theu%« V/hile this may be the condition today,

it does not mean that these taxes could be increased without

stress upon industry. They represent a fairly rigid element in

company costs. Nor does it mean that the taxes are without fault

in their structure, basis or application.

While no attempt will be made to discuss each tax in detail,

•oine comment at this point seems desirable in order to suggest

possible avenues for future study. These following remarks are

brief.

Provincial Corporation Taxes

The provincial place of business tax has little to recom-

mend it save simplicity of operation. It is ineffective as a pro-

ducer of revenue, Ontario (70), and has become nothing more ,

than a nuisance tax. It should be repealed.

1. Of a toUl tax revenue of $177, 800. 000 raised by Ontario in

the year ending March 31. 1951, only about $900,000 or U. S

per cent came from the place of business tax.
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The tax ©n paid-up capital is much more successful as a

revenue producer and yet is rather insignificant whem compared

to the corporation income tax. While simple to administer,

the tax takes no account of a corporation's ability to pay the tax.

What revenue it produces generally will be stable. Because the

rate is low, it is doubtful if the tax's faults cause corpora-

tions any hardship. We may then expect it to remain upon ^e
2

statute books for some time yet.

Miinicipal and Land Taxes

The municipal business and property assessments are

both taxes of long ataading in the Province, They form the

backbone of munipal ftnance. Property values have been esta-

blished with the expectancy that these taxes will persist in the

local tax systenis. Therefore there seems little use inveigling

against U^e taxes' regresaive aatiire, against the heavy fixed burden

thev place upon business, and the narrowness of the base from

which to draw the bulk of local finances. For ondoubtedly the

taxes are very suitable for local administration and are com-

paratively simple to operate.

If there is little hope of abolition of these municipal taxes,

there are great possibilities for their improvement. Poor

1. Ibid. Of total tax revenues for the year ending March 31, 19S1,

Ontario raised $2, 100,000 from the paid-up capital tax and
$65,900, 000 from the corporation income tax.

2. Both the place of business tax and the tax on paid-up Capital

are to be suspended under the Aug. 1952 Federal -Ontario tax

agreement.
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fttsessinent practices can be remedied and local tax systems

can be diversified. Equalisatioa of assessments within the

larger municipal Jurisdictions will remove many inequities.

It may be possible through reforms in assessment procedures

eventually to swiag local taxation over to a basis which takes

account of a taxpayer** ability to pay his taxes. But the pro-

cess will be slow.

The Provincial land tax substitutes in unorganized town-

ships for the property tax tn drganized regions. It is a property

tax closely akin to the municipal levy. Because few corporations

own any forest lands in fee simple or leas^ other than Crown

forested lands in townships where the tax applies, it has little

•fgnificance. Furthermore, the Province has placed only a

nominal and uniform assessment upon forest lands. The tax

yields the province only a few hundred thoi&saad dollars annually^

Ontario ((64) p. 4),

Tet it i^ould be pointed out that the present form of the

tax is bad * especially from the viewpoint of forest owners.

The valuatioa of forest property is based upon its sale value.

Forest property or land is deemed to include the standing timber

upon it. Thus assessments could increase as an immature stand

grows older and more valuable. This factor could lead to an

area being logged before ihe limber on it had rsached its best

value. A remedy to this situation would be to base assessments
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upon the Und*s capacity to produce timber and, thereby, income.

Consumpsion Taxes

The federal sales tax is a manufacturer's excise tax,

normally levied on goods made in Canada and on the duty paid

value of imported goods. The manufacturer collects the tax on

domestic goods. Along with certain articles, equipment used in

logging and machinery used in manufacturing processes bear no

tax although spare parts do. Therefore the forest industries

would pay the tax only on such items as would not fall into the

above categories.

One feature of the sales tax can be troublesome. As the

tax on a manuiactuxer's own products is collected when they

leave the factory, he must finance the tax paynaent until he can

collect it from his customers. If certain oi these customers

fail to pay, the producer Is out the tax money. His only consola-

tion (in this regard) is that his reserves for bad debts are free of

oicome tax! As building materials are exempt from sales taxes,

this problem is not of great importance to the lumber industry.

Because this study regards taxes from the viewpoint of the

forest business man. no account will be taken of other bad featurei

in the sales tax which strike the individual hardest.

The forest companies pay cei'tain other excise taxes such

1. 11 George VI, Chap. 60. as amended (Canada) Schedule III.

For reference see Canadian Tax Reporter, Vol. lA. pp. 9351

9353. Toronto, C.C.U. Canadian Ltd. , 19S1.
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a« the 15 per cent tax on automobiles.

Insofar at all the excise taxes paid by industry appear as

part of a firm's costs of production, pyramiding of these taxes

does occur. As the sales tax is levied at the production level

rather than the retail level, there seems no way of avoiding such

pyramiding without so complicating the tax structure that it be-

comes unwieldy.

While sales and excise taxes xnay possess many bad features

in theory and in practice, there seems little likelihood that they

will be dropped from our tax system. They bring diversity and

stability into the system at the expense of making it somewhat

regressive in its effects. For the fiscal year 1952-53, they are

expected to yield to the federal govsrnmi:nt some 20 per cent of

its tax revenues, Abbott, ((3) budget speech).

The Provincial gasoline tax is a retail sales tax based in

theory upon the benefit principle. People who use the highways

help to pay for them by way of the tax. The tax is lucrative and

easy to collect. In the year 19S0-S1, it yielded over 36 per cent

of Ontario's tax revenue, Ontario (70). There is little doubt

that the tax will remain part of the Province's tax system for

1. Pyramiding of a tax occurs if the tax appears in the price of

any of manufactuerer A*s goods which are used by manufacturer
B« B*s goods are also taxed. Therefore part of the tax on B*s
goods nriay be said to fall on Uie tax levied on A*s goods. And
so on. Another result of levying a tax at the manufacturer's
level which is called tryrami-iing dc cui s Mvhen the retailer places

his mark-up on the wholesaler's price which includes the whole-
saler's mark-up on the manufacturer's price plus the sales tax.

Thus the final purchaser pays a sum greater than the lax as a

result of the mark-ups on the amount of the tax.
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many years. Forest iaduetries 0iay daia a refund oa the tax

they pay on gasoline used Irjr unlicensed vehicles in logging

operation.

Licences and Fees

The licences and fees listed in group four are of neg-

ligible importance to the forest industries. The licensing

systems of which they are a part do provide the Province with

means of controlling malpractices in the pertinent fields. The

fees help to offset the costs of regulation.

Miscellaneous Taxes and Charges

Succession duties (both federal and provincial) are taxes

based on the value of a man's estate at his death. As such it

is one form by which capital gains are taxed in Canada. If

these duties are of any significance to the forest industries,

they are so only to firms which are managed as single proprie-

torships, partnerships, or private (family*or closely-held)

corporations. If on the death of the owner, partner, or naajor

shareholder of such a business, the succession duties on his

estate cannot be met out of liquid assets or income from the

estate, the company or part of it noay have to be sold. In

theory, such an event might upset a sound program for manage-

ment of a company's forest assets. h& all likelihood such cir-

cumstances will not occur. Firms of this class are usually

small, and few small forest companies have enough forests to
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make up an adequate uaanagement unit. The initial cxemptioa

from tax oi $50,000 of the estate** value, reducet still further

the chances of aay^ misfortune as postulated. However, certain

features of Qt€ British estate duty having a bearing on this

matter mif^t well be incorporated in the federal and provincial

1

acts. These are described in Chapter IV and discussed fur*

ther in Chapter VI.

As n>cntioned in Chapter II, the Province's fire protectton

taxes under the Crown Timber Act and the Railway Fire Charge

Act are iurther examples of taxes levied to pay for certain

benefits. Forest fire protection is a costly undertaking which

is shared by tiie forest industries and the government. By pay*

ing this tax the companies are doubtless kept aware of the costs

of the protection service.

While the cu>mpanies may seem to benefit most by the

service, the people of Ontario also have a large interest in

their forests which must be guarded. It has been said that the

actual costs of fire protection are not more than three quarters

defrayed by the protection tax revenues. Because logging opera*

tians create haaardous fire conditions in the forests, people

claim the companies should pay still more of the costs of pro*

Uct&on. Tax rates were doubled in 19S1. Granting the high

haaard that logging slash creates, it is still true that the largest

1. See pp. 145 and 187 below.
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proportion of forest fire* in tkc Province result from smokers

and csmpcre Ontario ((69) p. 48); that is, travellers in the

woods. Tlie companies cannot be responsiMe for all these

people nor for many of the others who cause fires. For on an

average over 7S per cent of forest fires in Omtario are th«

result of human action. These are strong points in the foiest

operators* arganumts that they are already paying their share

of protection costs and that tax rates should not be raised

further. At their preseat level, these taxes seem to be no

great burden on the companies; (the survey of executive opin-

ion ntentioned previously indicated no dissatisfaction with preseat

rates. )

.

la giving consideration to the annual ground rents paid

by licence and agreement holders under the Crown Timber Act,

it is intereitittg to note the purpose for which these rents were

initially charged. JCvideace given before a Select Conunittee of

the JLcgislature in U49* Report of lt99 ((67) p. 68). showed that

some lumbermen were monopolising timber limits along the

Ottawa River. The Coisimittee in its second report suggested

that an annuyil ground rent be charged for each square mile of

a limit .AJ that this rent be doubled for each year in which any

1. A weighted average ior the 7 years 1943-1949 show 45.4
per cent of fires we *e caused by smokers and campers. 32.

1

per cent by other bun an agents; and 22. S per cent by lightning

and unknown causes.
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operator failed to work hl« limit. In 1851, thi» suggestion

was incorporated in the c rown timber regulation, Report of

I899t ((67) p. 79 and 82). From these regizlations, one may

iftterpret ground rent to have been charged to prevent any

monopoly of timber limits and as a penalty for an operator

failiag; to work Ms limits.

The situation today is quite different. Ground rant ap-

pears to 9^Tyr9 noother purpose than to raise additional pro*

vincial revenues from the forest resource. It captures a

portion of the economic rent for the forests accruing to the

government. As rents are only nominal, the yield hardly

amounts to 2 per cent of the annual timber revenues,

Ontario ((69) p. 10).

As 2'ousd r^nts hav» become quite insignificant, they

may be adjudged as being little more than nuisance charges

today. They bear no relation whatever to an actual rental

value for forest land. In fact, under present circumstances,

it is very doubtful if such a rental value could be calculated.

One may well ask for what reason arc such rentals retained?

1. Ground rents for the fiscal year ending Kiarch 31, 19S0,
totalled $112,000 - 1.66 per cent of timber revenues.
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Stumpage in the form of Crowa dues dates in Ontario from

the year lt26. ^ In the light of later developments it is inter*

eating to speculate whether the government of that day viewed

stumpage as a tan or as a price. The uae of the terms '^such

raUs and duties" and "exaction of any rate hereby imposed'*

TTZ'zld r?**«« *^ i«wii«>At«» *K»* t*^m •••Mk^«.4»<*« ««%jk<v rrcll hrrtr "»««•

Sidered stumpage as a tax. The licensing systen then Inaug*

urated. was introduced as a reform of the old monopoly charter

or licence system. Under this charter^ system, the imperial

government granted certain English merchants rights to cut in

Crown forests in order t« supply ttie Royal Navy with spars

aad timbers. These merchants designated certain Canadians

as agents who undertook the logging operations. This system

was grossly misused and corrupt. The new licensing xnethod

provided a means whereby any individual could earn his living

in the lumber industry, ^ Report of 1899 ((67) p. 49).

1. For an explanatory note on the composition of stumpage, see
Appendix I, p. 98, below.

2. See Chapter n, p. 16, above.
3. Extracts from the pertinent paragraphs in the proclaznation

of 1826 are as follows:
"We have thoaght fit to order and direct that .... it shall
and may be lawful for all our subjects inhabiting our Prov*
inces of Upper and Lower Canadu, freely to enter into our
woods aaA forests in such parts of our said Province of
Upper Canada . • , and to cut and carry away such oak and
pine timber as may be fit for the purpose of exportation.

"Provided always . • • that in consideration of the author*
ities and permission hereby given, the several rates and
duMes hereinafter specified i^all be paid to Us • • . • which
duties are to be paid in lawfxil money of our said Province
of Upper Canada, and to be levied and received by such
persons as We shall appoint . •

.

"Provided always, . . . , that all persons properly author-
iasd by or under Our license granted in manner heretofore
used to cut timber in Our Said Province shall be pemaitted
to carry away and export same . , • without the exaction of

any rate hereby inaposed .•••**
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It is poaftible then that stumpage could have been the device by

which the ProviiK:ial government obtained for itaelf revenues

si^^Ailar to those the imperial government exacted from the

British merchants.

Whether or not shimpage was a tax 4t its inception, it

soon came to be viewed by th*^ ^uverameat as the price asked

for its wood products. Extracts of evidence taken in 1838 be-

fore the A.ssistant Commissioners for Crown I^nds and Immi-

gration indicate that both Comxnissioners and lumbermen looked

upon stimapage as the price paid lor the tinker on the licensed

areas, Report of 1899 ((67) pp. 55 and 56). And as a price, it

probably assisted in the allocation or ^rationing* of the timber

limits. At a later date, provincial revenues from the sale of

timber resources were in the minds of the men who framed

subsection S, section 92 of the B.N. A. Act. And in more

recent tiixnL s, the courts have adjudged stumpage collected

under the Crown Timber Act to be the p^'ice that the government

charges for Jbe sale of lis forest prodacts. li is this piiaciple

by which the Province today sets its stumpdige rales.

In theoretical terms, stoxnpage is largely the economic

rent accr\iing to the Province for the products of its forest lauids;

1. See Chapt«:x U, p. 24 above.

2. In re Hardy footxiute p. 39 above.
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the return on rcspur^cf for whick Omtario incxirrcd only the

costs of protection and administration* The existing forests
4

cost nothing to grow« Presumably the amount of rent coming

to the Province would be settled by the forces of supply and

demand meeting in the market for forest products. If the gov-

ernment sets its price below the vM<%rmal market pri''*. some

of the e cocioniic rent goes to the purchaser of the wood. To

find what should be the value of this rent properly owing to

the Province, it is necessary to know the costs of production

and management of the forests and to deduct these from the

market prices of primary wood products.

One difficulty in any discussion of stumpage today arises

from the fact that management of Ike forests is in the process

of change; from a liquidation policy to one of management for

an optimum sustained yield of forest products. If this transi-

tion could be effected overnight, few problems would arise in

the treatment of stumpage. Of the difficulty which do4S arise*

this much may be said: methods of evaluating stumpage which

applied under a liquidation policy are fast becoming obsolete;

new methods applicable to a sustained yield program cannot be

expected at all times to prove adaptable to existing conditions.

However, it is possible that an analysis of methods suiUble to

these two extreme situations may reveal points useful in solving

present-day problems.
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Stompage under a Liqaidation Forest Policy

As etampage today still coxx^>riaea the same elements^

ttut it did before sustained yield forestry became Ontario's

foal, the analysis of existing sttimpage valuation procedures

will be applicable to the policy under review. » *

When stumpage is set at auction by tender, two elements

may be expected to reflect the present conditions of the market -

the Crown evaluation and the purchaser's bid bonus. The third

element. Crown dues, tends to move only slowly in response

to broad changes in the e conomy. Because these dues are

set by regulation, the authorities prefer to keep them fairly

•table. It is this feature of setting Crown dues arbitrarily by

regulation which likens stumpage to a tax. Areas involved in

timber auctions are usually small as also may be the companies

or operators who are bidding. Monopoly bargaining conditions

prevail; conditions which tend towards those of a discriminating

monopoly. . '
« •

1. See Appendix I, p. 99 for an outline describing these elements.

2. Discriminating monopoly - one in which the monopolist prac*
tises price discrimination between different buyers. See
Pigou, A. C. , The Economics of Welfare . 4th ed. p. 175,
In the situation described here, the Minister of LMn^ \nd
Forests znay accept the highest tender offered for thi ximit
at auction. However, if there is justifiable reason why the

highest tender should not be accepted, the X^liaister may re*
fuse the tender. Such a reason might be the obvious inability

of the bidder to carry out the terms of the licence contract
because he is not eqiiipped to do so. From the forester's
viewpoint, discrimination in this manner may be Justified.
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Where stumpagc is vet by aef^tiatlon only erne element

vuLj be said to reflect present msrket condition* • the pur*

chaser*! bonus price. As this method of determining stumpage

has been used where large tracts of timber are involved and

where only one company is concerned, the bargaining approaches

*»» ^'•ttiid nvM^^r #>i^t»HiHftvt« t%f Mlitc**! oKM^poly. Becauss of

this* the final stumpage price is indeterminate from the stand-

point of econoarnic analysis. Such analysis can only show within

w^&at limits the result will Ue. The price will finally be deter-

mined by the relative bargaining strengths of the government and

the negotiating company.

When considering stumpage under the early liquidation

forest policy* it should be realined that the government was not

conducting forestry as a business - unless it was the business of

getting rid of its assets. By selling its capital, the Province was

out to raise a revenue which would be considerably greater than

any costs fiiat administration or pi'oiection entailed. Crown dues

were set low because dtiober was sc plentiful. By using the bid

bonus and the Crown evaluation, the government could adjust its

price to market conditions for wood products generally or for a

1. Bilateral monopoly - one in which a degree of aon-transfer-
ability of commodity units on the one hand or of demand units

on the other, exists sufficient to make disr.riminatioa profit-

able between the monopolist seller and each buyer. See Plgou,

A. C. Ibid, p. 27ft. Essentially the monopolist seller is dealing

with a monopolist or near-monopolist buyer (monopson!st).
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c«rUia locality. Thereby it tried to eneure that at mach as

pottible of the ccottomic rent accruing to the Ibrett products

would find its way into the coffers of the Treasury. A reserve

or upset price (Crewn dues plus Crown evaluation) further

ensured that revenues would at least meet the costs of admin-

istration. It is possible too, that in setting its upset price

for ttxnber, lh« Province adjusted it so Oiat wood which was

difficult to log became a commercially attractive proposition.

The introduction of the negotiation method for setting

stumpag« adapted the auction system to changes in the economic

system; particularly to the rise of large and powerful forest

companies. These concerns virtually monopolized demand in

a given area pnd rscpiired large reserves of raw materials if

the economies of large scale production were to be maintained.

The position of Crown duet in these negotiations appears to the

author to be that of the reserve or upset price under the auction

system. Because of the indeterminate elements in the nego-

tiationt, it is probable that under this method a larger part of

the economic rent would go to the purchaser of forest products

than under the auction system.

This analysis shows tiiat the two methods of stumpage

valuation which exiited under the Ontario Government's former

liquidation policy were adapted to the disposal of timber at

auction and by negotiation. Under the forzner situation, the
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r«»*rre pric« comprised Crovn dues sad the Crown evaluatioa.

The bid bonus and tlic Crown evmloAtion adjusted stumpage to

Goarkst coadi^ons. Under the latter situation. Crown dues alone

set the reserv^e price and the negotiated bonus was used to bring

this price nearer to what the government and die negotiating

cmoBpaoy thought the market price should be.

How successful these two n&ethods have been in ensuring

that the Province obtained its proper share of the economic rent,

depends then on the level at which Crown dues have been set and

on how closely the final contract price has approximated the

competitive ooarket price. The one factor wit!^in the government's

control has been the level of Crown dues. How this has been set

the author cannot state exactly. Apparently it resulted from

some evaluation which the government placed upon the forests in

the light of the existing economic condition of the forest industries

which (ix) require cheap raw resources if they are to maintain their

competitive position, and (b) the government's own expenditures

on forest administratioa and protection. As these costs have

mounted with the years and with the realisation Oiat the forests.

^S a limited resource, seeded better protection, the government

has insisted thai they be met out of tlie r^^venues arising from the

sale of forest products. This insistcoce and t!ke e conomic prob-

lems involved have increased the neec for a bu3inefs-liie evalua-

tion of stumpage.
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Stuxnpftge under a Sustained Yield Forest Policy

If Oatario'a forests were fully under managemettt for

sustained yield, the disposal of forest products could be readily

patterned on general business practice. In effect, the govern-

ment would be in the business of growing wood on Crown lands.

Such a situation presumes that the Province accepts full res-

ponsibility for the proper care and development of its forests;

that it has evolved maxnM system for carrying this responsibility

into effect; and that it has knowledge of its costs of operating

the business. Once in this position the government should be

able to market its products systematically - discarding from

intensive management those area9 which are Mkb-mar|^laal; man-

aging more intensively those forests yielding the highest profit;

and holding for future market products presently saleable only at

a loss or small profit. It would be out to provide raw materials

at prices ^n^ich would leave the forest industries in position to

meet competition from other co2npanies and other products.

This simplified model ignores ^e complexities raised

when trying to estimuate the dollar values of the non-tixober uses

of the forest. As the government is running this large scale

forestry business, it must protect these non-timber uses; they

must be reconciled with the tiniber uses. And their values will

have to be re&ected somehow in the government's pricing system.

For it seems only logical that management of wild life, recreation.
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etc. , associated with the forests, should be handled along with

forest iBSaSfeineBt for wood products.

Looking more closely at the model, one may ask many

questions which se«m almost unanswerable today. Will it ever

be possible (or desirable) to place dollar values on the forest's

non-timber uses? How long will it be before the provincial

authorities know all the costs of managing the Province's pro-

ductive forests? What share of these costs will be borne by

the forest companies? Will it be possible for the government

lo conduct its forestry business in a snitably simple, decen-

tralised manner? Can it do so in a nuuiner that will ensure

that the forests receive proper attention and yet will allow busi-
» p

ness practices to be used? These are but a few of the pertinent

questions which must be asked. For certainly the present situa-

tion of the Province's forests does not approodmatc that of the

model.

Stumpage Appraisal

Provincial forest authorities have sought a compromise

which would adapt their established licensing system to present

conditions and the new re%uireaaents of a forestry business.

They seek to introduce the '*Stumpage Appraisal*' system for

evaluating stumpage. This would be used particularly where

timber and pulpwood agreements involve large tracts of timber.

With the appraisal method stumpage is a residual value. It is
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••tk« proportion of profit of a timber operation which is attriba-

teblc to the growing of timber'*. JLove ((52) p. 5).

A brief prepared by Prof. D. V. U>ve. ((52) p. 5). pro-

vides an outline of how stumpage would be appraised in Ontario.
^

This outline is susoniarised here.

- (1) Timber authorities, with the co-operation of industry,

would compute the average costs of producing primary wood

products for a region or district. These costs would be based

upon analysis of the costs of a representative group of operators

in such districts, chosen to provide a cross- section of operating

efficiency and conditions. If variations in conditions warrant it,

these costs may be altered when cosoputing the average or nor-

makl costs*

(2) Assessment of any individual operator's costs for

operating his limits would be based on the pertinent regional

nornoal costs, adjusted to his particular operating conditions

(accessibility, topography, etc.). The operator's own logging

efficiency would not enter into &is conventional calculation.

(3) Where market values are known for primary wood

products, a conversion return would be found by deducting

1. Prof. Liove's brief was prepared at the request of the Ontario
Department of Lands and Forests.

2. A detailed description of the stumpage appraisal method may
be found in Methods of Stumpage Appraisal, by Prof. D. M.
Matthews as Part V of the Manual of Timber Management
published by the Ontario Department of i^ands and Forests, 1948.
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from the market value Uie operator** normal coata of extraction.

A portkm of thia ccmveraioa return would be attrilnitable to ttie

operator aa profit and return for riak on hia coaventioaal normal

coata. The reznainder will be the atuoipage value of the producta,

(4) Where market vmluea are not known for primary wood

producta, the converaion return mnat be determined by working

backwarda from the valuea of the end producta of the operator.

Allowance would be made for cost, profit, and riakii the maou-

facturing atepa lnvt>lved. The autSioritiee would then compute

ahixnpage valuea from the converaion return as in Sec. (3).

The full co-operation oi induatry an providing baaic cost

and price data, is eaaeatial to the aucceaa of thia appraiaal

scheme.

£xponenta oi atumpage appraiaal claim that it should

produce the following reaulta. Love ((52) pp. 6-12):

(1) Increased operating efficiency because of the spur

given to inefficient operators to bring their costs

into line with normal coata,

(2) Practical atandarda oi utiliaation and operating Uch*

niq^ues. Stumpage appraiaal shoxild indicate the econ-

omical rate at which intensive manageznent poUcies

CAB be inatitutcd without any sector of the foreat econ-

omy incurring undue financial burdens.
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(3) DitposiHim of mw maUrUl to the procbcts it is best

suited to produce. SUtmpege appraisal of tlis vmlns

of timber where it i« to be used for products of high

quality under given rolume and market conditions,

would discourage its use for products of low oualihr.

partioilarly if timber in smaller eises at lower rates

can be obtaiAed*

(4) Equitable distribution of the cost of goTernmental

care of the forest reeource. Exceptionally valuable

resources would receive proportionately more care

and ettentioa than areas whose products were low*

valued or almost worthless.

(5) ProDAotioa of the laost efficient use of the products

of the forests. By proper adjustment of rates, in*

dttstry may be encouraged to use products it would

otherwise ignore or prefer to utiliae only to a

limited extent.

(6) Sensitivity ui rates to changing economic conditions.

Recurrent assessment of the appraisal rates would

keep them in line with current businesd conditions.

Any changes in the local or general economic climate

would be re&ected in stucupage rates, i^'either the

govs i-nznent &or industry would suffer at the expense

of ttko other. Stumpage appraisal would also permit

t..
*
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Ehe gov«minent to adjust its prices if it wished to

plmce Ontario indaatries in a uoore fk\rouriiblc posittoa

ia world imrketa.

(7) SeasttiTiiy of rates to changing operating conditions.

Recurrent a»»«»aijaifsnl va rmtea wonld tend to keep tiKesn

in line with coats of opera^oa which may vary as dif*

feraat aactioas of large tixnher traqta are hrought into

operation. Rates would keep abreast with progress ia

operating techniques.

(8) Removal of incentive to traffic in Crown tinaber. Crown

atannpage would closely approximate market values for

primary wood products. No additional margin would

cadst above the conventional profit and return for risk

which niight encourage a licence holder to sell his tini-

bar or rights to another person.

(9) Government forest products selling at competitive

prices with products from private forests. The

present oniavourable position of piivaie forestry would

]

be eased.

In the absence of accurate cost a»d market price data of

its own, stampage aFpraisal does appear to be the government's

best way of ensuring a proper selling price for its products -

1. This point is from an unpublished addendum made by Prof.

Lore to the brief Stampage Appraisal and Foreif t MTWIIirT"^**
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a price which ii«U to th« Province a maxinuizn axnouat oi th«

economic rent owing to it.

Stiunpage appraisal hat received considerable criiiciim,

especially from the operating companies. The following are five

coxnments which have sui#*U^^c« L^vs ((^2) pp. 13-16).

(1) Appraisal would be inaccurate because of uncontrollable

variables. Certainly, operation costs will vary, particu*

larly from one seiison to the next. In this event a com-

pany's costs may be above normal one year and below

normal the next. Exponents of the appraisal system claim

that data which have been collected indicate that total log-

ging costs cati be predicted on the average with reason-

able accuracy. Xhey further point out that the 20 per cent

rate proposed for profit and risk on normal costs, would be

generous enough to allow a profit of some kind even if ac-

tual costs may be quite high. Provincial authorities have

also indicated that they would be prepared to consider any

company evidence documented by records, that it is being

ui\justly treated. Such evidence would then indicate whether

or not adjustments to the rates would be warranted.

(2) Political conniving would not be eliminated by the appraisal

method, indeed the system woiild not eliminate the process

of negotiation by which timber agreements would be made.

I. The first four points only are raised by Prof. Love.
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Ho-mmrmr, it probably would strengthen Uic Province**

barfninlag position in these negotiations - s factor tvhich

industry is bound to fight.

•

(3) The government would control proHts and thereby stifle

competitive enterprise. There is no doubt that industry

will always oppose paying for anylhiag on a basis ^iHdch

allows ^exa lo make but a limited profit. The level of

profit proposed by the government appears to be gener*

ous. Based on average costs, it may well be above

actual proftts. The authorities feel that at present the

forest industry is receiving a considerable portion of

the economic rent which should right&illy come to the

Province. And &is situation mast be remedied. Because

company wood cests would rise with an increase in stump

-

age rates, the authorities believe that more of the income

stream will be directed to the Province through a reduced

fiow into federal income taxes.

(4) Adequate trained personnel would not be available to con-

duct appraisal work. This is a serious criticism which

would have to be fully met if the Province were to gain

company confidence in stumpage appraisal. It is but one

facet of the dearth of men and wonoea trained for the forestry

profession. Tet it is a criticism of stumpage appraisal

iriliich could be met* for the technique can be mastered.

1
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(5) Th«rc U a further criticism which possibly is mors

fundamental. This is ths rsliancs on a method whereby

stumpsge Is established as a residual value, what is left

after deducting from the naarket price of forest products,

the costs of «xtraclion and a conversion return on these

costs to cover proflt end risk. It is a negaHve approach

^i%ich lays no impulsion upon the government to find out

its own costs of production and management. Stumpage

appraisal is the antithesis of the usual business practice

where pricing policy has a close relationship with costs

within the industry. So<mer or later ^e Province will

have to relate its prices to its own costs - not thsss of

its customers. This objection may be tolerated, of course,

if it is understood that stumpage appraisal would be adopted

only as an interim solution to the governmient*s pricing

prol^ems; a solution adapted to handle stumpsge for

existing stands of merchantable timber and not future

crops.

Ontario's forests have been sadly over-exploited in many

areas. Large sums of money mast be spent if they are to be

restored to anything like their former state. Many people with

a keen interest in this situation have urged the Province to ex-

la This point it not made by Prof. Love in Ms brief, op. cit.

2. It is recognised that the degree of correlation between costs
and prices will be affecUd by the feet that Ontario's forest
industries must sell their products in keen competition with
outside producers in both domestic and foreign markets.
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pcad oa tkc forcsta all tke rcvenoas that it darlvca dir^ctty from

them - almost all of which come from stumpaga. Ccn«raUy» the

Provincial ^r^rtantni, la «<oing thia. But it is atill not ftaong^.

Can atumpafe rataa ba raiaed aafficleatly to yield the required

rcveauea? In the ead the aa»w«r will probably be no. ^..

i» .
...

It would be a mistake to rely too heavily upon stumpage

ia raiaing the required money. Stumpage, because it ia oae of

the forest iaduatry*a production coats, l^>pears ia the price of

the manufactured woad product. And becauae the iaduatry*a

competitive position depends in large measure upon its price

levela, cheap atumpage ia deairable aa a means of maintaining

coaapetitive pricca. Can Ontario* a lumber induatry anaiatain ita

preaasLl poaitioa ia doaaeatic markata if the pricea oi its raw

materiala -aawloga - are raiaed? It ia extremely doubtful if

lusaber prices could be increased significantly without the indus-

try suffering loss of cuatomcra - not only to competing lumber

iaduairiea but to producer# of substitute aoateriala. To some ex-

tent, the same coaditiona hold la the other forcat iaduatries.

Increase stumpage and Uie Province runs the risk of having ita

foreat compaaiea priced out of ttie markets. It ia probably

1. Conaparative wholeaale pricea for lumber f. o.b. Toronto, 19S2.

Ontario white pine,
D and Better, kiln dried - $ZiZ, OO/M. f . b. m.

Braxilian Parana pine,

D and Better, kiln dried « $172. OO/M. f. b.m.
Eaatern Spruce and Balaam,

No.2 and Better, l"xf - l"x 12",
"

6« to 20» - air dried - $132. OO/M. f.b.no,

. kila dried - $157. OO/M. f. b. na.

Douglaa fir and westera hemlock
C aad Better, l*'x 4'< - 1" x 12*",

4* to 20*, - rottgh.kila dried - $166.50/M.f.b.m.
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true, HS wa« ^JolaU^ out sibove, that tome co&cersui iMive ncgo*

U&ted ffach satltiactory piilpwood anc! tiniber agr«cm«iits, thai

UMy ar* getting rao*~« ttum fhelr fair iKare of the ecoaomlc

rent on prbnary %fO%6 p-^Aictf, To this extent •tn»«pnf« coutd

jnstifiably b« increased witJtout the forest industries needing to

raise tlie prices of their products. Bat again it is very doubtfxil

whether the increased yield which wonld result, would go very

far in meeting the great need fer higher government expenditures

on the forests. » .v . ;

The ipeculatlve eeononrsic circumstance of the lnmb«r and

ether wood-iising indll9tT^«^s, sugg^estt that ehimpage sbcniH ho

flexible. By lowering rates during a business recession or when

competition is extreme, the govcratxnent and the people share in

the Isrest industry*s distress and also in the cuts necessary for

business to regain its strength.

Once the contract for a timber licence or agreement has

been signed. Crown dues remain the only element in stumpage

which may be acyusted by the government without renegotiatin|<

the contract. And yet, the provincial authorities tend to hold

these dues stable, changing them only slowly over the years.

Therefore, stumpage, as it is now determined, apfears to be

a decidedly inflexible price - particularly if the licences or

agreements arc in force for a considerable length of tiii«e.

Certainly stumpage will not automatically adjust to changes in
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the current ccoaomic climate.

Stumpage appradsal will doubtlessly add flexibility to

tlds priciaf •yttem If the period between reappraisals is

kept short. Tet this method of evaluation is not self-adjusting

either. It is possible, of coarse, that as long as stumpage is

to be included in a contract covering a number of years, neither

party would wish the rates to be too flexible.

This point concerning the role of stumpage as one of the

determinants in the prices of fbrost products, receives further

treatment in Chapter VI.

Undoubtedly the present active interest in stumpage eval-

uation derives from the Province's insistance that the costs

of *******g<'*g Ontario's forests should be met generally from

the sale of forest products, and from its desire to see that

the people receive full value for their forest proUticts. From

these points and the remarks made above, it is apparent that

the problem of stumpage rates is tied in with the general ad-

ministration of the forests. This stndy cannot go into the

question of what is the best method of administering the Crown

forests. But one may ask whether all expenditures on such

administration need be or sh^uH be met from stumpage alone ?

In effect, this question leads to more fuixiamental ones. Should

the Province manage its forests as a *nMisiaess'*? Is there no

alternative which may be simpler to carry out - a method
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ii4«reby raising government revenues would be based on

accepted tax principles ratber tban pricing principles? Insofar

as these questions concern this study, they will be discussed in

Chapter VL

From this rather cursory survey of stumpage one may

make these main poinis. First, stumpage is a method of raising

government revenues which has been long established in the

Province. Possibly it was first conceived as a tax but it early

became accepted as a price. Second, although of doubtful sig-

nificance, when it is considered as a price under competitive

conditions stumpage does possess the regulative aspects of any

price system of rationing. Third, the Crown dues portion of

stumpage possesses some features of a tasc* These dues can

be arbitrarily adjusted by regulation. Furthermore, their

reaction to short-run supply and demand fluctuations in inaen-

sitive. The importance of this point will vary as it depends

upon what proportion of stumpage is made up of Crown dues.

Fourth, treatment of stumpage as a price has created difficul-

ties as the government tried to adapt its licensing system to

present economic conditions. As a price, it is relatively

inflezible. It does not adjust automatically to changes in the

economic climate. Fifth, Stumpage Appraisal has b«ea pro-

posed as a means of solving these difficulties. As ar^ interim

method for pricing the Province* s forest pxoducts, it does
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have considerable merit. It introdacee some flexibility into

sinmpafe evaluation. Siscth, the problems involved in Onding

• aoitable mean* of assessing stuxnpage cast some doubt on it

being a tatiafactory way by which to raise Provincial revenues*

It may be desirable tc r?p>i*«?e stuxnpage by ccrric

u«k»«o upva accepted tax concepts.

. x«. —•«.
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Appendix I

ft

OcflaiHoas

Harold M. Somen ((81) p. 149) has defined the impact

of as7 fMx as the point where that tax le imposed by law. The

federal s«»d nrovincial cornorate income taxea hav* their faan*

pact on the corporation* While in appearance the gasoline tax

falls on the vendor, hj law it faUa on the customer. The gas-

oline seller acts as government's collecting agent.

Shifting

When a taxpayer iorccs sozxis oae else to pay a tax* he

has shifted it, Somers ((81) p. ISO). When a corporation con-

siders its property tax or any other tsx as one of its overhead

costs and includes it when setting the selling price of its pro-

duct, it will have shifted the tax or a portion of it to the con-

sumer. Thus partial or total shifting can occur.

Shifting has direction; forward and backward. When a

numufacturer passes on a tax to his custonoers in his selling

prics» he has shifted it forward. If the price is kept constant

but the manufacturer after being taxed, buys cheaper raw

materials or services* the tax will have been shifted backwards.

Market-period, short-run, and lon^-rua shifting defini-

tions are analogous to Alfred Mar shall* s market, short- run,

and long-run supply, Marshall ((57) pp. 274-27S and 312-315).
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In Um market period *>>4^H«^g takes place Uiurottgh a chaage ia

price of the sapply of gooda now on hand. Short-run ahifting

takes place through alterations in the price of the supply of

goods expected to be produced by existing productive facilities.

!.rr.g-r~,s: «hifting takes place when prices chan;^ as a r»i;;ilt

of changes In productive capacity, Socoers ((81) pp. 151-153).

Incidence

The point of incidence of a tax is ^iriiere its harden finally

rests, Somers ((SI) p. 153). It nuiy be claimed that the tan's

incidence Is never really known as It is shifted ad infinitum.

Thnt nuiy he true sometinkes. But for practical analysis a

final resting place can usually be found. To assist this analysis,

market-period, short*run, and long-run incidence concepts have

been developed to make some allowance for time. These cor-

respond to siaoilar phases of tax shifting. Somers suggests as-

sociating the idea of '*final** incidence with l<»ig-run incidence.

II- *

Effects

Broad considerations of what nsay happen to consumption,

the standard of living, employment, investment, savings, pro-

uuction, etc. , concern the effects of a tax, Somers ((Al) pp. 16Z-

163). ^4^<*>ing is an effect and there is not a aharp line between

a study oi tax incidence and the effects of a tax. However, this

division is reasonable and helps in any tax analysis.

Stompage
«

Stnmpage - the Provincial government's charge for its
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forest prodacU - comprises three elements today. These ere

Crown dues, the Crown er&lastion* and the bid bonus. When

stmnpage was introduced in 1826 it ins m&de up solely of the

dues levied by the Crown. These appeared in a schedule stattng

the rates per cubic or lineal foot for the different kinds of tim-

ber cut. hk. 1827 limits were auctioned to the operator «^J U^c

Crown dues became^ in effect, the reserve or upset price charged

for the wood. Over and above fliis the operator agreed to pay a

bonus whose else was determined at the auction. This bid bonus

was paid as a lump majn for many years but was later prorated

over the timber cut. Ib the regulations of 1866, the goverpuient

adopted the Crown evaluation iiiiea it placed an initial upset price

on all timber berths to be auctioned in the future. This price

was based on area and was additional to the Crown eu?i«« At a

later date it was prorated over the tim^ber to be cut. WMie us-

ually the sum stated in the regulations, the upset price coulo b^

varied. This led to an evaluation syitexn whereby the adminis-

tering authorities set the reserve price to take account of the

general market value of the timber and its location, accessibil-

ity, etc. Once set for a timber limit, this Crown evaluation

does not alter. Today, when a limit is auctioned, the upset

price includes the Crown dues and the Crown evaluation. The

Crown dues are the only rates adjustable during the term of

the licence.
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When m licence or &frcemeat ii negotiated for a Urge

timbered tract, neither the Crown evaluation nor the bid bonus

appaar aa auch in the final stnmpage charge. A boaaa price ia

negotiated which it to be paid ia addition to the Crown dues.

Theae two elements only - the bonus and dues - make up the

•tompage Charge.

To aommariac^ depending on tba ackanner of diapoaal of

the cutting rights, stumpage may take one of two different

forms:

(a) When a licence or permit ia diapoaed of at ^ uctionx or

aaie, afcujoapage conaiata oi {Jl) Ihe Crown duea w^^ch

may be adju^ «ed at whe government* a diac ration;

(ii) &e Crown e\'^i«ation whic^ when added to the duea,

aeta the reserve or upaet p^-iTi ^L which the government

will accept bide; and (iii) the bid bonua which the opera-

tor offera over and above the reserve price.

(b) When a licence or an agreement is negotiated the

atompagc cansiats of (i) Crown dues; and (ii) the boaus

agreed upoa by the operator and the goveram«at«

Stuxnpage charges are paid after the timber has beea cut

and acaled (measured) by goverasneat scalera. Rates are based

on the uait of nAeasurement aaaociated with ^e product: i. e.

pulpwoed, per cord; aawloga. per thou sand board feet; rail-
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way ti«s« per tie; poles» p«r pole, etc.

This note is baeed largely on Part I and 1949 Supplement

to Part I of Maniial of Timber Management published by the

Ontario DcpartaMOKk mi LMmdm and Foreata, and the brief.

Sfaimpage Appraiaal and Timber Managament, by Prof. D. V,

Lova, citad above.
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This appendix contains a brief tiieorctical analysis >€

the effects of the corporate net inconoe tax upon business enter-

prise.

Effects on Demand and Consumption

Assuming given supply and demand schedules for a par*

ticular commodity and assuming that the tax is shifted forward

by increasing prices, a shi/t in demand to the left along the

demand schedule DD will occur, L.ess goods will be demanded

at ^Bhm higher price. (Fee Figure 1). To restore equilibrium

between demand and supply* production at the higher price

must be reduced^ This means a

shift of the supply curve to the

left - from SS in the diagram to

S*S*. A new equiUbrium £* wiU

be reached at a lower output and

at a higher price. The degree of

change which results will depend

directly on the elasticities of the

supply and demand

schedules. These

eUsticiUes set the

slopes of the curves in

the aei|^bourhood of

U and £* in the diagram.
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A very lAClastic schedule i» one approaching the vertical aad a

very elastic schedule is one approaching the horimontal. These

statements do not apply, however, to ei^er the uppmr or lower

sections of the demand and supply schedules.

One may hesitate to link with any tax the effects of govern-

ment expenditures out of the nM>ney raised from taxes. Tet

taxes aad in particular the corporation income tax make such

expenditures possible. These may have decided effects on the

demand for both consumption and capital goods. They may cause

the demand schedule in Figure I to shift to the right (meaning an

increased demand at any given price) to such an extent that prices

wiU increase by more than the mount of the tax. Furthermore,

production would not necessarily be reduced following the price

increase. The shift in den^and from one type of comxnodity to

another as result of tiie shift in purchasing power from the indiv-

idual or corporation to the government, will be difficult to foretell

unless (he bulk of the government's expenditures are known In

advance, it is possible that the government will use its tax

receipts for the retirement of debt rather than for expenditures

on capital or consumer goods*

If the company's shareholders bear all or part of the in-

come tax, a decided degree of re-allocation of income occurs.

Insofar as the ska: cft'.oldsrs are T»ealthy individuals a levelling

of the country's income distribution follows. A minor outcome
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of such incidence of the tax could be a reduction in consuxnption

by the ahnreholdere. This results from the theory that a part

of the individual's dividend income lost in taxes would have been

spent on coasunoer goods.

Effects on Wages * '

Insofar as the tax may be shifted backwards, waives paid

by a corporation mi^ht be reduced or held at a given level

longer tiian would be expected, A shift in labour away from the

industry may follow depending upon labour's mobility and the

elasticity of supj^y of labour. Reduced expenditure on certain

goods might well follow a reduction in wages.

It is possible that heavy corporation taxes might encourage

some companies to pay higher wage rates and thereby reduce the

sine of their taxable income. However, this would mean the

companies would be less able to pay as much to labour in the

aggregate. In effect they would be less able to expand their

labour force.

JCffects on S&vings

Corporate savings or Undistributed profits . Assuming that the

tax is not shifted or only partially, and O&at there is some normal

level of business saving, it seems likely that in order to pay the

tax a company would reduce its savings to a greater extent than

it would its dividend payments. The firm would do this because

it believes that it is wise to keep dividends up in order to preserve
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the comi»ajiy*s posiUoa in Use capital market. However, the op-

posite view might be taken if a firm still feels able to finance

estpa&sioa fro&a ftavUiff or temporary borrowing.

Continuous rising prices will in tixne greatly reduce the

value of depreciation and depletion reserves which a company

has built up in the past. Insofar as the corporate Income taxes

contribute to these rising prices, so do they contribute to the

depreciation in value of tihese reserves.

Individual savings. Because prices may rise as a result of

the corporate income tax, persottsi savings of the lower income

groups are likely to suffer. An imiividual*s consumption habits

are less flexible than his savings plans. Price increases will

be met to some degree out of savings and this may have a

secondary effect on investment plans as mentioned below.

\

f

The force of fhim point has been tempered in recent years

with Um riss in systematic saving for retirement, for repay-

ment of mortgages, and for life and health insurance. In turn

such systematic saving schemes will tend to alter the pattern

of investment of savings.

Insofar as an individual's dividend income may be lowered

by taxation, hit savings plan may be altered. This too may in-

fluence future ^rs^tnr^nt.
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Effects on Siac of

Tk« federal corporation income ta?c doee operate in favour

of the firm with low earnings (not spcciacnUy a forest industry).

Asauzning net taxable incomes of $15,000 and $100,000 the res-

pective taxes as percentages of these incomes would be 25. 9

per cent and 44.3 per cent for ttic 1951 taxation year. However,

there art c;ounter-balancing factors. It is probable that large

coacexns derive their income from a wider range of sources

than do small companies. Thereby the large company may more

easily balance out losses in cerUin ventures against profits in

others. Furthermore large companies nmy achieve economies

of large-scale business operations.

Effects on Business bvestment, Incentives, and Financing.

Assuming that the shareholders bear all or a large part

of the corporation tax burden, the tax reduces the return on

their investment by reducing the amount of net income after taxes.

This fact may discourage new investment in the industry when^lt

is sought. Thereby normal growth may be curtailed. Similarly,

investors may hesitate to sink nwney in risky ventures - ventures

essential to keeping our economy dynamic and expanding. This

view does not account for those people who believe the opposite;

that high tax rates prejudice stable industries. It is probable

that the vcnturesoDke investor will continue to put his money into

1. Using tax rates of 15 per cent on the first $10, 000 of taxable
income and 47. 6 per cent on the remainder.
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risky enterprises oatll the Uz becomes confiscatory, G«»er««s

offsets for losses may reduce the above discouragijag aspects of

the tax,

Tet another effect of rednc^e r^tnrns on equity capital, is

the incentive tor new investment to seek tax exempt alternatives

such as bonds or naortgnges. The effect of this on business finan-

cing is apparent. Debt financing would be ^vtmred at the expense

of equitf capital. Any iacrease in bonded indebtedness means

added rigidity in the industrial economy and more likelihood of

bankruptcies and failures in depression periods.

• . • > '.

As the marginal efficiency of capital is reduced by the tax,

it approaches individual and corporate marginal rates of liquidity

preference. People and business prefer mere and more to re-

tain their money in cash or savings raiher than invest it. An-

otiier variation is for the individual to prefer to spend his money

on durable coi'' sumption goods rather than invest it* and finally

to spend it on no^-durables. I^ess drastic woul'^ be a movement

of capital into inves^?r^eati more readily cCiivertible into cash.

This consideration of i.ew invr^tmcat has made no refer-

ence to the relationship between savings and investment. New

money placed in industr^j mur.t come from savings, from bank

credit, or (less commonly) it is created by the government with-

out borrowing operations (fiat money). If taxes reduce savings

or the rate of savings, they will tend to have a similar linked
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«£fect <Mi investment.

In mBoaa., these points indicate a loss in the incentive to

invest if corporation incoime tax rates are too high or if the

taxes cannot be shifted. Not only this but it means an unfav-

ourable change in business expectations.

Tl.'^. ralue of Ic^s offseu^ L\ mii^imising unfavourable tax

consequences has been pointed out a^ve. a^^ reduction of

the risk in investment will have a similar value. For example,

a rapid write-down of capital ejq^cnditures will reduce a urm's

risk in recovering such investments. Business will undertake

new expansion more readily. F. Rothschild ((77) pp. 2S-26)

probably was correct in concluding that the fear of possible loss

is often more important in business decisions involving large

uncertainties than is the hop«£ of profit. And further^ a reduc-

tion in risk is more &riportantas £n inducement to Iz^vest than

is a proportionate increase in profits.

Effects on Business Production and Prices

Backward thi^H^g of the corporate income tax onto the

factors of production has been noted. Through the effects of

this shifting on alterations in input, industrial patterns may

change. Cheaper substitute raw materials may be used or new

ones discovered. Furthermore, employment may fall as a

result of changes in production methods. This in turn may

alter consumption habits. And so on. It is possible that new
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a need to reduce costs. Thtse may obviate price increases or

sSxnalate new ^usittesses.

Somers ((•!) p. 224) kas pointed out ttiat curUilmenl of

capacity in industry through lack of investment wiU affect pro-

duction costs in several ways. These depend on economic

factors. '
'^" ' '

**The reduced capacity naay mean higher » lower or

constant costs depending on whether long-run decreasing^

increasing, or constant costs prevail**.

Under competitive conditions prices will change correspondingly

to c«sts. If reduced capacity meant a reduction in competition,

prices would probably rise.

Upward changes in tax rates will generally cause business

men to review their pricing policies. Such study may Indicate

that prices can be and could have been increased without fear

of a loss of markets.

Effects on Capital and Business L.ecaiion

Assuming that the corporate income tax is harder to shift

in some Industries than in others, (e.g. export industries and

highly con^etitive ones), capital may be withdrawn from one in-

dustry and invested In another which can more successfully

shift the tax. If tax rates are not uniform, capital will tend to

move to areas where lower taxes ^:>revail. Such inequalities in
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tax rates may prejudice aew induit. ica agaiast ent^rinf eertaia

areaa unless other indacemeats outweigh the tax differential.

The mobility of capital is difficult to assess but it is an important

factor when one tries to predict the consequences of certain

taxation policies.

Effects of the Tax and Business Conditions

If the tax results in a decrease in savings and investment,

it is deflationary to the extent that there is no offsetting in con-

sumption, either social or individual. When production is cur-

tailed in order to maintain higher prices, tiie process may lead

to a deflationary spiral* This is particularly so, if the effect

should coincide with a general trend towards a business reces-

sion. However, Goede (37) concludes that when all variations

in aggregate demand and all the indirect effects of the tax and

government expenditures are considered, the corporation income

tax is on balance, stimulatiag to aggregate income. In other

than inflationary conditions, this expansionary effect of the tax

Is good. However, such an analysis must take into account so

many variables and subjective estimates that no precise con-

clusions can be reached.

This analysis of the effects of corporate net income taxes

upon business enterprise, has been concerned largely with cor-

porations s^iM"g in internal and highly competitive markets.

The conclusions reached may be modified considerably if the
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effects of these taxes sre studied for the firms ^which sell la

eiq>ort markets or under monopoly or monopolistic conditions*

1
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A» part of th« background for ihim tudy, the author under-

took to sample the opinions of men within the forest industries,

the federal and Ontario governments, and the universities con-

cerning their views on taxation and its relationship to forest

management. An effort was made to find out what problems ex-

isted in this field of forest taxation and how these problems had

affected both coaopany and government forest policy. It was

necessary then to reach men who could and were prepared to

speak on ftich matters.

Discussion were held with men in the federal and Ontario

governments (both forest and tax authorities), with executives

of most of the large pulp and paper companies, with men in

trade associations, and with forestry and economics professors

at the University of Toronto. To supplement these discussions,

the author held conversations with men in similar positions in

Quebec and New Brunswick.

Polling the opinions of executives of the lumber industry

proved naore difficult owing to the wide dispersion of the in-

dustry throughout the Province. To accomplish this, a list of

over 60 of the large sawmill operators who either owned or

leased their own limits was compiled from the Dominion Bureau

of Statistics publication, Ost of Canadian Sawmills, Canada

(14). To the heads of these companies, the author sent a ques-
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Honnairc on tmaeatioa accompanied by a covering letter and a

•tamped self^addressed rctura envelope. The questions asked

in this questionnaire were similar to those asked of executives

in the pulp and paper industries. As some questions dealt with

priv-ate matter v o£ the companies, all data have been treated as

confidential and will :«ot be published. Returns were received

from over a third of tho companies polled. Generally the in-

formation given was quitt. 'mIa abu waexHu io uixm situay.

The following are tiie questions that were asked la the

questionnaire:

1. Is your company operating a plan for the managexxwnt of

its holdings of forest land for a continuous yield of forest

products?

2« What in your experience are the chief hindrances to the

successful establishment of your management plans?

3, If taxation is one factor in your answer to question (2),

why is it?

4. What taxes does your company pay? Please check and

list other taxes*

a. Federal income tax?

b. Provincial income tax (general)?

c. Provincial tax on income from logging operations?

d. OCi^cv provincial corporation taxes?

w». Proviuwial land taxes?
f. Iwiusicipal land taxes?

g. Federal s«les taxes?
h. Other tines?
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5. Hit yeiir compiLity objection to any aspect of the tuces

it must pay? Please check and name tax.

a. Method o£ collection? c. Tax regulations such as
h. Tax base? depreciation or depletion
c. Rat« of tax? allowances?
d. Mathod of assessment? f. Other reasons?

6. fai your opinion are the regulations concerning depletion

and depreciation allowances for federal income tax pur-

friwc^ ^«%sonable? If not, why?

7. Does your eon.^ .ay consiQ^« .tw manuaA A»t»<ssmtent for

income taxes as a cost of doing business to be recovered

in the price of your products?

8. Can you estimate what ratio your company's annual tax

bill (for all taxes) baars to total operating costs? To

gross receipts?

9. Do you feel there is any uncertain aspect in the present

tS3L system? If so, where?

10. Have you experienced any problem where tenure of your

forest lands bears upon your taxes? For exaxnple, have

you been taxed on any capital gain arising from your

holdings of tinaber land?

? * . Have you any suggestions for altering any ^xrt of our

tax systems - federal, provincisl, or inunici^^al - which

in your opinion rnight improve forest management in

this province?

12. If you agree that the provincial government should share

in the expenses of management of the forests, how would
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yeu Miggtttt tliAt it shcMild d<» *o7

13. If tcmire of forest land is of ixnportaace ia your answer

to question (2) why is it so?

14« What proportion of your forest holdings do you hold in

fes simpleti

15. Do you fed any insecurity of tenure of Cre-wn lands?

16. Are there asy other remarks that you would carr to

make concerning either tsacation or tenure of fcves^

40*i»*<» *
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Chapter IV

FOREST TAXATION IN OTHER COUNTRIES

The imrpese of reviewing forest taxation in certain oUier

countriefl is two -fold. Firat, it is to be generally infomkative

mmd aecoad, it ia to look for ideas and methods which might

improve the tax systems of this country and the Province of

Ontario,

It must be em^phasiaed that few if any countries have the

constitutional framework that Canada poasessea. Certainly the

countries reviewed below are quite different. Tet they all do

have some democratic forna of goverBmeat. In inaay the govern-

mental structure might he likened to that of this Province. EIx-

cept for &Lm indirect taxos levied by theac countries, Ontario

could impose all the others without any amendonent to the B.N. A.

Act.

This review does not investigate all taxes that might affect

the forests or forest industries in the countries studied. Geaer-

ally» it deals only with taxation classed as forest taxation. This

applies to owners or operators of timber lands*

Sweden

Individuals or companies, including co-operatives, own

between 75 and 80 per cant of Sweden's forest land. Individuals
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with siDAll holdingi make up over two-thirds of the«« ^vracrs;

companies a little less than one-third; the remainder are

iaetitutiona or iadividuale with large estates. The state forests

amount to about 19 per cent of the country's forests and com-

munal forestSj 3. 5 per cent.

Forest tajces reviewed here inriude: the Local Real Estate

Tax; the L^ca^I ^«*««m« Tazi rUr. Kational hcome Tsx; the Na-

tional Tax on Property and Capital; and the Silvicultural Charge.

State-financed industries in Sweden operate as do other

joint-stock companies. They pay local real estate and income

tsxes and the national income tax. State forests pay the two local

tsxes hut not the state income tax.

The L.ocal Real Estate Tax

The Swedish government has based this local tax on the

assessed capital value of forest land and the timber on it. How-

ever« from the following outline of the computation of the tax

base, it is apparent that in fsct the tsx is a sort of income tax

with retaras which are almost guaranteed; that is it is a tax

with an income base which does not fluctuate.

The General Keal £sUte Assessment tak^« place every

fiv. years. Forest land is valued sirpara^vly according to its

ttorttia! Umber productive capacity {zite quality). Assessment

of the timber is at its current valu« according to the actual

conditions of the stand. Assessors deUrxoine the total capital
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value by calcttUting the value of the axiaual •usUiaed yield and

capitalixiiif it at 4 per cent. The procedure ie aa follows:

(a)Covrmnl« the area of frreat land in hectares.

(b) Detttrmiae the normal annual timber yield (equivalent to

normal aanoal increment) in cubic metres per hectare.

(c) Determine an average site quality class for the whole area

from data in the normal annual yield tables provided by the

Ibrest Service. In effect, this site quality class is a weighted

average of all the site quality classes actually present.

(d) Calculate tS»e net atumpage value per cubic metre for the

average yield of the forest. This stumpage is an average

baaed i^rnn a normal cn^n^jiosiuon. Thai i», u»« «»*»«.»^;^r.

calculate stusapage as if every year's cutting contained a

normal combination of fuelwood, sawlogs, pulpwood, etc.

Relevant av^erage prices are used for the different counties.

These make allowance for the distance of the forest from the

marketing points. From these prices, average costs of

operation are deducted to provide a net stumpage value.

(e) Compute the total value of the annual yield by multiplying

the area by the normal increment corresponding to the

average site quality class and by the net stumpage valua,

(f) Reduce this total stumpage value by 50 per cent to allow for

general adxxiinistration and management costs.

(g) Capitally^ the value obtained in (f) at a rate of 4 per cent.

This is equivalent to multiplying it by 25. In actuality the
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malttply the value in (f) Vy 4 l/2 and 20 l/Z.

Call thaac naw raluaa (p) and (q) rcapectively« The value

The value (q) repreaeats the capital value aaaigned to the

timher. Xhia value ia now adjuated hy multiplyiag it hy

a factor termed the "relative growing atock'\ Thia factor

makea allowance for deviation of actual tinibcr stocking

from the normal stocking used in (b) and (c), and for de-

viation of actual age diatribution for the rotation period.

The factor cxpreasee the actual stocking as a decimal of

normal stockiBg; its range Is restricted to between 0. 5

and 1. 4. Thus a new value (q*) is obtained for (q).

(h) Compute the local real estate tax base determining a

theoretical annual income of 5 per cent yielded by each

capital value (p) and (q*). The communes levy the tax as

a percentage of this total theoretical inconte.

There is a further reduction possible for the value (q).

It amounts to 10 per cent and is allowed for the quality of the

stand being below nomcuil for the sawtimber class.

It is important to note that the value of the land is deter-

ixUaed solely by the volume of timber it is capable of producing

under normal forest zx&anagement. Based on the results of the

national forest survey, the Swedish Forest Service has computed

normal yields astd normal stands for the different areas of the
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cott2Ltry. The 5e^ vice adso provider t2i« clatsificatioii of the aormAl

yield Into catei^orics of product*. These »re accepted in the com-

fannet only after shidy by compet«»f ter avthorSUee. Well in ad-

vance of the General Aaacasnent, the goverament pubUthee the

prices aad co«ts for e<Mii coiiAty which are to be used by the local

asses sraeat officials. Thus there is no secrecy concerned with

any assei

This local real estate tax does not recognise any ability on

the part of the taxpayer to pay the tax in terms of his actual in-

come at Urns of payment. It must be paid whether he cuts his

timber or not. Furthernaore, it should be pointed out t^at the

use of the relative growing stock factor prt^jtidices the holding of

mature stands of tixnber which are overstocked. The use of any

factory greater than 1.0 means the owner pays a tax on the excess

growing stock each year until it is cut. Tet despite these failings

the tax does go to great lengths to assess the forest owner accord-

ing to the ability of his property to yield income if it is man»^ed

reasonably well.

The Local Income Tax

This is a proportional tax levieu on all income actually re-

ceived by the taxpayer within the taxing commune ^nd in excsss of

the conventional income used in competing the local real estate

tax. Therefore this theoretical income is not taxed twic<t. Per-

sonal and family deductions are aUowed hs well as reasoaaUIe
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CO9C0 and expenses.

With forest operations Ihe aim is to tax only the value

of the forest's annual increment. Therefore if this increment

is cut and sold, tax is paid upon the income received. But if

cutting should cause depletion of the volun»e of the inital timber

Stand when it was acquired by the owner, then a depletion allow-

ance may be claimed. The owner deducts this from the returns

received for the forest products he has cut. This arrangement

is followed whether the owner cut.-s his own timber or sells cut-

ting rights to it. Depletion allowances naay be carried forward

and accumulated if so desired and may be claimed when the

taxpayer feels it is most auitable. If the land and timber are

both sold, an allowance for the initial capital invested in the

forest may be claimed against the revenue from Ihe sale.

If a depletion allowance exceeds the value of income re-

ceived, the loss may be apportioned to the operator's other in-

come providing the taxpayer uses the **stand contiparison**

anethod of computetiom.

Depletion allowances on account of forest capital are sig-

nificant only where a known investment has been made in a

stand of timber or a known volume or value can be given a

stand at the time of its acquisition. These allowances may be

computed by any one of three different methods and a taxpayer

need not use tiie same method each time he claims an allowance.

The application of these different meOiods varies depending
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«• ^»upon the nature of the transaction. >#

(a) Allowance for depletion during owacrehip of the forest,

(i) Stand comparison method.

By this method the taxpayer reckons his allowance

with reference to changes in the volume of the stand*
' ... .

•. ..

laig timber from what it was when the stand was ac-
• •

quired, but witti no reference to changes in its com-

position or value. The allowance granted is equal to

tha cost value of the reduction in volume of the initial

forest capital. When such & deduction is allowed the

new basis for future allowances is the initial volume

and value minus any depletion previously allowed fo'r.

(ii) Value cojaoparisoa method.

By this method the taxpayer bases his allowance on

changes in the value of his stand. If the present value

of the stand of timber rcnaaining after cutting opera-

tionSf is less than the initial value of the stand at its

acquisition the owner may claim a depletion allowance

equal to Oie difference in values. As this method com-

pares the present value with the past initial value of

a stand, capital gains appear as income and are taxed.

An allowance may be claimed by this method for dam-

age to a Ibrest resulttng from attack by arm^ insects,

or disease.

(b) Allowance for depleticm on the sale of forest property.
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ti) Stand CQmij^arisoa method.

If fl&tt taxpayer uses this method, the (dlowaace

which may be deducted from the eetUng price of the

stand is that portion of the selling price which may

fairly p«rta% to the initial volume of the stand of

timber at its acquisition. Therefore his deduction

is the present value of the initial stand. Any capital

gain which may have accrued to this initial volume of

timber remains free of income tax. The tax falls

only on the portion of the selling price pertaining to

the forest increment.

(ii) Value comparison method.

If the taxpayer follows this method, his depiction

allowance is equal to the initial cost value of his

timber stand. Any appreciation in value Is taxed as

income along with the value of the forest increment

(if the forest has been retained by the owner for more

than 10 years).

(iii) The Schablon method.

With this method a taxpayer obtains only a conven-

tional allowance equivalent to the assessed value of

the f>nTi^^'*^ yield of the particular forest for four normal

years. This is tike value found in the assessxneat for

the local real estate tax.. The Schablon metiiod was

devised for use with forests established on previously

claar laad.
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9hea timber Uad i» sold within 10 years of purchase the

foverazneat taxes the whole of any ai^reciatioa in value as a

capital fala and act as income from an accumulatloa of the an-

aaal increment. This pracUce of taxing capital gain is to dis-

courage specttlatioa in forest land.

The net tajcable income computed for the local income tax

is similar to that for the national incimie tax «nd the same dec-

laration of income serves for both taxes. However, for local

purposes^ receipts and eiqpenditares for each conuaouae are

shown separately.

The National Income Tax.

£xcept for certain differences for personal and family

deductions, the taxable income for this tax is computed similarly

to that for the local tax. It covers income from all communes.

The forest owner may deduct the local income tax from income.

This state income tax has progressive rates.

Where a company owning forest land also owns the indus-

trial establishments for Qie conversion and sale of wood products,

the firm must treat the income from the woods operations separ-

ately fronk income derived frooa its other activities. That is,

it files separate income tax returns. The state income tax on
#

Joint-stock companies is a proportional tax. Double taxation of

corporate income occurs for dividends are subject to the same

tax in the hands of the shareholders. While deprec^ tion and
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deletion claiaf receive generous treatment as to rates and

deferment, company losses must be borne in the year incurred

and rnaij not be carried forward.

The National Tax on Property and Capital.

Tkis is a percentage tax on the value of all capital and

property in excess of $6, 000. The method of assessment is to

take 1 per cent of the lotal value of capital and property (less

any debts) and treat it as an income. This ts then taxed at

progreasive rates independently froca the other income taxes.

Joint*stock companies do not pay this tax as the shareholders

pay it on the value of their Shares.

The Silvicultural Change.

This levy is a yield tax whose revenues are used by the

Department of Private Forestry to promote tibis ^cld of forestry.

It is a percentage tax on the znarkct pricr paid for wood products

cut or sold on the stump. The staoipage prices used to coxnpute

the tax are averages oi the district stompage prices over the

past fottr years as used in the conununal tax rates. The actual

prices arc not used.

e # # e e e

The Swedish forest tax legislation attempts to treat people

deriving &eir incomes from the forest* fairly and with due rec*

ognition of the basic features of the forest resource. There is

eome criticism that the taxes are inequitable where forest income
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is irregular as it must be from small holdings. Special criticism

falls on the state capital and property tax which does not take ac-

count of the taxpayer's ability to pay his tax. However the system

does try to treat the forest owners equitably while recognising the

government's needs for a steady flow of revenue. In doing this the

tax system appears to become too complex. Yet the degree to

which forestry had advanced in Sweden along with the detailed

forest data available make application of the forest taxes much

simpler than would seem possible.

In addition* the following grants in aid avaii».ble to forest

owners alleviate somewhat the burden of taxation.

1. Grants up to 50 per cent of total expenditures on drainage of

*

forest land.

2. Grants up to 50 per cent and even 75 per cent of the costs

of clearing and preparing land for afforestation.

3. Grants between 40 and 75 per cent of the costs of construction

of new roads. For main roads the grant is always 50 per

cent or more.

4. Technical advice and assistance free or at very lew cost.

Norway

Privately owned forests compriae about 80 per cent of

Norway's forested lands. State forests account for another 10

per cent and other bodies hold the remainder. Corporations own
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Jtt»t orer 8 per cent of the private forcets. Almost .i third of

forest holdings are less ftan 250 acres in sise; another third

are between 250 aai 2500 acres; and the remainder are over

2500 acres in extent. In general the state forests are in the more

poorly forested areas.

' This outline covers the following Norwegian taxes: the

National Income Tax; the L.ocal lacome Tax; the Afforestation

Tax; the Land Tax; the Sales Tax; the Forest Improvements

Tax; and the Transfer Tax.

State forests pay the local income tax on actual income rather

than on a conventional basis.

The National Income Tax and The Local Income Tax.

These income taxes are paid on a conventional income which

is assessed each year. The annual forest increment valued at

normal current prices forms the tax base. In making each asses-

sment the forest area Is considered as if it were under efficient

management for a sustained yield.

• £ach camaoLune handles the assessments of land within its

bounds. A National Assessment Board supervises their work.

In order for flie authorities to make an assessment of con-

ventional taxable income each owner must declare what is the

capital value of his lands. A close approximation to the actual

forest income serves as the basis froxn which this capital value
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is coznpuUd, This approacixnaU income is the act value of the

uMible forest iacrexneat calculated by znulUplying the mntinm)

sustained incremeAt by the local current price per cubic metre

and then deducting costs ef administration and operation. While

costs of operation are based on the operator's records, he takes

as his deduction for administration costs 6 per cent of the gross

mine of ^tm increment. The net income so derived is capitalised

at 4 per cent interest to give the capital value of the forest. The

taxpayer may deduct from his capital value any debt on the prop-

erty as well as certain personal and faxxiiiy allowances. Further

adjustments are made for any surplus or deficit of mature timber

in the stand and for returns from hunting and fishing privileges.

The tax authorities set the conventional income at a percentage

(presently 4 per cent) of the capital value finally reached. From

this conventional Income a taxpayer may take off all interest paid

on debts. The rate set for computing taxable income may by law

vary between 2 and 7 per cent.

•

Assessing officers check a property's capital value each

year according to current prices and working costs for the dis-

trict. That each forest is assessed individually for yield, whole-

sale unit prices, and costs onist be emphasised. To be allowed

as deductions from income, expenditures must not have increased

the capital value of the forest but served only to maintain its pro-

ductive capacity.
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The local income tax U proporUoaal (a •ingle perceatage)

but ^e stata tax ie progressive. The communal tax may not be

deducted from the taxable income for the state tax.

0» sales of timber land of over 2,000 hectares Norwegian

tax officials view any appreciation in value as capital gain, Xt

is included with income for tsx purposes. A forest owner may

claim an allowance against this tax for tiie value of the forest

which has not been cut.

Corporations treat the income received from forest opera-

tions separately from income end industrial activities. Taxable

inconae from the latter is an average of the actual net income

received in the past three years.

The Afforestation Tax.

This is a yield tax of Z per cent on any sale of wood products

from the forest. The taxpayer deposits the money in the state

bank where it is kept in an account under his own name. After

incurring any e^eases for replanting he may receive payment

for these from the funds he has paid to the bank. In addition he may

apply for a state grant equivalent to 40 per cent of such costs. The

tax is largely a device to ensure that a forest owner mpendm a mini-

mum amount on the management of his forests.

The L-and Tax.

This is a very moderate, progressive tax of little significance.

Presuxxukbly it is based on some assessment of capital value. Few
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details eamcmraing it arc available.

The Sales Tax

.

CoASumera in Norway pay this percentage tax on all timber

(other than raw materials) and paper used in the cotmtry.

The Foreat Inaprovement Tax.

This is an export tax paid by pulp mills, sufficient to yield

a sum equivalent to 4 kroner for every cubic noetre of wood cut

in the tiliole country. Half the money from the tax goes into a

fund that in used to assist forest owners to carry on capital im-

provexjoents. Any owner may request a grant from the fund up

to 3 kroner per cubic metre cut in the year in which he under-

takes the improvement.
»

The Transfer Tax.

H^Ab tax amounts to 1 pti cent of the value of the real es-

tate changing hands and is paid at the tlxnc of the transfer.

a a e a a e

As with the Swedish local real estate tax« one might criti-

cise Norwegian income taxes as not respecting the forest owner*s

ability to pay the tax. Rather Ihey are baaed on the ability of his

|^n4 to yield an income. In this regard they are not as fair taxes

as those on actual income received. Tet they may well be a good

compromiae. The taxes appear to meet with general approval

from forest owners alttiough there is some local agiUtion to have
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their base changed from a convenUonal income to actua^ in-

Finland

Finland is an extansively wooded country. Over 70 per

cent of its land area supports forest cover. State forests com-

prise S4 per cent of the country's timberlands and are located

in the norOiem and more remote districts. This percentage is

considerably greater than that for Sweden or Norway. Companies

own 7 per cent of the forests and individuals S7 per cent, maVing

a total of 64 per cent privately owned. Churches and communes

own the remaining 2 per cent.

Finnish taxes bearing upon the forests include: The State

Income Tax; the Communal Income Tax; The State Property

Tax; the Ecclesiastical Tax; the Sales Tax; fha Stamp Duty on

property transfers; and a Special Compensation Property Tax.

State forests pay communal income taxes in fall on the

same basis as otiiier forests in the community. They do not pay
• * • • • • _

state taxes. State-financed industries receire the same tax

treatment as ordinary joint-stock companies receive.

The State Income Tax«

. . . , For forest operations, the basis for ihi» tax is much like

that in Norway. The authorities tax a theoretical annual forest

income foimd after classifying the forest according to iU site
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^piality (productivity), T2m viUue of the estimated sustained an-

nual yield computed with current prices forms this conventional

incom*. The Forest Service provides the basic data 'vddch arc

used aa a guide in assessing the income. A reasonably good

standard of coanagement is assumed.

To assess a forest owner, the local Taxation Board must

know the forest area and its site classification or classifications.

By using the appropriate Forest Service yield data, the Board

can compute the owner's theoretical forest iacrexzMat. The For-

est Service also provides data which expresses the proportion

of the average forest yield that is naade up of sawlof material,

pulpwood, fuelwood, etc. An owner's theoretical annual incre-

ment in assumed to Le made up of representative cubic metres -

tax-cubic-meties - of wood whose components correspond to the

percentages of different forest products for the area. Thai is, a

forest may be assessed as yielding annual X tax-cubic -naetres of

wood; each cubic metre being M per cent sawlow material, N

per cent pulpwood, O per cent fuelwood, etc. Each commune

sets average net stumpage prices according to a price soaing

system. These prices are for the tax-cubic -metre and thus are

composite prices based on the prices of the component materials

of the tax-cubic -flsetre. An owner's own extraction and operating

costs per cubic metre are used in computing stumpage but only

an average cost is deducted for general administration and

maaagemeht. The Ministry of Finance must approve all net
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prices eftmblUhed. This prorides some ajsiformity in assessments

for different communes.

The product of the net price per lax-cubic -metre multiplied

by the site factor and the forest area gives the theoretical forest

income for the year. Personal dcductioas are taken from this to

obtain the taxable income. If a taxpayer receives income from

other sources, h* adds it to his forest income for tax purposes.

It should be pointed out that a forest owner cannot make any

adjustment to his income to allow for divergence of his forest

from fte standards set by the Forest Service either for yield or

quality. Nor can he make allowance for differences in costs of

adskinistration.

The state taxes an individual's income at progressive rates;

it takes corporaHr>ns at a proportional (single percentage) rate.

Business concerns handle their income from industrial activities

separately from income from forest operations. With the foraacr,

taxable income is the actual net income received after allowing for

reasonable expenses.

On the sale of forest land within ten years of acquisition, a

forest owner must treat any capital gain as income for tax purposes,

Capital gains on sales after ten years have elapsed bear no tax.

The Communal beome Tax

The basis of this tax is the samkC as that for the sUU tax.
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The locAt tax is proporUonal and appUcs to all income earned

in the community. It may not be deducteH from taxable income

for tiie state tax.

The State Property Tax

This progressive tax falls on the capital value of all

property. For forest land, the capital value is the theoretical

annual income capiulized at 3. 33 per cent. Tax rates are high

and quite steeply graduated.

The J^cdcsiastical Tax

While computed as a percentage tax on the communal in-

come tax, the money from the ecclesiastical tax is paid to the

parish.

The Sales Tax

This percentage tax on the selling price of timber (except

fuelvfood) is paid if the product is sold to a retailer or for direct

use. Sales of timber for further processing or for tocport are

tax exempt.

The Stamp Duty on Property Transfers

All people purchasing or acquiring any real estate over

$1, 600 in value pay this tax as a percenUge of the property's

value.

The Special Compensation Property Tax

Following the loss of Karelia and parts of North 1? inland
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to the U. S.S.R. , the government levied a heavy progressive

tax on all property. The revenues from this tax were for use
«

in setUiag refitgees from the ceded areas. The tax was to

have rim for five years and has probably been repealed by now.

e # e e e e

Criticism of the use of a theoretical income for a tax

base in Finland runs parallel to sinailar criticism of ti&e

Norwegian tax, furlher, some critics claim thai the use of

average values for management-cost deductions tends to en-

courage poor management. Expenditures above the average

are taxable; those below the average mean tax savings. A

recent tax revision committee recoixunended that the use of a

theoretical income for the incon^e tax base, should be modified.

They suggested that the tax fall 65 per cent on the conventional

income and 35 per cent on the actual income. This compromise

suggestion approaches somewhat the Swedish tax arrangements.

Through the Forestry Commission the state grants money

to the District Forestry Boards. These fimds cover the Boards*

expenses for inspections find planning. A Board may provide

loans to forest owners at low interest rates and also assistance

by supplying labour, equipment, seeds, etc. for forestry pur-

poses. Grants up to 60 per cent of the cost of certain improve

-

menu may be made by the Boards. Usually these grants cover
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dralMtgc programs.

France

Private individuals and companies own the major portion

of the French forests - 63 per cent. The sUte forests account

for 15 per cent while local bodies or conomunes own the remain-

ing 22 percent. Farm woodlots less than 5 acres in sine make

up over one -third of the. private woodlands; much of the remain-

ing two-thirds are vader 2S acres in extent.

French forest taxes comprise the following; National and

Local LAnd Taxes; the National Income Tax; Family Allowance

Charges; Agricultural Social Security Taxes; the Production

Tax; the Forest Improvexnent Tax; the Equalisation Tax; the

Sales Tax; the Transfer Tax; and Succession Duties.

A point in French iaxsi&tion of interest in this itudy wa« the

use of taxation as early as 1811 to support the govei*nment's

forest policy. From that year forest owners who allowed their

forests to fully or partially mature into high foresU had their

forests assessed at the lower values pertaining to coppice forests.

This advantage continued until 1908 when high forests were again

taxed at their full value.

The National and Local Land Taxes

These land taxes are taxes on tiie two elements of income

from land - rent of the soil and the value of the timber. The
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csiixnaicd average net annual income from these sources pro-

rides the tax base.

Tax authorities have divided the forests according to cover

type or type of management; tha^ is, coppice, mixed coppice,

and high forests, and hardwood and softwood forests. Each

group is subdivided into quality classes. During the years

1910to 1912 typical forests of each group were selected and

average cuttix^s were made from them. These provided data

on timber yield and inconoe per hectare. By dividing this revenue

by the rotation period and the yield, the monetary return per

cubic metre per hectare per year was found. The deduction of

^JL^%ik%mm gave a act return. When these data were multiplied

by the respective forest areas in the commune, the theoretical

net annual increment for each forest resulted. This is the

Cadastral Income. The evaluation in 1910-1912 was the last

detailed one to have been made. Vo bring this thirty-year old

tax base roughly into line with present day values, tax authorities

multiply the cadastral income by a factor, presently 6.

The national land tax is a straight percentage of this
i

theoretical income. The local authorities compute their taxes

as so much extra on the basis of the national tax.

One modification of this tax exista in the tax levied upon

leaaed forest land. The tax for these lands falla ciUier on actual

groas receipts leas 30 per esse lor expenses or on the proven
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actual rati return.

Forest owners fnay claim aa exemption for the first 30

years on all planted or replanted laadt. Tlie exemption applies

to both local and national taxes and the other taxes listed beiow

which are based on the cadastral income. Thereby young forests

have gained a significant concession.

The National Income Tax

This tax is imposed on a person's combined income from

all sources. But where any income is from forest land, the tax

falls on the conrenilonal incoxne.

'While at no time is the actual income from the forest taxed,

yet the cadastral income fornui the base for Uiree caajor taxes.

Forest industries separate industrial income from that coming

from forest operations. Actual net income from conversion

activities fiorms the tax base in such instances while with forest

income the company uses its cadastrsl income for its base.

if fire destroys or damages a forest, tax authorities make

aa adjustment of the conventional income based upon the propor-

tion of the forest destroyed and its age.

The Family Allowance Charge

The money collected fronn this tax and the AgricTiltural

Social Security Taxes gc^s into a fend to provide social benefits
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to agricuitiiral workers. T>»e tut It aa addiMuoAi charge added

to the land tax. For forest owners it f«ne rally equals one-tenth

ol the charge paid by agricultural land which in turn was supposed

to be based on the average nujoober of workmen employed per unit

of area. The Ux on forest land is based only on forest-maintea-

ancc personnel. An additional tax is levied on the wages of m^n

employed in extracting tiznber if a forest owner operates his own

land.

The Agricultural Social Security Taxes

The first of these taxes fails as a straight 32 per cent sur-

charge ox the National I^and Tax. Foresters have levelled bitter

criticism against this tax on two counts. First, the agricultural

land tax is based on rental income for the land only and not on

the value of the product as well. Because income from both

sources forms the cadastral inconoe, forest owners pay the tax

on more income than they should. Second, far fewer men find

employment on forest lands. Therefore these lands should pay

proportionately less tax.

Atk additional tax comes under this heading. It is a 3 per

cent levy on the value of forest products. Exempted from this

charge are fuelwood and sawlogs. However sawn timber bears

the tax. The authorities levy and collect this charge along with

the Forest fanprovement Tax.
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Tkc Production Tmx.

Two charges come under tfeie heading: the first is a 4 per cent

tax on the sales value of all forest products except sawlogs; and tiie

second is a tax of 10 per cent on the sales value of products of the

sawmills.

The Forest Improvement Tax

The tax collected is a composite one totalling 10 per cent on

the act selling price of forest products (except fuelwood and saw-

logs) laid down at the shipping point. This price is net of other

production taxes. For sawlogs, the tax is collected on the value

of the sawn lumber as it leaves the mill.

The following levies make up the 10 per cent charge: the

Agricultural Social Security tax of 3 per cent mentioned above;

the Forest Improvement Tax proper of 6 per cent; the Equalisa-

tion tax of 0. 5 per cent mentioned below; and a tax of 0. 5 per cent

for ttxe benefit of the Timber Control service. The incidence of

this composite tax falls largely upon the consumer.

The Equalixation Tax

The revenues from this tax go towards a fund used to sub-

sidise the extraction of wood from forests presently too inacces-

sible to be profitably operated.

The Sales Tax

This tax is a 1 per cent levy on alcomBoercial transactions.
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TH« t»^ ^ Ida b«catt«« mmck umc a product changes hands

the tax Vknmt be paid on the selling price.

The Transfer Tax

All people on acquiring property pay this tax. On a pur-

chase, ^e charge is 8 per cent of the sales value. On an inher-

itance or gift the tax varies according to ^e relationship of the

parties concerned. With this charge there exist significant con-

cessions pertaining to transactions in forest lands. A purchaser

of such an area may claim a 75 per cent reduction in the tax if

the sales documents are accompanied by a Forest Service affi-

davit that the lands can be managed for forestry purposes and

if the purchaser agrees to so manage them for at least 30 years.

The law provides penalties if he breaks this guarantee. Further,

where the selling price shows inflation due to speculation the

value upon which the tax will be based is the value reached on

the assumption that the land is rationally and not speculatively

managed.

Succession Duties

Mention of these taxes is made here only to bring out the

point that payment of succession duties may be postponed for a

period of S years. In addition, the successors may obtain a

loan at only token interest rates from the Forest Improvement

Fund in order to pay off these duties. The authorities hope

that these two measures will prevent excessive felling or the
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break-up of eitmtes.

« ^ * # * #

Some criUcisms of French forest taxes have been made

at several points in this review. It should be emphasised that

no tax on forest income falls upon actual income received. Two

of the tsxes on income are strangely called land taxes. And fur-

ther, the series of taxes on the selling price of forest products

are surety regressive in charactsr.

However, the forest ouuer in France receives many com-

pensaticKis i&i the ills of his tax system. Several have been

mentioned already. The tax exemption of young forests; the

reduction of the transfer tax; and the subsidy for uaecoaomic

operations. Of greater significance is the recent establishment

of the Forest Improvezaent Fund into which goes the money from

the 6 per cent Forest bnprovement Tax. From the fund the

state may ntuJce grants up to SO per cent of the expenditure

(or a msyimuin of $180 to one person) for reforestation, af-

iorestatioa, purchase of forest equipment, or materials for

ikbrest protection; grant up to 80 per cent of the cost for ma-

terials for protection against insect attack; loans at l/4 per

cent interest over 50 years for afforestation purposes, the

promotion of conservation and better utilisation, and for

succesaioa duties; and grants in kind of forest materials.

When, on request, the state undertakes forestry work for a
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forest ownmr, it rcconps Its costs frozm the proceeds of the

sale of tke forest's products whenever they ere cut. Such ss-

sUtmace goes a long way to allevUU the burden of taxes and to

promote forest maaageznent.

I

. The United Kingdom

In this section the tax system in Britain will not receive

the detailed treatment given forest taxes in the countries sur-

veyed above. Only certain features which are of interest to

Canadians will be brought out.

A scarcity ol honoe-grown wood provides the background

of forestry in the British Isles. The First and Second World Wars

caused excessive cutting of 6ie country's meagre timber stocks.

Always dependent on imports of wood, this situation of the native

forests was one to cause alarm. And the government has taken

action to rectify matters as far as is possible. Along with

oUicr steps ainxed directly to assist forest owners in forest man-

agement, the tax system as it affects them has been made as

lenient as possible.

This study covers flie following taxes: Estate and Succes-

sion Duties; the Income Tax; the ProfiU Tax; the Corp^ratioa

n and Oic L^nd Tax.

Estate and Succession Duties

Under estate duty and succession duty legislation, forest

1. An estate duty i# paid on the total value of an estate before it is
sKviHecTanaong tfi<*successors.^ succession duty is a tax on
the successor on ihe value of his succession.
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owners receive preferential trentxnent. Or forest a^u o& •gvi-

cultnral lande. the taxpayer pays much lower rates than on
J"

other property. On the vmlue of any land upon which trees «r

underwe^ grow, he pays duty according to 1919 rates and n»t

according to those set in 1940 for other property. The tixnher

is assessed at the 1940 tax rates. However the duty on timber

acts as lien against it and is not collected until the timber is cut.

FurthertBore, the duty is reckoned upon the value of the timber

at the time of death. This value does not form F>art of tiie ag-

gregate valu« of the estate but is taxed separately. The tax

assessment exexnpU underwood from duty. Costs of plaatL^

any area may be deducted from ttie selling price of the timber

before the duty is paid. So also noay all reasonable expenses if

the vendor incurs them. When a legatee dies, the tax authorities

cancel any duties outstanding against the timber. They then revalue

the stand for new duties. Thus the taxes fall only once on the tim-

ber, the single crop of the forest land.

I*he Income Tax and the Profits Tax

In respect of ownership of their land, forest owners pay in-

come tax under Schedxile A on the annual rental value of the land

for growing trees. Usually this value corresponds to the rental

paid by the Forestry Conunission for Uads which it rents. Under

this Schedule, the taxpayer obteins certain deductions including

OMt -eighth of the assessment for maintenance expenditures. A
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furtter d«ditctioB for d^preciaUon in*y be cUlm«H f^- *«"-
.Um

of c«r|aia capital improvementa. These values are recoverable

over a tea year period.

. . . . _ .J . . . . , ;

fit respect of oecup&tion of conunercially operated forest

land, a farther tax is levied under Schedules B or D as elected

by the taxpayer. The income assessed under Schedule B amounts

to one-Qiird tibe gross income assessed under Schedule A. This

is y^Tj favourable where forest stands are mature and income

therefrom can be expected to considerably exceed the usual B

m.m9ii9Biaeid, Under Schedule O actual income bears the tax.

Corporations normally pay income tax under this Schedule on in-

come from their industrial activities. Under this section proper'

accounting procedures nnist be followed by the taxpayer. Newly

planted or replanted forests may be handled under this Schedule

while the taxpayer keeps his mature forests under Schedule B.

Under D, he may write off losses on young forests currently

against other Income or carry them forward for a period of six

years. The tax authorities provide quite reasonable allowances

for costs aad depreciation under this Schedule.

Hits outline, in reference to the treatment of forest lands,

probably has little application of interest to companies, as private

woodlands are largely in the hands of individuals. However, it

does show how the United Kingdom has used its income tax legis-

•
•

-J

lation to favour good forestry.
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The tax rate £6r coirporatloBa under ^e iacome tax -act is -

a straight proportioa q£ taxable income.

Under the proHts tax act. companies pay additional per-

centage taxes on the values of undistHbuted profits and dividends.

The company withholds the tax on the latter from Its stockholders.

Double taxation occurs hecause thia dividend income is taxed under

the personal income tax.

Corporation Duty

JSvery corporation pays a 5 per cent duty on the annual net

value, incozne, or profits of all real and personal property held

by the firm. This duty tends to offset the escape of corporation

property from death duties.

,....'.
The i^aad Tax

* ' • • •

This minor tax is based upon gross estixnated annual income

used in assessment of income tax under Schedule A of the income

tax (the annual rental value). With this tax« the authorities have

provided a sensible and interesting feature. A taxpayer may re-

deem the tax at a price equal to 25 times the 1939 - 1940 assess-

ment: that is the capital value of Oie tax at 4 per cent interest.

For corporations this would prove a useful method of obviating a

nuisance tax.

The United States
.,» v.-

The general pattern of taxing powers in the United StAtes
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rtt»«mbl«» CaaaoUi'a. The federal govemmcat cxploiU maay of

tike same aelds ae the federal government ia OtUwa, Similarly,

the aUtee and provincea. However differences do occur in em-

phaaia. For example, aa a state tax. diatiact from a municipal

one. the property tax ia importaaU Thia ia ia addition to ita

great eigaificaace at the lower level. Aad this tax geaerally

differs from the Ontario muaicipal property tax because it usually

covers tangible peraonal property (aad frequeatly iataagibles)

besides real eatate.

Becauae of the multiplicity of jurisdictions among the

states of the Union, only the federal and atate taxes with direct

bearing on thia study wiU be reviewed. TAX SYSTEMS^ pubUshed

by Commerce Cleaning House lac. (28) provides complete ouUincs

of all state and federal taxes.

Forest taxation ia the United Statea has long been discussed

by foresters aad others interested in pronootiag ^€ #€Hia«^ MMiAge-

meat of the forests. This attention has largely focuaaed upon the

taxation of forest property. The reason for this lies in the owner-

ship pattern of forested lead in the country. Many corporatioas

have large holdings of forest lead.

The Uaited States possesses over 460 tniUion acres of

commercial forest laad, about three-quarters of its total forested

area. buUviduala and corporatioaa owa 345 millioa acres of com-
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mercdal forest and some 65 miUion acres of aon-commercial

Uads. The privately owned foresU yield 90 per ccat of aimiial

American timber cut. Over 4 million amall holdiage averaging

62 acres make up 76 per cent of the private commercial forests.

Some 3600 people hold the remainder in lots over SOOO acres in

sine. Laznber and pulp and paper companies hold some 51 mil-

lion acre*. About one-third of the country's forests are publicly

owned or managed and the ntajor portion of this area lies within

the National Forests.

Th« National Foresta contribute 25 per cent of the gross

revenues from the sale of timber and other concAinercial transac-

tions, to the states. This is for distribntion to the counties in

which the Forests lie, as payment towards the building of schools

and roads. Another 10 per cent of the Forests* revenues goes to

the U. S. Forest Service for use in constructing and maintaining

rsnds and trails In tiie Forests. Presumably the remaining funds

combine with other Forest Service revenues to swell Treasury

income and offset the much larger expenditures on National Forest

administration. Revenues from the state forests form part of the

states* aamial receipts. The different taxing iurisdictions do not

tsz each ottter*s lands.

This outline of American taxes oovers; the Federal lacoaoe

Tax; State hcome Taxes; and State Forest Taxes and Severence

Taxes.
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The Fedcrml Income Tax

Domestic Axnerican corporatioae pay two federal income

taxes - a normal tax and a eurtax. These both have progres-

sive rates. Capital gains are taxed hat at proportional rates,

considerably lower than the income tax rates. These taxes

are levied under the lateraal Kevenue Code (26 United States

Code). A taxpayer may claim the usual depreciation, obsoles-

cence, and depletion allowances as well as deductions for or-

dinary and necessary business expenses, interest on indebted-

neaa, state taxes (except succession and estate duties), bad

debts, and losses. I-osses may be carried forward against

Che two following years. There is double taxation of corporate

net income.
. N • . •«

,
t

Tax authorities compute depletion allowances pn a cost

basis or value as of the year 1913. However, when timber is

cut er sold, it is valued at its lair market value at the first of

the year when cut. Any difference between the depletion basis

for the timber and ^is fair market value, the forest operator

i
may claim as capital gain or loss. He treaU it accordingly

for tax purposes. This provision recognises the appreciation

in value of the timber capital over the years and provides for

taxing U properly as capital gain.

1. The "Bailey Amendment*' - 7t Congress, 2nd Session, vol.

58. pt. 1, chapUr 63, section 127. This amends secUon 1 1

7

of the Inemal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C.).
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State hicoine Ti

Thirty-thrc* states tax corporate net income; usually at

quite moderate rates. Noae separate tecoiae from loggiag oper-

ations from revenues arising out of industrial activities. They

all proirtde allowaaccs for depletion, depreciation, and taxes

other than income taxes paid to other jurisdictions. Quite a

number of states exempt ^ese income taxes from further taxa-

tion. A very few exempt capital gains. Many do not allow deduc-

tions for capital losses or else limit those they allow to the ex-

tent of capital gains. Several stetes allow companies to carry

operatittg losses forward for two years. Double taxation of

dividend income appears to be common.

Stete Forest Taxes and Severcnce Taxes

Twenty-five stetes provide for the optional separation of

forest property frosn other property for taxatioa under their

general property taxes. They have done this in order to favour

the growing of timber. As part of the tax act, most stetes re-

quire a tas^nyer to classify his forests in some manner if he is

to derive bencfite from the special legislation.

The usual arrangement for special forest taxes is to sep-

arate the land and Ireei for tax purposes. The land may be taxed

as other real estete w2 may be given fixed rates of assessment*

These will be lower thaa the common assessmente for real pro-

perty. The timber may be mL*xapt from taxes entirely or for a
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given number of years. Usunlly e yield Ux is levied upon the

•tumpage value when the tixnber i# cut. A few states evaluate

the timber and give it special low assessments. Some states

limit the application of tax benefits to reforested lands aad

uMially all states have regulations concerning the sixes of forest

areas soitable lor classification under their acts.

Two states provide bounties for tree planting.

Most states have their forest taxes administered locally^

a certain percentage being appor^oned to the state treasury and

the remainder being retained in the locality. Six states using

the yield tax, collect the tax and make provision for payments

to the local governments in lieu of these taxes.

The geaeral concensus of opinion among foresters is that

as meamires to stimulate good forest practices, these tax acts

have not been successful. Only small percentages of the eligible

lands have been classified and are able to benefit from these

special taxes.

Six states levy severence taxes on the quantities of forest

products cut each year. The rates per unit vary according to

the product. Three of these states impose these taxes in addi-

tion to their forest bixes.

4t e e e e e
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The intercstiaf features in American forest tacuttion are

the state forest tases and the Bailey Amendment to the federal

income tax. The former provide examples of earnest attempts

to improve forestry by attacking inequitable features in the

local taxes. That these efforts have not been more successful

is due partly to the minor importance of the local property tax

in forest finance. There are oi course many other factors in

•

the problem. The Bailey Amendment brought about a change in

taxation where it bore heavily on all operators. In the general

progress towards corporate management of the forests and their

re-orgaaiaation on a sustained yield basis, this amendment

should prove significant.
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Chapter Y

TAXATION AND TiS^URE

The tenure of forest laade in Ontario touchee upon many

aspects of forestry. Because it is pert*and-parcel of Uie

Province's problems ia establishing proper forest menage-

meat* tenure bears upoa tsntion and the raising of Provincial

revenues. For a fuller understanding of this aspect of taxation,

it is desirable to ejcamine briefly the economic significance of

tenure, some of the principles behind our tenure patterns,

and tt&e historical development of forest tenure in the Province.

From this analysis certain relationships between taxation and
•' » > • -

tenure are clarified.

The Economic Significance of Tenure

It is probably not incorrect to assume that Canadians

believe that their govermnents, wiU&in the bounds of the con-

stitution, should accept ultimate responsibility for the proper

utilisation of the country's resources. However, whiX^ theoreti-

cally itte possible for the state to do virtaaUy anything if it is

for the betterment of society, practicaUy it must try and devise

methods for achieving its ends within the community's cultural

framework. Of significance then is the ancient institution of

property whose rights and privileges are derived through English
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A p«rvmsiv« iastitatiom, property ^rtriilaii a pcraoa**

rights and dutic* regarding the use of a given area of land by

himself or others. By these rights which can be transfer red,

tl eoaditioas minor institutions such as leases, licences, and

agreements. And tttrough the title to products of the land,

property inQuences prices, values, income, taxes, etc.

As one of three factors of production - land, labc r, »uad

capital - land has many us«». The pivotal point about ^^idik w«

erect our land use schemes i# tke institution of prO|>erty. In

the use of the forests each aoaa's relations wi'^a another hinges

upon property he it publicly owned and operik.'"'^, ^ublicly owned

and leased, or co-operatively or privately owned. Canadians

with half a continent to settle, have come to accept the dichotomy

in property ownership between the state and the in<Uyidii4\l -

either personal or corporate. Furthermore, thei-e is a prei»urQp-

tioa that saceessfiil methods of resource developraent can be

evolved based upon these two differing forms of ownership. Of

Ontario's 237, 200 sq. miles of forested land the Province own^

94, 2 per cent; individuals and corporations own the rcnr^'uning

S.S per cent, Canada, (15).

Within this framework that property provides, ihm Province

has built up a system for the disposal of its timbnr resources.

The following section outlines the main developments in forest

land tenure since 1826.
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Forest Land Tenure in QaUrio

Prior to 1900

In early colonial days the Crown granted Iaz\da to settlers.

Settlement requirements appear to have been Umited to clearing

and improving the land for agricnltaral purposes, ht some in-

stances settlers were required to do military service U called

Xipon. by the governor. Throughout the instructions o£ both the

French and British governments to their governors in Canada,

one reads of ^e reservation first, of all the oak on Ismd grants

and then the pine that would be suitable for use by the royal navies

saA the mUiUry, Report o£ 1899. ((67) pp. 23-48). ^ I^ater, in-

structions were given for the setting aside of forest reserves for

the same purposes. The British government instituted the system

of granting to British contractors for the Royal Oockynrds charters

or licences to cut timber in Canada for U&e Royal Navy. As samm^

tioned in Chapter Hi this monopoly system was badly misused.

Reforms followed in 1826.

Lieut. -Governor Idai^'land's proclamation in that year op«ned

the forests for commerical operations by anyone interested and

able to pay the timber dues levied by the government. No licensing

system is mentioned in the proclamation. However, under instruc-

1. This part of the Report contains a good reveiw of Crown timber

regulations of French and British Canada up to 1826.

2. See p. 77 above.

..«! k<.. « »•..
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tioaa from EagUad the Surveyor-G«acr«l of Wo^s end Forestt

cJuoko to CJOMtda to orfsaisc the di«po»«ikx of timber limits and

licoBcee to cut. It i# interc sting to speculate on the reasons

why timber was to be disposed of by such licences rather ttiaa

by the sale af tixobered laads. Licensing seems to have been

along the lines of traditional disposal methods. It is not unlike

the earlier charter system. In addition, the govenunent would

retain control of the lands which when cleared could be used

later lor settlement. Possibly then, licensing was viewed as

but a part of flie means for orderly settlement of the country.

It did not prevent large areas of timberland from being purchased

under pretexts of setUement, Report of 1899 ((67) pp. S7-S9).

At this time, licences were to be limited to forests un-

suitable for the Royal Navy. These licences extended lor nine

mon&s, the timber contracted for having to be cut within that

time. No mentioa is made of renewal of contracts. It is reported

that many of the iastructioas from £.s^laad were not carried out

aad we may surmise that at that tixne there wc^s little difficulty

in the way of obtaining a renewal of licences.

/. .: . As time passed, questions of renewal seem to have caused

•ane troubl* for in 1^2 the Commissioner of Crown Lands is-

sued instructions clarifying licensing procedures. Licences

were to be valid for a given period - apparently one year.

Raaawals were granUd but if the Uceases faUed to claim renewal

within a given period of time, the licence could be auctioned again.
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The former liceasee would be allowed the firet bid. hi 1846

these i'^tructioiie were followed by regulations giving the ri^t

of annual renewal to the licence holder. Recrements on the

part of the operator were limited to payment of Crown dues and

to cutting the minimum an^ount of timber contracted for.

Opening the forest to commercial exploitation did udt pre-

vent monopoly. Neither did the levying of Crown dues nor any

od&er regulations. Apparently many limits were acquired by

single operators in order to control timber supplies, bi 1851

groiBUd rent was charged in an effort to prevent individuals ac-

quiring extensive limits for monopoly and speculative purposes.
y - .

t .

A Select Conmiittee of the legislature appointed in 18S4

studied smongst other things, the American system of disposal

of forest land by sale. As trji)U^md above they failed to recom-

2mend its adoption in Canac^« This did not settle tenure griev-

ances which apparently were being voiced. For in 1863, another

Select Committee urged that something be done to give greater

stability to tenure of forest lands. This recommendation was

not made with a view to encouraging better forest practices but

rather to prevent excessive cutting (in order to live up to licence

requirements) and flooding of the lumber market. It is probable

1. See pp. 17 and 76 above.

2. See p. 17 above.
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that it was also aimed at reaolving coafUcta betwaen luinbcr-

oaea regarding tha botmdarias of their limiU and between lumber-

men and aatilert.

Under hit timber ILzz^^^ ^^ «r«^«»M#A wU*j^aMu aoia %xu9 u>

all species of timber on hia limit. However the government al-

ways reUiaed the right to permit settlement on lands held under

such timber licences. The setUer's rights to the timber on his

lands in contrast with the timber operator's rights by virtus of

his timber U^cs^ rr^re not clarified until 1860. At that time if

a settler only held a licence of occupatian (rather dian a patent),

he obtained no title to the timber on his land. In 1869, an Order

in ConncU, Report of 1899 ((67) p. 115). reserved to the Crown aU

pine trees on settler's patented lands. The settler could clear his

land of pine for agricultural purpoaes, for fuelwood. and for

building matarials. He could not cut it for sale although he could

cut all other species. A timber operator could be granted a licence

to cut '-eservcd pine on patented lands. This Order settled this

aspect of a licence holder's tenure and the rights such tenure con-

ferred.

In 1892, the government altered its policy of grsntiisg licences

1. 23 VictoHa, Chap. 2 (Canada) s. 16. This act claHfies this

point which had bean a part of government policy up till then.

S— also: Ontario, Commissioner of Crown JLands. Report, 1872^
p.x. In Sessional Papers, 2ad Session, Parlianoent of the Province
ofOnUrio, v^.V. pt.n, paperno. 14; and Report of 1899, ((66)

pp. 113 and 114).

2. Ibid.
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for all tlznb«r spcciss oa aa araa aad limited operators to
«

(MMKJiii, Kcport of 1AOO ((f^7\ pp. 124.1?«(). Vr. ^v ^

goverazncnt was then free to grant farther licences for the

other spcciea. These licences would overlap those for cutting

pine. By this tLxas the manufacture of pulp from wood was he-

coming an established ir^dustry in the Province. In a move to

support this new development w\d<lk required extensive timher

reserves, the Province iuneude«l the Crown Timber Act in 1896

to a4(\ow the granting o- pul^wood concessions. By agreement

these "oar^^saoto^ gave the operator tenure of his holdings for

Zl years aad the ri^t to cut pulpwood species. He could renew

kis agreement for a further 21 y<:ar p^triod if he had carried out

all the recpiirements of the cont^^^c. The period of 21 years

seems to have been chosen as tt&c length of time necessary for

tkkm pulp aad paper companies to write off the capital investments

in their mills and machinery. It prevented alienation of lanos to

This review shows that by 19O0 the basis had been laid

for tpday's system of timber disposal. Timber licences were

granted for one year, renewable annually. Pulpwood agreements

for 21 years could be obtained, renewable for a further 21 years.

The government retained the right to cancel licences or agree-

meats if the operators failed to abide by their contracts. Further-

more, the Province could grant to settlers portions of land included

1. 59 VictorU, Chap. 12 (Oat.).
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in mmy Uc«ased ar«a for the during of Umber was pert of

fli« Tv.M<^^ «# ias<S •etttemeaU Few .*.^^.w^«uwe were laui

upon the oper&tore: fhey nmsi pay dues and ground rent; make

certain retarae to the aulhoritiee coacemiag their aairaal cut;

and abide fay ioreat fire preveaUoa r«»gnlatioas. While pulp-

wood agreements gave e-^teadcd tenure to pulp and paper com*

paniee, it was not done to encourage forest management.

iUther the long tenure guaranteed the conkpanies an adequate

(ottcn an excessj r^mmrv supply of raw materials large enough

to ensure continuous operations until capital investments in

the mills had been recovered. These polpwood agreements

could overlap areas already held under timber licences to cut

pine.

Twentieth Century Developments

The only significant development since 1900 has been the

inception of the timber agreement. Subject to the annual renewal

of his timber liceace, an operator could enter as agreement with

the Province which would provide him cutting rights on an area

for a period of 10 years. This arrangement brough the tenure

benefits of the pulpwood agreement within the grasp of the lum-

ber companies.

Neither under the timber licences nor under the pulpwood

or timber agreements does there appear to have been any real

insecurity of tenure. True, the period of tenure was often short

1. Such agreements were first effected around 1943.
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but that did aot mean iasecarity. Based oa the precedent of

Bocccssive renewals, security seems to have been sufficient

for the day. Certainly few lumbermen were interested in retain-

iag their lands once they were clearod. And the system did

result in land being cle«.i:ed for settlement, hi this respect

things often went too fsr with many areas being strippr-' "'

farest cover which were patentiv unsuited for farming.

Present Tenure Problems

The tcaare problem that is with us today is one aot met

with before. It arises out of the change la the government's

forest policy from one of liimidatiott to one of sustained yield

and out of the realiaation of the ne«d for a austaiaed yield of

pulpwood if the pulp naills ware to ramain long in coatiauous

operation. As indicated earlier, property rights are closely

bound to any activities dealing with land. And the government's

change of policy called for reconsideration of the property rights

graatad to the holdars of timber licences aad pulpwood agree*

menta.

As shown above, concern for forest tenure and rights under

a li^idation program was really a concern for the orderly execu-

tion of policy. There was little doubt that it would be successfully

1. This would appear to have been around 1925. In this period the

following statutes were passed: The Forestry Act -17 George

V, Chap. 12 (Ont. ) - and The Pulpwood Coaservatioa Act -

19 George V, Chap. 13 (Ont.).
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carrtcd out. However, under mtstained yield num&gement,

tenure and property righU mey be the key factor in thr euccess

of the fioverament** plane. InjueUce to individual.* is hardly at

•lake any more*

Simply elated, the problem rather than immediate is

one of ultimate security of tenure. Committed to reaponaibility

for the foreoU« the Province ia seeking to take the measures

now that are necv^ssary to ensure that in the future the forest

industries will have large stocks of relatively cheap wood.

It is generally assumed that these stocks will only in part be

obtained by large scale planting programs and that ttie most

im|»ortant means will be by natural reproduction following

proper logging practices. Artificial regeneration will be used

where desirable but due to ttie costs involved it is likely to be

confined for some time to a minor place in the scheme of thi^s.

Because the &iture is so closely wrapped up with the

present, the success of the government's policy depends upon

the co-operation of the forest operators. Their cutting practices

have to be chosen so as to ensure the best possible natural re-

production; they have to be chosen with regard for the future.

And this usually entails heavier logging costs. It also means

well planned operation programs - a management plan for every

forested area. The additional costs which these re(|uifements

call for are largely being met by the companies. Still further

costs are entailed if sound noanagement plans are to be put into
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effect. And at present the limit and coaceesion holders are

being asked to bear most of these. ^

Naturally Oie companies ask: who will get the future crops

of weodT Will we have to pay stumpage after having paid the

initial costs of ensuring the future forests T Can we not have a

firm guarantee that our interests in these forests which we

help create, will be respected 50 or 100 years from nowf

' Without goinc further into the problem of finding the answers

to these questions, it is accessary to analyse the role of govern-

ment charges in die whole coxapiex matter, in this aaaiysis.

consideration is given to stumpage. This is done not only be-

csttse it is one source of i^ovincial reTeaue but also because

taat and other alternatives to the charge wiU be suggested in

tcr Vh

Taxation and Tenure

A.S stated in the previous section, the question of stumpage

for successive forest crops is one of the leading ones in the ten-

ure problem. For this reason a thorough understanding of what

stumpage is. for what it is being paid, and how it is esUblished

1, In Chapter in.pp^
jq ^^ ^2 above and ChapUr VI p. 173

below: the heavy costs of transition to sustained yield manage-
ment - for all-weather road systems, permanent river improve*
noMnis, recurrent torest inventories, etc. - were mentioned.
Ufaay of these costs must be and to some degree are now being
met by the Provincial govemaasnt. However the cost to the

companies will undoubtedly increase markedly as the transi-

tion progresses. It is such costs which are referred to here.
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is clearly necessary. In order to clarify the sitQation a little

aad to help one ask more questions, a xnodel of the situation

is again constructed.

L^t us assume that the second crop of the forests in one

region is Bearing maturity. This is the end of the first phase

of nnaaagement for a sustained yield. L.et us further assume

that to achieve ttiis condition* ttie government required the

ccHBipany operating the area to carry out a certain working plan

aad to use certain cutting methods. These methods were not

the means nK>st easily adopted for extraction of the previous

virgin stand nor was the working plan the simplest possible

under liquidation operations. But the company recognised both

the power of the government and the interest that the company

had is tt&is future forest and cc^*operated fully. It paid for the

iacroased logging expenses, for many of the improvements

necessary to carry ou t the working plan, and for a good

part of the essential protection costs. L.et us also assume that

the government assisted the company by sharing some of the

capital costs under the working plan and placed at the com-

pany's disposal the benefits of its forest research. Finally

let us assume that both the company and the Province know

1. Insofar as the government's stumpage dues may have been

set so low that the company received a large portion of the

economic rent owing to the government on the timber it may
be considered that the company's expenditures on forest

management are really those of the government carried out

by the company.
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fairly accurately their coete InvolverT in bringing this second

crop iNtfely to itt ^t^»»^* •••• * u »%• •*^«««.%»«»w i* ^ .^f

this timber for its use, should it pay stumpage? If so, on

what basis?

Stnmpage is the price that the Province charges for its

forest products. But in tiiis model the products do not belong

solely to the fovemment if any consideration is given to equity.

This second crop of timber represents tiie direct result of in-

vestments by the company in the land for which it has paid

ground rent annually over the years. Some of the crop should

belong to it. Furthermore, the government's share represents

the people's investment for their future • for the contribution

the forest industries would continue to make towards a stable,

healthy econcMtny. And through its income and other taaces, the

coirpany shares with the people ia this, tbe Province's stake ia

the forest.

From this analysis one might say that under these condi-

tions the company should pay for a portion of the government's

costs in producing the second forest. Tbat is, stumpage should

be a price based upon a part of the Province's costs. This sug-

gestion seems to raise almost as many question which are as

1. It is probable that it will long be debatable whether certain

Government expenditures should be included legitimately

in the costs of management. It will be difficult to know al-

ways where to draw the line.
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equally difficult to answer as the first ones.

Alternatively one riif^t eaggeet that ^e company pay no

•tumpage. This second crop is hut one oi many more to come.

If it follows its former policy the government will continue to

ask the company to share the costs of forest management.

Would it not be wise to regard the government's investment as

the people's cost of keeping their economy running - a cost

shared by all who are able to do so. This suggestion seems

reasonable, for the costs of forest may well increase for some

time until the proper degree and quality of supervision and care

is achieved.

«

What difficulty there is in deciding this issue seems to

Stem from the fact that stumpage is regarded as a price charged

for wood products - products whose ownership Tsiay be divided

in subsequent rotations between the government and the company.

Tetf from the point of view of the Provincial Treasury which re-

ceives all stumpage returns, these dues are just another source

of revenue. And this revenue viewpoint is consistent with sub-

section S, section 92 of the B.N. A. Act. Does it not seem

simpler to avoid all the problems raised by trying to price sue-

cessive timber crops in which both the government and the com-

paay have shared expenses? Cannot the Province raise the same

revenue by noeano of taxation and then contribute its share towards

the maintenance of the forest economy?
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From this analysis it appears that the tic between tenure

•.^ •M»««««««y« im not exactly direct. Ratiier it is through rights

in the equity of the successive forests which both the Province

and die compaides create. The solution to Uie tenure-stumpage

probleni would seem to lie in resolving the rights to the forest

equity created by both public and company capital.

Have other government charges any bearing upon tenure?

Ground Rent

One is tempted to suggest ground rent as such a charge.

For a rent is a payment for the rigpbi to use land or land and its

improvements. A ground rent is the price paid for the use of

land alone. It includes the right to in^>rove the land and the

occupant's title to the benefits of such improvements. Therefore

the tenant of Crowa lands should acquire definite rights sad

privileges by virtue of the ground rent that he pays.

As was shown in Chapter ni« it is doubtftil ndiether the

Provincial government ever considered that it conferred any

such rii^ts to licensees because they paid ground rents. When
f. .".... ...

this charge was introduced in 1851 to prevent monopolies of

timber limits, no licensee would have wanted to hold his limits

mmf longer than was necessary to clear the land. He did not

wish to improve the area. He was so settler; neither was he

forestry conscious. His ground rents were a tax on monopolies

1. See pp. 75 and 76 above,
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and •peculmtion. Aad so they became a part of the Prorince**

reveaue •ymtmiBD., x or as order was brought into licensing the

need for ground rents disappeared. Or if the need still per*

sisted. otiier more effective means were sought to handle the

anatter.

In Chapter HI the question waa raised whether ground rents

should be abolished. Unless the gevemaaent makes some definite

acknowledgement of the rights such rents nominally confer on

licensees, they should be repealed. However with the Province's

move towards sustained yield management* a belated recognition

of the use^ purpose that these rents could properly serve might

provide th« government with a very serviceable tool for solving

its tenure problems. It is a means well adapted to the allocation

of Isnds where one organisation is the principal landlord. The

rights conferred by rent can be clearly defined. It is an instru-

ment fashioned to bring to the landlord any of the economic benefit

accruing to him as a landowner. And this is what the Province

has sought up till now in stumpagc.

Succession Duties

In the discussion of succession duties in Chapter m, it was

hypothesised that these taxes might upset the continuity of tenure

of forest lands by certain types of companies. It was suggested

further that this might conceivably disrupt some forest manage

-

it plans. Only detailed analysis of actual occurrences will
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x«v'««I whether these hypotheees ere valid mad eignificeat. If

they ere, ti&e remedy i» mmMuy xouaa ee will be noted in

Chapter VL *

Of the other tasMs which forest iadaatries pay, one may

•ay that they have no bearing upon the problexne of forest tenure.
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CKapttr YI

TAXATION AND FOREST POLICY

From the prtviout chapters it it apparent that for govcra-

meBl,tax policy may be one of &c dovicea it may approprii^tely

uae to promote full developmaat and wise conaervation of natural

reaourcca, Ilaley ((44) p. 4IS3). Thia chapter auggeata the

dynamic role which taxation may play in the aupport of proper

forest management. It ia hoped that some of the auggeationa

which follow may aeaiat men in the forest industrlea, in govern-

ment, and in the comxnunitiea of Ontario to bring their foresta

to the optimum peak of production*

General Remarks

Psychological Aspect of Tax Problems

B«fore discussing some of the economic factors concerned

with taxation and forest policy* it should be noted that problems

created by taxation or associated with it often stem from psycho-

logical conflicts in individuals. Men in the fore at induatriea sin-

cerely assert their desire that their section of the ec«momy should

smpport its share of the costs of goveramLcnt. On the other hand«

individually they strive to keep the taxes they pay to a minimum*

to obtain tax conceaaions (often warranted), and generally give

evidence of a healthy dislike for paying theae levies. Prof.

Mannheim ((56) pp. S03-30S) noted this dual morality as a aource
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#f poH*' 's.QuritY. In WAays high tempo of living few take

time to consider for what purposes they pay taxes or how ini-

portant these ends are. And therefore their dislike of taaces

grows stronger out of their iadi£fer«»4ie. Forest executtves

also have an acute dislike of tyiag capital up in issraslments

over long periods of time while giving support to management

for a sustained yield. They prefer to keep their husiaesses

in as ''liquid'* a state as is consistevit with good management.

They fear losses. They usually favour short-run benefits

frozn increasing prices, and often they find thcuooselves after

indulging in these benefits, saddled with mill requirements

which urge fheaei to act in a manner detrimental to their future

interests. One may question as Dean Femow did in 1908, (45)

¥ihether adjustments in taxatioa and tenure will have much suc'

cess in overcoming these strong forces which impede much

more than progress in forest management.

Forest Industries in Formative Period

: In some respects the forest industries are only in their

formative period. This is particularly so with the developinent

of their forests in contrast to their plants and machinery. MSn-

agement for optimum sustained yield has hardly commenced in

Ontario - or in Canada for that matter. As U&e Royal Commis-

sion <A Pulpwood. ((17) p. 120) put it we have kept our timber

resources in a current account. Capital has been withdrawn

continually when it could have earned interest - interest sufficient
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to support our present industry,

Transitioa a Period of Financial Strain

Men in Industry and In gOTcmnftcnt wlU support £. T. F.

WolUenberg's statement, ((89) p. Hi) that the transition from

liquidation cutting programs - the cut-aBd*get*out-poUcy - to

sustained yield management is one of the most difficult financial

periods in forestry. It is the period mhtn businessmen and

gorernmaut authorities must gire up sonoe o.f their hopes for

short*run profits or revenues. They unst hearken to ihm ad-

vice of foresters on the long-run requirements of the forests

and on flie long-term benefits which will accrue. To do this will

not be easy. Companies have to listen to the pleas of their

shareholders lor adequate dividend returns and of their cus-

tomers for greater production without increased prices; they

liave to face fiie increased costs of more permanent woods im-

provements; they must ficcept the problems of forest settlements.

Giovemzzient authorities must accept heavier forest eicpenditures;

they will have to pacify the insistent demands for more funds

which arise from all sides or else place the burden elsewhere

than on the forests; and they naust co-operate with the forest in-

dustries in their efforts to meet the host of practical problems

arising with forest management. In fact everyone in this Province

and in Canada must intensify his efforts to think constructively

and to plan for the forest economy.

1. Idany short-run costs such as these wiU have definite long-

run advantages.
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r^^^-mgei in Forestry

Planning » the positive approach to management, lute re-

placed sheer eacploitatior. It is not a dreary prospect. Every-

one makes plans; particularly businessmen and government

officials. Now in forestry, the opportunity exists to make
• •

....
chaagcs in our maattfcment methods, the chance to discard

outmoded institutions and to combine sound and tested methods

with new, progressive financial and adxninistrative techniques.

Now there is time to ask questions and to explore novel ideas,

to dia«:uss co-operative projects, and to run pilot studies.

Along with the forests* challenge today, there is that of

tb.e large corporation, vertically and horiaontally integrated,

which is a part of our industrial life. In the forest economy it

may well become the dominant form. Exercising a local mono -

poly of forest resources that is virtually complete, such a com-

pany is a power for destruction - and for good. Undoubtedly

the economies of large-scale Inisiness must be accepted. Twiieei

if the most is to be ntade of our forest wealth, integrated utilixa-

tion in industry utesi become the keynote. It is up to the people

and the govemnaent to weave these large induatrial groupings
•

into the acheme of econ|>mic life, to organise their great pro-

ductive potential in such a way that the forests benefit by their

existence and thereby society.

^ The problema ef the social control of big business generally

lie beyottd the scope of this study. It is sufficient to note here
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^^t tawi H— xnay become omm of the most uaeful of society* •

mtmnm for carrylag out such poUcies, hin: ^elm ((56) p. 117).

Forests. Tsxmtioa end Lend -use Policies

One of the qualities of Uie forests mentiottcd in Chmpter I

was their ability to utiiiae lands which nay be economically

submarginal for any other use. This fact alone means forestry

should form a part of any land-use policy or program. And

because taxation may reduce economic endeavour to the sub-

marginal, it too must be considered in cM^unction with such

policies.

The Advisory Comomittee on Reconstruction

It seems pertinent to note here certain of the recommenda-

tions made by the Subcommittee on Conservation and Development

of natural Resources of the federal government's Advisory Com-

mittee on Reconstruction. Under the forest and forest industries

section of the Subcommittee's report appear these comments:

*'Any form of silviculture will mean increased costs over

present extraction methods. Present handicaps to adoption

of improved forestry practices are:- i. Capital losses through

uncontrolled forest fires, insect, or disease. These losses

cannot be covered by insurance. ii« Insecurity of tenure of

forest holdings, iii. LAck of any guarantees as to future tax

burdens, iv. Uncertainty as to futore markets. *^ Etc.

,

Canada ((13b.) p. 7).
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fNirfl^«rmorc» ihm. SuhcftnimiiU^ rcctMBMiid^d the convening

of a National Forestry Congrcaa to reach a baait for co-opera-

tive action on many vital forestry problem*. These problems

included:- i. Continuity of tenarc of forest holdings; ii. Re-

duction of anomalies as between provinces in forest holdings,

charges, stuxnpage rates, employees* accident insurance costs;

etc. I lii. Development of a setisfactory prograsi of future taaca-

tion of forest lands for the purpose of promoting sustained yield

operations; iv. Marketing facilities* tan concessions or sub-

sidies required to reorganise forest industries on a multiple
• • •

product basis to provide for efficient use of nil raw materials;

and V. Proper land use including forest settlements, forest

holdings* etc., Canada. ((13b.) p. 11).

/ Among the Subcommittee's long-term recommendations

are Qiese two:

'^Selection by provincial authorities of units of the forest in-

dustry (or sites for the establishment of such units), which

should be considered in the light of a planned natural resources

development as essential industries, provided that such indus-

tries under a 99-year renewable lease may be required to

develop manufacturing processes to use all raw materials

available in forest holdings'*
. .. . 1 ..

•
•'

. I- .

**Based on adequate forest inventory data, allocation to such

industries under a 99-yssr renewable lease of a contiguous

forest area of sufficient sise to provide a continuous flow of
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raw materials, sach araa to be retained by the industry

iiv^sr agreed financial tenns as long as operated under

* proper forestry priaciples mutually agreed upon. "

Canada ((13b.) pp. U-12).

The report of the Subcommittee provided a blueprint of

action needed to promote good forestry in Canada as a whole

aad in the provinces. It is apparent that tascation and tenure

were important items in the opinion of the committee

Tax«a, an Indirect Influence

The views of U. L. L«ita and other tax specialists concern-

ing taxation should be noted here, JLotx ((54) p. 14), Wohlenberg

((89) p. 361). Taxes, while appropriately used as means for the

encouragement of forestry or any otticr government policy,

should not be designed to achieve these ends hy providing any

direct Mccntives. These men believe that having helped to

provide order in business activities, taxes should be no hindrance

to business enterprise. Changes in taxation should be aimed at

smoothing ttut or keeping smooth the flow of industrial produc-

tion. In effect they propose that the government should lif^ten

the tax burden to achieve its desired ends rather than threaten

to increase taxes if the ends are not accomplished.

Tax Policies and the Forest Industries

In support of the contention that the forest industries do

deserve more favourable consideration in government tax policies
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thm lollowiag points may be cited:

i« The task of returning the forest resources of Ontario to

ttttir former productivity and Tr>*<T»fA<^fi.^g them at an optimum

sustained yield for the benefit of all, is one iiriiich will cost

large sums of caoney. This financial burden must be borne

by all who arc able to do so. Because of their integral part

in such a task, ^le forest industries should be given every

assistance to help them bear their share of the finaskcial loads.

it is an example where special considerations to lighten the tax

burden are called for by the urgency and sine of the task to be

accomplished. This is the short-run aspect of a lottg-run

program of action. And it will be action which will bring the

forest resouree to a state where it will be miore able to bear

its share of government costs.

ii. The burden of the present taxes may be considered equit-

able because they are levied upon all or most industries in a

like manner. However income taxes, for example, make little

provision for the differences between industries (e. g. the

forest industry and the shoe manufacturers) arising out of re-

quirements for re-investment of earnings lor future operations.

In otfier words, a forest company, if it is to bring its forests

MMler go«d management idU have to incur heavy expenditures

for roads, silviculture, etc. , expaaditures the like of which
.. »

BO shoe company faces. True, these heavy charges may be the

result of the tprest company's own past actions in over-cutting
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i&equenUy "mining") its forcsU. But Mch actions were

^oUy in keeping until recently, with the outlook of the times.

m. Alrendy the mining industry receives substantially better

tmaL treatment than does the equally essential forest industry,
^

These are not new arguments for preferential tax consid-

erations. But they are still valid and still among the strongest

in favour of such government action.

e e a e a a

Because taxes are levied by governments most of the sug-

gestions which follow will be directed towards steps which these

bodies could lake to stuooulate better forestry on the part of flie

forest industries in Ontario. A later section contains soxne

recommendations for ttiought on company policy in this matter.

These suggestions are made with fuU awareness of the need for

research and study to test their validity. They are proposed

in order to eacourage such study rather than to provide a certain

path out of our present situation.

T,
Concerning Government Policy

Corporation Income Taxes

The Federal h&come Tax

From the review of the British income tax in Chapter IV

point stands out. This is the use of Che income tax as an in-

1, See pp. 59 to 62 above.
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•trument to foster good forest inaaager^^»»t, fn &«, ^^Auumlxm^

tion of Che Canadtaa IncoxAMt Teac Act there liave recently been

made eome very profreeslve mud advmatageoas clumges •

changes aimed at adapting the Tax ReguUtiona to the movement

of the forest industries towards proper forest iz&anagement.

Forest Msnagcment Expenses . Forest management expenses

such as salaries for foresters, and protection and reforestation

costs, generally receive treatment as current expenses, deduct-

ible from income in the year in which they are incurred. The

qualificatlaiis to Uds statement are Oiat such expenses shovild

bear a reasonable relationship to ttie sine of current logging op-

erations and that they nmst also pertain to management areas

supplying wood to present conversion facilities. In effect, these

naanagement costs are escpenses incurred for the purpose of

gaining income.

If management expenses pertain to areas held for future

axpansion of ^e mill or for timber to be sold they are classed as

capital expenditures. As such areas are brou|^t into production

these capitalised expenses may be recovered by means of deple-

tion aliowsnces.

• » t • f

Depreciation Allowances. Treatment of depreciation of capital

expenditures under the Income Tax Regulations is on the basis

of a fixed percentage of a diminishing balance of the capital cost

of ttM item. ThU basis, rather than a straight line or itsmd
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percentage of the ixdlial capiiel cost, w&« adopted for tax pur*

poses to counterbalance the usual rapidly rising maintenance

coats of any capital item as it grows older. That is. larger

depreciation charges are allowed belore maintenance costs

become heavy.

Recent changes in this part of the Regulations dealing with

allowances for capital coats, have favoured the forest industries.

Two optional tresitnients of these costs have been provided, ^rior

to the changes, property which would have no use in cutting or

extracting timber after a limit was cut over (e. g. camps, haul

roads» mechanical equipment), had uaually to be depreciated on

a straii^t-liae basis over the life of a limit; that is, depreciation

allowances were granted at a rate per unit of wood cut, baaed on

the inventory of the linoit. Today this method may still be fol*

lowed but an alternative is provided. Such property may also

be depreciated at a rate of ^0 per cent annually on the diminiah-

ing balance basis. However the taxpayer having chosen which

method he will uae for an item of &is nature, may not later de-

preciate it by the alternative method.

Another favourable amendment to the R^pilations provides

that forest management expenses of a capital nature (such as

access roads and trails for protection purposes) may be depre-

1. Previous to this change some mechanical equipment was
depreciated for tax purposes at a rate of 20 per cent.
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cUUd at the 10 p%r cent rat«. Previously Dcrmimeiit roads

f€9iy,msA m, rmf of only 4 por cent mad it was always doubtful

whether asy allowance whatever conld be daixzitid for protection

roads and trails.

Tatese recent changes indicate that the federal departments

of Finance and National Ri^venuc are becomini^ well aware of the

Unaacial problems involved in the swing to sustained yield naan-

ngemeat. The changes are probably the most favourable Ihat

could be eaqpected under the circumstances. For under the 30

per cent rate allowed, three-quarters of the capital expense may

h^ written off in four years.

This favourable treatment should reduce any company re-

luctance to embark on forest naanegexnent, that arises as a re-

sult of income taxation. L>ess money now will have to remain

tied up in capital expenditures which will be subject to uninsur-

able risks of loss from fire or attack by insects and disease.

There will be less taxation oi what R* Goode called "imputed**

2
costs.

I>#lllstliM AUawnncss . Depletion allowances under the Regula-

tions have not bean altered along with the recent changes in

treatment of depreciation. It is difficult in an extensive study

snch as this to assess the real ixnportance of the problem raised

1. There were instances where such claims were disallowed

by tike l>epartnient of National Revenue.

2, See pp. 44 and 45 above.
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in the taxmtioa of capital gaina in ttaibar %iUcli ha« b««n n«ld

ior nnany years. Wliere limiti are held under long-term

kgemcat frona ttie Crown the problem wiU hardly arise '

especially as the Provincial government prohibits speculation

in timber limits. It would seem Oust the problem is a minor

one in Ontario where such a large percentage of ttie forest is

administered by the Province.

The systeia of depletion allowances provided in the

Swedish income tax ini|^t be adapted in part to Caaadicui con-

ditions. However the relnetance of the federal govemmeal

to define capital gains in the Income Tax Act will probably pre*

dnde such action. For unless a capital gains tax is im^posed
..It"'' '• • ' ' ,' .

. , ^ . . , . • - 1' • "• .. •

in this country, it will always rcmadn simpler and far wiser

Strategically to define \i^at is Inceans and leave the remainder

untaxed. The Success of the Bailey Aniendment to the United

Mates Internal Revewie Cede hiaages upon the fact that capital

gains ooiist be defined as there is a capital gains tax under the

Code. Aud yet the treatment of depletion in the mining in^ius-

try does mmmm to indicate that if necessary, special legislation

and administrative action can be taken to alleviate undue tax

burdens.

The carrying forward of depletion allowances as is per-

1. See p. 57 above.
2; See pp. 122 to 124 above.

3. See p. 150 above.
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mltted in Swedeiv nii^t be a de«4 ruble imormtlon If adc»|>Ud

ia C«umd«. However it ie oalikely that sach action wot&ld be

permitted ia Caaada until there ia a general move by the federal

(•vernmeat to allow the carrying forward of loeaea aad the averag-

ing of incatme over a two or three-year period. These are features

of Swedish aad British iacome taxes.

The Oatario Iacome Tax.

As nfteationed above, * the Oatario goveraznent accepts com-

pany depreciaticMi deductions made on the same basis as provided

\m tbe federal Income Tax Kegulations. Whether the recent changes

adopted by Ottawa >»ili be similarly adopted by Oatario, the author

cannot ascertain. It is to be hoped that the past uniformity of

action which has existed will be conttnued in this matter. As the

Provincial govemmeat is responsible for the inception of forest

management* it should be amoz^ the first lo adapt its corporate

iacome tax to this change in forest policy.
w

As in the xjoatter of capital gains and the federal income tax,

the Provincial government is unlikely to take positive action to

deiiae capital galas. However if the problem is oae which ialiibits

compaaies from progressiag with their forest management plans,

tiien it is proper that Oatario should take the lead ia giviag a

definition to capital gains in order to prevent thmir taxation under

present legislation.
a e e e s a

1. Sec p. 122 above,

2. See p. 57 above.
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The problttxnc of d«pUtion and depr«cUtic»a discassed

abov€ are in many respects apecial to the forest industries.

However, there are other aspects of corporate income taaEation

which M^iie general may have significance to the forest industries.

The carrying forward of losses and the averagSng of incomes are

examples. Another which is largely a problem in provincial tax-

ation is the allocation of income to its proper situs. As men-

tioned above, the Tax Rental Agreements between many of the

provinces and ttie federal govemxnent have obviated this difficulty

in the agreeing provinces. It is doubtful whether the use of the

same aUocatioa formula Aroughout this country would result in

inuch change in provincial revenues. It is possible that Ontario

2
y enter a similar agreement with Ottawa. But until such

time, uniformity in allocation formulae and in other tax matters

would help to minimise industry's troubles in making out its tax

returns. It would eliminate possibilities of discriminatory tax

differentials.

Provincial Corporation Taxes

The place -of-business tax in Ontario is one which really

has no place in the Provincial tax system. The tax on paid-up

capital also has UtUe merit. If the Province hesiUtes to repc«i

such nuisance levies, consideration should perhaps be given to

that practical feature of the British land tax by which the tax-

1. See pp. 54 to 56 above.

2. This agreement has been signed. See the Foreword.
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pay«r anay r«dtt«m the tax. He does this by paying in a aum

equal to the taac*s capital value at some low percentage. ' In

this Boanner the taxes could die « natural death. ^

Land Taxes

As suggested above municipal and provincial property

taxes are likely to remain a part of their respective tax systems

for many years. As it is difficult for monicipalities io change

independently the basis of valuation of forest lands, it is up

to the Province to make the move towards evaluations baaed

on the productive capacity of the forest soil. Th« Province has

both the necessary authority and the resources of money, know*

ledge, and personnel. The county of £unbuif in New Brunswick

has made an interestizig attempt to broadly classify lands for

tax purposes roughly according to site quality. Their experience

would probably be a vmluahle guide io changes that are possible

ia Ontario. The author realiaes that nothing could be done in

this country on the scale of the Scandinavian land and Inromr

taxes. Nor is it actually desirable to do so in this extensive

Province. But tiiere is no real reason why some action ihould

not be taken now to improve our present unsatisfactory assess-

ment basis.

AdapUbility to local administi'stion has given the property

tax its prominence in msinicipal Onance. The success of the

1. Sec p. 147 above.
2. These two taxes have been suspended by the agreement.

See die Foreword.
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local iacomc tax«t BlftoiaXd be stadied. Many people

have felt tkat •uch taxes are not good tazee for this country. But

if municipal tax systeme are to be diversified, the iacozne tax

caa prbably be adapted with mtccesa to local admiaistratioa —
particularly a« practice ia public finaace has shown marked im-

provexnent since such taxes were repealed in 1956,

Succession Duties

Neither the fedaral aor Provincial succession duty acts

recognise trees as being a iorxn. of property which differs from

any otber form. Trees aormally iortn but a part of aay property

in Canada. No treatnaettt is given tike that wAdck ttfaqpayers in

Britain receive under the BriUsh acts. There is merit in the

British provision for evaluating the trees separately and £or pay-

ment of duties wihea the timber is cut. Furthermore, the cancel-

lation of all duties on such timber on the death of the legatee,

prior to a revaluatioa of the propertf, is a rational provisi<m

wbich fairly recognises the true nature of the .forest - Ibat it is

the land's only crop and should b« taxed only once. Incorporation

of similar provisions in the federal sad Ontario acts would ensure

that these statutes will in ao way hinder the progress of forest

noanagexnent in Ontario.

# S S • « •

1 . See p. 145 above,
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Taxattoa is one of tht eltmenta In the country*• econ«

omic climate which govemmcnts can control. And with co-op-

eration between all lerela of government It would be robbed of

any capridoueneaa and giren clear form. Another element per-

haps a^ioally as important is government expenditure. References

in Chapter m above^ will indicate the close tie between expendi-

tures, taxation, and forestry.

Stumpage and Ground Rent

In the section dealing witti stumpage in Chapter III some

doubt was cast on its efficacy as a means for raising Provincial

Revenues. The sbility of the Provincial authorities to continue

to pries tiisir forest products in a fair and proper manner in the

conditions of modem business which grow evermore complex, has

been questioned. The possibility of increasing present stumpage

rates sufficiently to yield the revenues necessary for increassd

Provincial axpenditares on forestry, is not great if the competi-

tive market positions of the forest industries are not to be en-

dangered. ' Furthermore, stumpage appraisal is viewed as an

improvement on previous methods of stumpage evaluation only if

it is an interim measure. It will not solve the Province's tenure

problems. Are there any alternatives to Ontario's continued

reliance on stumpage as the main source of revenue for financing

1. See pp. 63,74, 83 to 85 and 93 to 95 above.

2. It is not naeant to imply that stumpaga evaluation ought to be
dependent on forestry expenditures. The author firmly believes

that if stumpage is to be retained, there should be no direct re-

lationship between the two.
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the 0«pt. of LAifeds and ForesU? Will these alUraative* help

to solve the forest tenure problems in Ontario? In answer to

tiiesc questions the following suggestions are made for further

study in theory and in practical detail.
« » • - *•

To avoid the problems of pricing forest products from

Crown lands and to avoid equity problems in successive crops

of timber under management, Ae abolition of stumpage is re-

coaenmended. On the ^other hand, under the system of ground

rents presently in force, a clear definition of the tenure rights

which such rents shc*:ild convey would simplify tenure and equity

problems in timber from sustained yield management of Crown

lands. I^icensees and agreement holders through payment of

ground rents would obtain full title to all tiasber they grew on

leased or licensed land. Control of coxapany management prac-

tices could be handled under the Crown Timber Act as it is pres-

ently constituted. The adjustment of rentals mi^t be made at
,

three or five-year intervals. Some difficulty is envisaged in
.

the actual egtablishment of the rsntal rates. However a system

based upon &e site quality of the forest land could surely be

evolved. This need then have no direct bearing on the crops of

timber actually produced nor on their market values - values

which may be difficult to esUblish under present marketing

metlMdds. The productive capacity of broad classes of forest

sites could be found and used as the basic standard for rentals.

This standard would assume reasonable management for a sus-
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tmined yield of different forest cmnn, A ^lorrifitAi mi^ reaeoa-

able value baeed upon an adequate appraisal of actual values

could be given the best sites in a forest region. The other

classes could then be given values based on their relative

producers capacities.

If the revenue yielded to O&e Province by ground rents is

not sufficient, it is recozmnrnded that the FrovinciAl authorities

consider raising the additional money by use of the incozne tax

•r a very moderate aeverence tax based upon &e quantity of

wood products cut. It is recognised that discussion of the in-

creased expenditures by the Province which are envisaged in

order to bring the Province's forests under proper management

f$ll» largely outside the scope of this study. It seems reasonable

to suggest that these expenditures be not limited to what revenues

the forests may directly yield. However if it prove necessary to

do so, ttiM> the use of a surtax on incoxne of the forest industries

or a s«verence tax» clearly earmarked for such special use can

be justified.

forest Management i:'uad

This raises the point of the establishment by Ontario of

some sort of Forest Management Fund, somewhat along the lines

of the French Forest bnprovexnent Fund. If such a fund were

•et up it could be maintained by the spcciUc taxes described above,

lis use could be publicixed and the special taxes which support it
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wottld add lo ft« c^ffect of drivizig horns to the pobltc the ne«d

to b« forestry contciotui. Furthermore by aeiag such specially

desigojited tsjces, non-forest industries which benefit from the

forests (such as the tourist industry) could be called on to share

in the expenses of caring for the forests. While &ere Is no for-

mal hif^way improvement fond that the author knows of, the

present gasoline tax is an example of a specific tax to pay for

the special benefits that ntotorists receive throu|^ ttie provision

of good hi|^ways.

The experience of the United States in the use of tax exemp-

tions and special forest yield taxes in the place of regular property

taxeSe is illuioiiHiting. And experience ir Ontario supports the

point that inducements of that order have little success in pro-

moting good forestry. It is probable that a Fund available for

forestry loam at nominal interest rates would be preferaUe.

European forestry has found a useful place for such forest finan-

cing.

Concerning Company Policy

As the forest industries pay rather than levy taxes, their

action aloa^ the line of a positive tax policy may seem of minor

significance when compared to possit>le government action. How-

ever the forest companies have a rather large measure of public

•pprobium to overcome concerning their treatment of ttke forests

before tiliey can expect much public support of tax changes in

1. From conversations with Provincial authorities.
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thsir favour. In this matter mncli baa bac» accomplished and

greater aocccsi may he expected aa proper forest managezneat

plaaa are carried fonaard. Honest publicityoof each actions will

serve the dual purpose of gaining public approval and increaaiag

the public** own awareness of the problems that good forestry

poses. The essential part played by the forest industries in our

economy is still largely unrealised by the man in the street.

And furthermore, persistent and concerted action by all com-

panies in presenting the true facts of their position to pertinent

government auUioritics W9uld probably bear fruit where previous

claims have been uasuceessiul because of a lack of organised

prassuro.

To prove their willingness to bear their fair share of the

tax burdan, the forest industries should show a real desire to

provide the facts and Egures of their business when it is neces-

sary to show that tax obsmgcs are in order. For it is only reaaoa-

able that before legislative or administrative action can be taken

on the government's part, iSkt authorities should be fully con-

versant with all details. This is a difacult proposition in the

complex structure of our present-day business economy, partic-

ularly if ia^iustry feels that the government is liable to tsJce unfair

advantage of such important iaforxnatton. Tet there does seem to

be a need for greater trust and co-operation in the relationship

between government and industry in this field of finance. If

co-operatioa oa induatry*s part ia not forthcoming one can only
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«sp«€t the govcmmeat«s tax lastmmeat to be dull aad incKperHy

handled. - .

* • -

As mentioned in Chapter HI, there is some doubt today

when forest czecutivea spea): of a lack of fund a for investment,

iiriietber they mean investment in the forests or in plant facilities.

At the present stage when the forests require such large amounts

to be spent upon their rehabilitation, unmistakable examples of

company investment in the future forests (possibly at Oie expense

of some short-mn commercial advantage to be derived from new

plant), would do znuch to underline the many statements that men

ia industry make concerning thsir support of sustained yield
• « *

forestry.

There is one more aspect of company policy concerning

taxation. Where aon-contractual costs or rewards for uninsur-

able risks are being taxed, the forest industry should endeavour

to reduce such costs to a minimum and convert them to contractual

costs. As such they will be deductible from taxable income. If

the Provincial government does provide the forest industries

with full eq^ty in the future stands of timber on their limits,

then the incentive will exist to bring into existence adequate

forest fire insurance.

^ 41 e 41 o *

1. See pp. 44 and 45 above.
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Do tbcsc Migge»tion» on .^ov^' ^tr^r^: juid ^onA^taa^f liu^^^oa

forest poUcy sq^uare vith th« point* made ia Chapter I? The

renewable nature of the forests is recognised and full advantage

taxwise is Uken* if indirectly, hy the promotiott of good maaage-

nsent. Present rigidities and friction in stumpage charges are

removed and mora flexible alterx»atives are provided. The es-

sential and integral role ef Uie industries based on the forests

receives full recognition. Fum-fiiermore, If each policies were

followed* more harmonious and stable relationships would prob-

ably ensue between the industry and government - relationships

which aihould lead to UMre stable tax policies. Of greater im-

portaace in the suggestions is &e incentive they would give to

industry to enter into fiUl partnership with the govemxnent and

the people in operating the forests for the optimum sustained

yield of forest products.

FINIS
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